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Afghan diplomat, caught smuggling gold, 
resigns due to 'personal attacks'

London mayor Sadiq Khan wins historic 
third term as Tories routed in local polls

Northern Gaza is now in 'full-blown 
famine': UN World Food Program chief

Anti-Israel protest at US university 
declared 'unlawful assembly', 25 arrested

Sydney, Australian police said on Sunday they shot dead a 
boy after he stabbed a man in Western Australia's capital 
Perth, in an attack authorities said indicated terrorism.

There were signs the 16-year-old, armed with a kitchen 
knife, had been radicalised online, state authorities said, 
adding they received calls from concerned members of 
the local Muslim community before the attack, which 
occurred late on Saturday night.The attack, in the suburb 
of Willetton, had "hallmarks" of terrorism but was yet to 
be declared a terrorist act, police said.At this stage it 
appears that he acted solely and alone," Western 
Australia Premier Roger Cook said in a televised news 
conference in Perth, regarding the attacker.

The victim, stabbed in the back, was stable in hospital, 
authorities said.The incident comes after New South 
Wales police last month charged several boys with 
terrorism-related offences in investigations following 
the stabbing of an Assyrian Christian bishop while he 
was giving a live-streamed sermon in Sydney, on April 
15.The attack on the bishop came only days after a 
deadly mass stabbing in the Sydney beachside suburb of 
Bondi that claimed the lives of six people.

Gun and knife crime is rare in Australia, which 
consistently ranks among the safest countries in the 
world, according to the federal government.

Radicalised’ teen carries out knife 
attack in Perth, shot dead by cops

Nearly 60 killed, over 69,000 
displaced as heavy rains 

batter southern Brazil
Sao Paulo, Brazil.a Heavy rains in Brazil's 

southernmost state of Rio Grande do Sul this 
week killed at least 55 people, local 
authorities said on Saturday evening, while 
dozens remain unaccounted for.

=Rio Grande do Sul's civil defence authority 
said 74 people were still missing and more 
than 69,000 had been displaced as storms in 
the last few days have affected nearly two 
thirds of the 497 cities in the state, which 
borders Uruguay and Argentina.1The local 
authority said it is now investigating whether 
another seven deaths were related to the 
storms, after earlier in the day it had reported a 
total of more than 55 deaths.Floods destroyed 
roads and bridges in several regions of the 
state. The storm also triggered landslides and 
the partial collapse of a dam at a small 
hydroelectric power plant. A second dam in 
the city of Bento Goncalves is also at risk of 
collapsing, authorities said.

In Porto Alegre, the capital of Rio Grande do Sul, 
the Guaiba lake broke its banks, flooding 
streets.

Porto Alegre's international airport has 
suspended all flights for an indefinite period.

State Governor Eduardo Leite told reporters on 
Saturday evening that Rio Grande do Sul 
would need a "Marshall Plan" to recover from 
the storms and its consequences, referring to a 
plan for Europe's economic recovery after 
World War Two.Brazil's President Luiz Inacio 
Lula da Silva, who had visited Rio Grande do 
Sul on Thursday, will travel back to the state 
on Sunday to follow the rescue efforts, his 
chief of communication Paulo Pimenta said 
on Saturday.Lula said on X that his 
government is in constant contact with state 
and cities' authorities to support the region 
with whatever they need.Rains are expected in 
the northern and northeastern regions of the 
state until Sunday, but the volume of 
precipitation has been declining, and should 
be well below the peak seen earlier in the week, 
according to the state meteorology authority.

Still, "river water levels should stay high for 
some days", Leite said earlier on Saturday.

Rio Grande do Sul is at a geographical meeting 
point between tropical and polar atmospheres, 
which has created a weather pattern with 
periods of intense rains and others of drought.

ability to function in a normal World  A senior Afghan diplomat in 
capac i ty" .he  thanked the  India has resigned from her position 
Government of India and the after reports of her involvement in 
c i t izens  for  the i r  "warm gold smuggling from Dubai surfaced. 
welcome" and "unwavering Zakia Wardak was reportedly caught 
support" during her three-year at the Mumbai airport last month for 
tenure, and called the experience allegedly trying to smuggle 25 kg of 
"a privilege".gold worth Rs 18.6 crore from the 

capital of the UAE.She had been the "I sincerely hope for a future where 
acting Ambassador of Afghanistan women in leadership roles are 
to New Delhi since late last year after supported and respected, where 

faced by wome in Afghan society who working as the Afghan Consul General opportunities for progress are 
strive to modernise and bring positive in Mumbai for more than two embraced rather than met with hostility 
change amidst ongoing propaganda years.Taking to X, Wardak mentioned and defamation. My commitment to 
campaigns," her statement, released in "numerous personal attacks and advocating for positive change 
both Pashto and English, read.defamation" directed towards her as remains unwavering despite this 

Wardak said the "persistent and well as her family that impacted her decision," she wrote in the statement.
coordinated" attacks exceeded a ability to operate in the position of an Zakia Wardak took charge of the Afghan 
"tolerable threshold". She further Afghan diplomat. However, she didn't embassy in New Delhi last November 
stated that while she was prepared to mention the reports of the Directorate after the mission helmed by the then-
tackle the attacks on her character that of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) seizing Ambassador Farid Mamumdzay 
were "not altogether surprising", she gold from her on April 25.Wardak was announced its closure. Mamundzay 
was not "unprepared for the toll it took not arrested for her diplomatic had moved to the UK.
on those close to me".Zakia Wardak immunity, news agency PTI reported. Wardak was appointed before the 
said while it's her passion to serve her "These attacks, which appear to be Ta l i b a n  r e g a i n e d  c o n t r o l  i n  
country and bring about a positive organised, have severely impacted my Afghanistan in 2021 and was 
change, in the wake of the attacks, she ability to effectively operate in my role reportedly the sole woman Afghan 
has to prioritise her "well-being and and have demonstrated the challenges diplomat.

LONDON. London's Labour mayor third term," Khan told supporters, own third term, reportedly requested a 
Sadiq Khan on Saturday secured a accusing his Tory opponent of recount in one district, with the contest 
record third term, dealing the "fearmongering"."We ran a campaign too close to call.An unexpected Tory 
Conservatives another damaging that was in keeping with the spirit and defeat there could leave Sunak with 
defeat in their worst local election values of this great city, a city that only one notable success: the party's 
results in recent memory months regards our diversity not as a weakness, mayor winning a third term in Tees 
before an expected general election. but as an almighty strength—and one Valley, northeast England, albeit with a 

that rejects right hard-wing populism," vastly reduced majority.Khan, 53, easily beat Tory challenger 
he added.It adds to a dismal set of Susan Hall to scupper largely forlorn 'Voters are frustrated'
results for Prime Minister Rishi Sunak, Tory hopes that they could prise the UK Writing in Saturday's Daily Telegraph, 
as his Tories finished a humiliating capital away from Labour for the first Sunak conceded "voters are frustrated" 
third in local council tallies after losing time since 2016.The first Muslim but insisted "Labour is not winning in 
nearly 500 seats in voting Thursday mayor of a Western capital when first places they admit they need for a 
across England.With Labour making elected then, he had been widely majority.""We Conservatives have 
huge gains, the beleaguered leader's expected to win as Labour surged everything to fight for," Sunak argued.
Conservatives lost crunch mayoral nationally and the Conservatives suffer Labour, out of power since 2010 and 
races in Manchester, Liverpool, and in the polls.In the end, he saw his t rounced  by  Bor i s  Johnson ' s  
Yorkshire, as well as the capital and margin of victory increase compared to Conservatives at the last general 
elsewhere.In the West Midlands, Tory the last contest in 2021. election in 2019, also emphatically 
incumbent Andy Street, bidding for his "It's truly an honour to be re-elected for a snatched a parliamentary .

unlawful assembly."The university also University policy violations and World At least 25 people were arrested 
said that it was awaiting confirmation on pleading for a peaceful resolution. during a clash between pro-Palestine 
how many of the 25 arrested individuals That request was ignored", he said in a protesters and the police at the 
were affiliated with the school.On May 7, letter to the student community.When University of Virginia in the US after the 
the students launched their protest on a the department's "attempts to resolve demonstrators refused to remove their 
lawn outside the university chapel. On the situation were met with physical tents from the campus. The university 
Saturday, however, they refused to confrontation and attempted assault, it located in Charlottesville said the police 
remove their encampments despite became necessary to rely on had to "declare an unlawful assembly" at 
repeated requests by the university assistance from the Virginia State the protest site due to "violent conduct 
authorities. Police", Ryan noted."The police a n d  f a i l u r e  t o  f o l l o w  p o l i c e  

declared an unlawful assembly, issued began has been the safety of our students. directions".This latest development Soon thereafter, state police troopers 
no trespass orders to those who refused Students are not safe right now,” comes as more than 2,000 people have wearing heavy riot gear and holding 
to disperse, and arrested those who Goldblatt said.In a statement, the been arrested in the US since mid-April shields lined up on the campus, while the 
continued to refuse dispersal," he University of Virginia said the Virginia for staging protests at college and defiant protesters chanted slogans like 
added.Besides the arrests at the State Police were asked to help with university campus across the nation "shame on you" and "free Palestine".A 
University of Virginia, dozens of people enforcement as the tents and canopies against the Israel-Hamas war in Gaza. video on social media shows police 
were taken into custody for criminal erected by the protesters were officers moving in on the encampment Dozens of Virginia State Police officers in 
trespass outside the Art Institute of "prohibited under school policy" and on the campus' lawn, cuffing some riot gear surrounded the student 
Chicago at a demonstration, reports were asked to remove them.University demonstrators with zip-ties and using encampment area on Saturday and used a 
Reuters news agency.The arrests of Virginia president James E. Ryan said what appeared to be pepper spray.chemical spray to disperse the protesters 
occurred after the institute called in the protesters "complied with requests to from the area.In a tweet on Sunday Speaking to The Washington Post, Laura 
police to remove protesters it said were adhere to university policies, including a morning, the university said, "A pro- Goldblatt, an assistant professor of 
illegally occupying its property, long-standing prohibition on erecting Palestinian protest ended on Grounds English and global studies, said the 
according to the Chicago Police tents absent a permit" until Friday Saturday after University, local and state protesting students were pushed to the 
Department.Meanwhile, at Ann Arbor, evening.But on Saturday morning, when police cleared the area. This followed ground as soon as the police moved in. 
pro-Palestinian protesters briefly the University Police Department repeated policy violations. Violent She said the students were "sprayed with 
disrupted a commencement ceremony at "offered a final warning to the protesters, conduct and failure to follow police a chemical irritant" and forcibly pulled 
the University of Michigan.reminding them once again of their directions led officers to declare an by their arms.Our concern since this 

WORLD

Authorities in Rio Grande do 
Sul said 68 people were still 
missing and at least 24,000 
had been displaced as the 
storms affected more than 
half  of  the 497 cities in the 
state, which borders Uruguay 
and Argentina.

The panel that serves as the 
internationally recognised 
monitor for food crises said in 
March that northern Gaza was 
on the brink of  famine and 
likely to experience it in May.

Slithering surprise! Passenger 
hiding snakes in pants intercepted 
at Miami airport

India's consulate identifies Indian 
couple killed in accident during 
police chase in Canada

TORONTO. The Indian diplomatic mission here has 
identified the Indian couple who died in a crash with 
their grandchild during a multi-vehicle collision when 
Canadian police pursued a liquor store robbery suspect 
driving the wrong way earlier this week.

"Heartfelt condolences on tragic loss of Indian nationals 
Mr. Manivannan, Mrs. Mahalakshmi and their 
grandchild in the Highway 401 collision," the 
Consulate General of India in Toronto posted on X on 
Friday.The consulate general "met the bereaved family 
at the hospital & assured all possible assistance. We are 
in touch with Canadian authorities", the post said.

The couple, probably from Tamil Nadu, was on a visit to 
Canada. The couple's three-month-old grandson also 
died in the multi-vehicle collision. Highway 401 was 
closed for several hours after the incident on Monday, 
Ontario's Special Investigations Unit (SIU) said on 
Thursday.The 21-year-old robbery suspect was also 
killed in the collision, which involved at least six 
vehicles, CBC News earlier reported.

All four people were pronounced dead at the scene on 
Highway 401 in Whitby, about 50 km east of Toronto.

The SIU had earlier said that two of the victims, a 60-year-
old man and a 55-year-old woman, were visiting from 
India. It, however, had not released the names of the 
victims.The agency said that the parents of the infant, 
his 33-year-old father and 27-year-old mother, were 
travelling in the same vehicle and were taken to hospital.

The mother's injuries are serious, the SIU said.
Officials have said the deadly car chase started with a 

liquor store robbery in Bowmanville and ended around 
20 minutes later after the suspect in a cargo van led 
Durham police on a high-speed chase against opposing 
traffic on Highway 401.A 38-year-old male passenger 
from the cargo van was also taken to the hospital to be 
treated for serious injuries.

World. Movement restrictions have now been placed on 
Chinese nationals in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) 
region, as per a report by Dawn. The KP government 
has mandated that Chinese citizens must travel 
accompanied by armoured vehicles while in the area.

This directive was announced by a senior police official 
during a meeting held on Wednesday. Tahir Ayub Khan, 
deputy inspector general of police in Hazara range said, 

Miami, US, There was a slithering surprise for airport 
security officials in Miami, United States as they 
encountered a passenger who was hiding a bag of 
snakes in his pants.The US Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) said in a post on X that Miami 
International Airport officials discovered a bag 
carrying snakes in a passenger's pants on April 26, 
2024 at a checkpoint."Officers at @iflymia detected 
this bag of snakes hidden in a passenger’s pants at a 
checkpoint on Fri, April 26. @TSA called our 
@CBPSoutheast and Miami-Dade Police partners in 
to assist, and the snakes were turned over to the Florida 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission," the post 
said.Along with the piece of information, the TSA also 
posted the pictures that showed two small white snakes 
recovered from the bag the man was hiding.

The snakes were handed over to the Florida Fish and 
Wildlife Conservation Commission, TSA informed.

Security measures tightened for 
Chinese nationals in Pakistan, to 
now travel with armoured vehicles

Press" in an interview to air Sunday. p r e p a r a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  B i d e n  
" T h e r e  i s  f a m i n e — f u l l - b l o w n  administration's $320 million Gaza pier 
famine—in the north, and it's moving its project, for which USAID is helping 
way south."She said a cease-fire and a coordinate on-the-ground security and 
greatly increased flow of aid through land distribution.At a factory in rural Georgia 
and sea routes was essential to on Friday, USAID Administrator 
confronting the growing humanitarian Samantha Power pointed to the food 
catastrophe in Gaza, home to 2.3 million crises in Gaza and other parts of the world 
people.There was no immediate as she announced a $200 million 
comment from Israel, which controls investment aimed at  increasing for a new US-led sea route were on track 
entrance into Gaza and says it is production of emergency nutritional to bring in more food—including 
beginning to allow in more food and other paste for starving children under 5.treatment for hundreds of thousands of 
humanitarian aid through land crossings. Power spoke to factory workers, peanut WASHINGTON. A top UN official said starving children—by early or mid-May. 

The panel that serves as the internationally farmers and local dignitaries sitting Friday that hard-hit northern Gaza was That's when the American military 
recognised monitor for food crises said in among pallets of the paste at the Mana now in "full-blown famine" after more expects to finish building a floating pier to 
March that northern Gaza was on the nonprofit in Fitzgerald. It is one of two than six months of war between Israel and receive the shipments.Ramping up the 
brink of famine and likely to experience it factories in the US that produces the Hamas and severe Israeli restrictions on delivery of aid on the planned US-backed 
in May.Since March, northern Gaza had nutritional food, which is used in clinical food deliveries to the Palestinian territory. sea route will be gradual as aid groups test 
not received anything like the aid needed settings and made from ground peanuts, Cindy McCain, the American director of the t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a n d  s e c u r i t y  
to stave off famine, a US Agency for powdered milk, sugar and oil, ready to eat UN World Food Program, became the arrangements for relief workers, the 
International Development humanitarian in plastic pouches resembling large most prominent international official so USAID official said.The official spoke on 
official for Gaza told The Associated ketchup packets."This effort, this vision far to declare that trapped civilians in the condition of anonymity, citing security 
Press. The panel's next update will not meets the moment," Power said. "And it most cut-off part of Gaza had gone over concerns accompanying the official's 
come before this summer.The USAID could not be more timely, more necessary the brink into famine. work on conflicts. They were some of the 
official said on-the-ground preparations or more important.agency's first comments on the status of "It's horror," McCain told NBC's "Meet the 

KARACHI. The price of milk at Karachi in fiscally-
stressed Pakistan shot up to 10 per litre after the city's 
commissioner approved a hike, acceding to the demands 
of the Dairy Farmers Association, ARY News reported.

As per the commissioner's directives, the price of milk has 
surged by PKR 10 per litre, with shops in Karachi now 
selling milk at PKR 210 per litre.

Earlier speculations of a potential PKR 50 per litre 
increase in milk prices have loomed over the inflation-
burdened citizens of Karachi, ARY News reported.

Mubasher Qadeer Abbasi, the president of Dairy Farmers 
Karachi, has indicated that an increase of PKR 50 per 
litre of milk is expected soon for the people of Karachi. 
Abbasi cited the high cost of milk production, soaring 
cattle prices, and government negligence as factors 
contributing to this imminent rise.Abbasi stressed the 
urgency for the Karachi Commissioner to promptly 
issue a notification regarding the new prices aligned 
with the milk production costs.He further emphasised 
that if the authorities do not announce the increase in 
milk prices by May 10, stakeholders will take matters 
into their own hands and raise prices after consensus.

Pakistan: Milk price soars to PKR 
210 per litre in Karachi
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Muslim cleric plotting murders of 
BJP leaders arrested in Surat

RNS I Surat: A 27-year-old 
Muslim cleric from Nandur-
bar, Maharashtra, was arrested 
in Surat on Friday for allegedly 
plotting the assassination of BJP 
leaders; He is a right-wing group 
leader, with purported handlers 
in Pakistan and Nepal, as per 
media reports.
The cleric, identified as Maulvi 
Sohel Abubakr Timsol, was 
apprehended from Bharimata 
Road near Phoolwadi Creek, 
reported Indian Express.
According to Surat Police Com-
missioner Anupam Singh Ge-
hlot, Timol allegedly threatened 
the chief editor of Sudarshan 
TV channel, Telangana BJP 
MLA Raja Singh, and the party’s 
former spokesperson Nupur 
Sharma, with assistance from 
handlers in Pakistan and Nepal, 
reported different media.
The police’s attention was drawn 
to Timol through his activities 
on a WhatsApp group, where he 
was found disseminating con-
tent to provoke religious senti-
ments and incite communal 
unrest during elections. This led 
to a police investigation.
“Timol’s mobile chats revealed 
he was conspiring with people 
from Pakistan and Nepal to offer 
Rs 1 crore ‘supari’ (contract for 
killing) and procure weapons 
from Pakistan to kill his first tar-

get, national president of Hindu 
Sanatan Sangh Upadesh Rana,” 
Gehlot said, as per India Today.
“After his detention, we found 
several objectionable contents 
in his mobile phones, including 
the one regarding offering Rs 1 
crore for the murder of Updesh 
Rana. For this, he was continu-
ously in touch with persons/
numbers from Pakistan and Ne-
pal,” Gehlot added.
“Photos and other details found 
on his phone number show 
they (accused and associates) 
were discussing on a secure app 
about targeting and threatening 
editor-in-chief of Sudarshan 
TV Suresh Chavhanke, political 
leader Nupur Sharma, and Hy-
derabad MLA Raja Singh. For 
this purpose, they were plan-
ning to collect funds and pro-
cure weapons,” Gehlot stated.
According to a senior police of-
ficial, chat records indicate that 
Timol aimed to disrupt com-

munal harmony during the on-
going general elections.
The Surat police are working 
with other agencies to deter-
mine if there were additional 
targets.
Initial investigations suggest that 
Timol was communicating with 
two individuals named Dogar 
and Shehnaz through phone 
numbers linked with Pakistan 
and Nepal, respectively.
About a year and a half ago, 
these individuals allegedly con-
tacted Timol through social 
media platforms, using phone 
numbers from Pakistan and 
Nepal, and radicalized him by 
claiming that Hindu organiza-
tions in India were insulting the 
Prophet and needed to be ad-
dressed.
Timol allegedly wrote speeches 
against Hinduism and threat-
ened Rana on the chat app, lik-
ening his fate to that of Kamlesh 
Tiwari, who was murdered.
A member of Timol’s chat group 
reportedly offered one crore ru-
pees to murder Rana, along with 
his photo.
The arrested accused was in 
contact with individuals using 
WhatsApp numbers with coun-
try codes from various countries 
such as Pakistan, Vietnam, In-
donesia, Kazakhstan, and Laos, 
police revealed.

RNS I Srinagar: National 
Conference Chief Fa-
rooq Abdullah responded 
strongly to Defence Min-
ister Rajnath Singh’s recent 
remarks regarding Paki-
stan Occupied Kashmir 
(PoK). According to media 
reports, Abdullah stated 
that Pakistan is “not wear-
ing bangles” and possesses 
nuclear weapons.
Singh had earlier stated 
that India would never 
relinquish its claim on 
PoK, suggesting that the 
region’s residents would 
voluntarily choose to join 
India as Jammu & Kash-
mir’s prosperity grows. He 
expressed confidence that 
as the economy of Jammu 
and Kashmir improves and 
peace is restored, the peo-
ple of PoK would desire in-
tegration with India.
Singh reiterated India’s 

stance on PoK, emphasiz-
ing that it has been, is, and 
will remain an integral part 
of India. He also mentioned 
that Jammu and Kashmir 
would soon hold assembly 
elections, although he did 
not specify a date.
Regarding the Armed 
Forces Special Powers Act 
(AFSPA), Singh indicated 
that it might become un-
necessary in Jammu and 
Kashmir as the situation 
improves, leaving the deci-

sion to the Home Ministry.
On the issue of Pakistan’s 
involvement in the Jam-
mu and Kashmir conflict, 
Singh accused Pakistan of 
attempting to destabilize 
India, vowing that India 
would not allow it.
In response, Farooq Abdul-
lah challenged Rajnath Sin-
gh to take action to reclaim 
Pakistan-occupied Kash-
mir if he believes it should 
be done. He emphasized 
that Pakistan, like India, 

is not passive and warned 
that “atom bombs will fall 
on us” if tensions escalate.
The strained relations be-
tween India and Pakistan 
have been evident since the 
Pulwama attack in Febru-
ary 2019, which led to In-
dia conducting airstrikes 
on a Jaish-e-Mohammed 
training camp in Balakot. 
The situation escalated fur-
ther in August 2019 when 
India revoked Article 370, 
which granted special sta-
tus to Jammu and Kashmir, 
and divided the region into 
two union territories.
Notably, India has ex-
pressed its desire for nor-
mal and friendly relations 
with Pakistan, but has em-
phasized the need for Paki-
stan to create a terrorism-
free environment for this 
to happen.

Sampurn Vipra Samaj to Celebrate 
Lord Parshuram’s Birth Anniversary 

on May 10 

RNS I Bokaro: The Sampurn Vipra Samaj in Bokaro is gear-
ing up to celebrate the birth anniversary of Lord Parshuram 
on May 10, 2024. A special puja program has been organ-
ized by the entire Vipra Samaj, Bokaro district unit, starting 
from 5 pm at Mansarovar Garden, Asha Lata, Sector 5.
Preparations for the event were discussed in a meeting held 
on Sunday evening at Lord Parshuram Mandap, located in 
the Baba Niranjan Nath Shiv Temple complex in Sector 6D. 
The meeting, chaired by Vishnu Shankar Mishra, the Boka-
ro District President of Sampurna Vipra Samaj, unanimous-
ly decided to celebrate Lord Parshuram’s birth anniversary 
with great enthusiasm, as is done every year.
Vishnu Shankar Mishra appealed to Vipra brothers to par-
ticipate in the program in large numbers. 
The meeting was attended by Shashi Bhushan Ojha Mukul, 
the state president of Sampoorna Vipra Samaj, patron PN 
Pandey, Sampoorna Vipra Samaj, Bokaro district secretary 
Arun Pathak, as well as several other prominent members 
of the samaj.

NEET (UG) 2024 Conducted Peacefully 
in Bokaro with 2785 Candidates

RNS I Bokaro: The National Eligibility cum Entrance Test 
(NEET) (UG) 2024, a crucial examination for admission to 
medical educational institutions, was conducted success-
fully on Sunday at five centers in Bokaro. The examination, 
organized by the National Testing Agency (NTA), was held 
without any malpractice or disturbances, thanks to the me-
ticulous efforts of all involved.
City Coordinator of NTA and Principal of DPS Bokaro, Dr. 
A S Gangwar, expressed his gratitude to all the inspectors, 
supervisors, center superintendents, and district adminis-
tration officials for ensuring a smooth conduct of the exam. 
A total of 2884 candidates had registered for NEET (UG) 
2024 in Bokaro, out of which 99 candidates were absent. 
Consequently, 2785 candidates appeared for the examina-
tion, aspiring to pursue a career in medicine.
At the various examination centers in Bokaro, the turnout 
was significant. In MGM Higher Secondary School, Sector-
4F, 816 out of 840 registered candidates appeared; in Holy 
Cross School, Balidih, 684 out of 720 candidates appeared; 
in Guru Gobind Singh Public School, Sector-5, 720 out of 
720 candidates appeared; in Crescent Public School, Sec-
tor-6, 468 out of 480 candidates appeared; and in Delhi Pub-
lic School (DPS Bokaro), Sector-4, 115 out of 124 candidates 
appeared.
The examination process commenced after all necessary se-
curity checks were completed at the examination centers. A 
sizable crowd had gathered outside the centers since noon, 
and the exam started promptly at 2:00 pm, concluding at 
5:20 pm.

Tagore Society, Dhanbad Organizes 
Rabindra Jayanti Celebration

RNS I Dhanbad: The Tagore Society of Dhanbad organized 
a cultural program on Sunday to celebrate the upcoming 
163rd birth anniversary of Kaviguru Rabindranath Tagore, 
which falls on May 8. The event, held at the Railway Club 
premises, was organized by the Bharat Scouts and Guides of 
Dhanbad and featured a cultural program inspired by Ra-
bindranath Tagore’s ideals.
Vishwanath Rai, a member of the Tagore Society of Dhan-
bad, highlighted that this program has been a tradition for 
38 years, aiming to pay tribute to the poet guru on his birth-
day. The event attracts Rabindra enthusiasts from various 
parts of Dhanbad, as well as from Kolkata, with participants 
eagerly awaiting and preparing for the cultural extravagan-
za.
Suvarna Banerjee, another member of the Tagore Society, 
emphasized that the program was organized in the spirit of 
Shantiniketan, as per Rabindranath Tagore’s vision. The cel-
ebration takes place in a natural environment, resembling 
the setting of Shantiniketan, fulfilling the poet’s desire. The 
event typically takes place on the first Sunday following Ra-
bindra Jayanti, and features performances by artists from 
Dhanbad and beyond, including musical dramas and other 
cultural presentations.
The program featured performances by several artists in-
cluding Arup Ratan Banerjee, Rajdeep Chatterjee, and La-
boni Dutta, among others. The cultural event also included 
dance performances by Roma Sister Payal Nritya Malik 
Goshti and musical accompaniment by Sukhendu Dutt and 
Sanjay Majumdar on tabla, and Vasudev Chakraborty and 
Deepu Bajpai on synthesizer, among others.

Warren Buffett Warns of Potential AI Scams Becoming 
an Industry, Likens to Nuclear Weapons

‘Pakistan not wearing bangles,’ reacts Farooq 
Abdullah after Rajnath Singh’s PoK remark

RNS: Warren Buffett says 
AI scams could become in-
dustry, draws parallels with 
dangers of nuclear weapons
American businessman and 
investor Warren Buffett 
opines that in the future, 
fraudulent activities could 
develop into a full-fledged 
industry, based on his re-
cent encounter with Artifi-
cial Intelligence, media re-
ports said.
Recently, Warren Buffett en-
countered an AI-generated 
video of him speaking in 
his own voice, which even 
his family members couldn’t 
discern as false.
Addressing attendees at 
Berkshire Hathway’s An-
nual Shareholding meeting, 
Buffett highlighted the im-
mense potential of AI for 
both positive and negative 
impacts, asserting that its 
true societal influence will 
only become apparent over 
time.
“I had an experience that 
does make me a little nerv-
ous. Very recently, I saw an 
image in front of my eyes, 

on the screen. It was me and 
my voice, wearing the kind 
of clothes I wear, and my 
wife or daughter wouldn’t 
have been able to detect any 
difference. And I was deliv-
ering a message that no way 
came from me,” he said. “If 
I was interested in investing 
in scamming, it’s going to be 
the growth industry of all 
time,” he quipped.
Buffett remarked that while 
Artificial Intelligence holds 
promise for beneficial appli-
cations, based on his recent 
encounter, that he might 
consider sending money to 
himself in another country.
He drew a comparison be-
tween AI and the histori-

cal development of nuclear 
weapons.
“We let a genie out of the 
bottle when we developed 
nuclear weapons, and that 
genie has been doing some 
terrible things lately. And 
the power of that genie 
scares the hell out of me. 
And under that, I don’t 
know any way to get the 
genie back in the bottle,” he 
said.
He also said that he doesn’t 
have any guidance on how 
the world should manage it, 
as he believes that the world 
has yet to effectively ad-
dress the challenges posed 
by nuclear genie, which is 
an older.

First Image of Baba Barfani Revealed; 
Amarnath Yatra to Begin on June 29

RNS: The first image of Baba 
Barfani has been revealed 
from the holy cave of Amar-
nath in Anantnag district of 
Kashmir. The ice Shivalinga, 
standing at a towering height 
of 8 feet, is a significant at-
traction for devotees who visit 
from all corners of the coun-
try to worship at Amarnath.
This year, the annual Am-
arnath Yatra is scheduled to 
commence on June 29 and 
will span 52 days, conclud-
ing on August 29, coinciding 
with the auspicious occasion 
of Rakshabandhan. Registra-
tions for the yatra began on 
April 15, and the process of 

obtaining the required medi-
cal certificate is currently un-
derway.
Indian citizens aged between 
13 to 70 years are eligible to 
undertake the Amarnath 
Yatra. Registration for the 
pilgrimage can be completed 
both online and offline. For 
online registration, individu-
als can visit the official web-
site of the Shrine Board, while 
those preferring mobile appli-
cation can download the Shri 
Amarnathji Yatra App. Offline 
registration facilities are avail-
able at Punjab National Bank, 
SBI, Yes Bank, and Jammu 
and Kashmir Bank.
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Geeta Koda Criticizes Jharkhand Government over Closed 
Iron Ore Mines Leading to Youth Migration

RNS I Gua: BJP candidate 
Geeta Koda expressed con-
cern over the rapid migra-
tion of youth caused by the 
closure of iron ore mines in 
various parts of the state. 
She was on her visit to 
the Noamundi block of 
Jharkhand on Sunday. 
She criticized the Jharkhand 
government for not reopen-
ing these mines, which were 
shut down in recent years.
Koda extended her condo-
lences to those affected by 
the increasing unemploy-
ment, stressing the urgent 
need to reopen the closed 
mines across the state. She 
emphasized that scientific 
extraction of iron ore from 
areas like West Singhbhum 

could lead to significant pro-
duction. However, she criti-
cized the state government’s 
policy of not auctioning 
mines and keeping mining 
under its control, which has 
caused difficulties for mine 
owners, leading to rising un-
employment and migration.
The closure of mines has not 
only impacted employment 
but has also affected govern-

ment revenue from royalty. 
Koda highlighted the plight 
of those involved in the 
transportation of ore, stating 
that nearly 50,000 people in 
the state are currently unem-
ployed according to govern-
ment figures.
Koda called for the reopen-
ing of mines with a focus on 
providing 100 percent of jobs 
to local residents. She also 
noted a lack of employment 
opportunities in the educa-
tion sector and pledged that 
under a Modi government, 
new schools, medical col-
leges, and engineering col-
leges would be opened in the 
West and East Singhbhum 
regions, setting new records 
of development.

Ranchi Postal Division Opens Post Offices 
to Facilitate Voter ID Distribution

RNS I Ranchi: In a bid to 
facilitate citizens during the 
Lok Sabha elections, the post 
offices of Ranchi Postal Divi-
sion remained open today. 
Complete preparations were 
made in collaboration with 
Ranchi GPO to deliver ap-
proximately 53,000 Voter ID 
cards sent by the Election 
Commission to the common 
citizens through post.
The dispatch of Voter IDs be-
gan on Saturday night, with 
the Ranchi JPO office stay-
ing open until late to ensure 
timely delivery. 
The Voter IDs were sorted 
according to pin codes and 
reached the post offices by 
morning. Postmen displayed 
great dedication, deliver-

ing the Voter IDs to people’s 
homes on Sunday.
Senior Postal Superintendent 
Udaybhan Singh praised the 
postal workers, postmen, and 
GDS brothers for their efforts 
in distributing around 10,000 
Voter ID cards door-to-door. 
He also thanked the citizens 
for their cooperation.

Singh emphasized the im-
portance of casting valuable 
votes and expressed the de-
partment’s commitment to 
providing improved facilities 
in future elections. He stated, 
“The Postal Department will 
be ready to provide facilities 
to the citizens in the coming 
elections.”



ZStalin says India will 'go back by 200 
years' if PM Modi is re-elected

ZStalin says voting for BJP is voting for 
'enemy of Tamil Nadu'

ZSays someone "cheated" PM Modi by 
saying that BJP will win in Tamil Nadu

Rahul Gandhi "Politicised" Rohith Vemula 
Case, Must Apologise: Nirmala Sitharaman

Pune: Union Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on Saturday demanded that 
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi apologise for "politicising" the suicide 
of Rohith Vemula, the University of Hyderabad student who died in 
2016, as police in a state ruled by his own party have now said that "it 
was not a Dalit issue".The Telangana Police has filed a closure report 
before a court following a probe into Vemula's death, claiming that he 
was not a Dalit and died by suicide as he feared that his real identity 
would be discovered.Speaking with a group of select journalists in 
Pune, Ms Sitharaman pointed out that the police report has been filed 
in a Congress-ruled state.

The closure report says he had a wrong certificate of SC (Scheduled 
Caste), and he was not an SC. But, the family of Vemula was dragged 
and exhibited in the country when it was grieving. The Congress, by 
dragging the family of Vemula in public, tried to politicise the issue. 
Look at the statements made by Rahul Gandhi then in Parliament that 
Vemula was pressurised," the Union minister said.Mr Gandhi should 
listen to the speeches he had made in the Lok Sabha at the time and 
apologise to the country, the BJP leader said."He should also apologise 
to the SC community for misusing (them). It was not a Dalit issue but 
(Gandhi) made it look like a Dalit issue. Now he is running 'Mohabbat 
ki Dukan', but back then he was running 'toxic dukan', and for that he 
should apologise," she added.Later, speaking on 'The role of higher 
education in realising the vision of 'viksit Bharat' at Deccan College in 
the city and interacting with the students after the talk, Ms Sitharaman 
said the University of Hyderabad was not allowed to handle the issue 
with sensitivity.A narrative was built that the government is 
suppressive, against students and against SCs, she claimed, adding, 
"Today the same people, who dragged that unfortunate family to the 
street, should stand up before the entire country and apologise for 
having politicised the incident."

BJP's Lok Sabha candidate from Meerut Arun Govil, 
who played the role of Lord Ram in the iconic television 
serial "Ramayan" in the 1980s, on Friday said it was not 

true that he was an outsider in the constituency.

Rape case against Karnataka MP Prajwal 
Revanna in sex tapes scandal

Game Over For INDI Alliance Mamata Banerjee Attacks 
Congress, Says 'Party Won't Get Even 40 Seats In LS Polls'

Bengaluru. A rape case has been filed against former Karnataka minister HD Revanna for 
JD(S) MP Prajwal Revanna in the sex tapes sexual harassment, intimidation, stalking and 
scandal. This is the second case against the outraging the dignity of a woman based on a 
legislator in the case, and was filed by the complaint by a woman who worked at their 
Special Investigation Team (SIT) of the house.Prajwal Revanna, who is seeking re-
Karnataka Police. election from Hassan constituency in the 

ongoing Lok Sabha elections, has been The case has been filed under Section 376 of the 
embroiled in a massive controversy after IPC. It lists charges under Section 376(2) (N) 
multiple explicit videos purportedly of him (committing rape repeatedly), 506 (criminal 
were shared widely on social media. The JD(S) intimidation), 354A(1)(ii) (demand for sexual 
MP, however, has alleged the videos were favour), 354(B) (assault or criminal force on a 
morphed and also lodged a complaint in the woman with the intention to disrobe her), and 
matter via his polling agent.354(C) (uploading of nude or semi-nude 

pictures), and the IT Act.Prajwal Revanna, who The SIT formed by the Karnataka government 
is the grandson of former Prime Minister and issued a global lookout notice against him on 
JD(S) patriarch HD Deve Gowda, has been Thursday at all immigration centres around the 
named as the sole accused in the FIR. The SIT world. Prajwal Revanna fled the country soon 
officers submitted the FIR to the magistrate's after the sexual abuse allegations surfaced, and 
court on Thursday.Earlier, a case was registered later was reported to have gone to Frankfurt in 
against Prajwal Revanna and his father and Germany on April 26.

Defence Ministry Issues Tender To Procure 
97 More Tejas Mk-1A Fighter Jets New Delhi. The defence ministry has issued a tender to state-run 

aerospace major Hindustan Aeronautics Limited for procurement of 
97 more light combat aircraft (LCA Mk-1A) Tejas for the Indian Air 
Force, officials said today. The fighter jets are expected to cost around ? 
67,000 crore. The Tejas aircraft is a potent platform for air combat and 
offensive air support missions while reconnaissance and anti-ship 
operations are its secondary roles. In November, the Defence 
Acquisition Council (DAC) had cleared the project to acquire 97 
more Tejas jets for the Indian Air Force (IAF). The Defence 
Acquisition Council also approved a proposal of the IAF to upgrade 
its Su-30 fighter fleet by Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL).

Politics Around COVID-19 Thickens, Priyanka Gandhi Takes A Sour 
Jibe At PM Modi For 'Heart Attacks' Causing 'Vaccines'

Phase 3 Of Voting In Uttar Pradesh A 
Test For Samajwadi Party Bastion

BJP vs Trinamool over Sandeshkhali sting: 'Conspiracy, scripted allegations'

state, your life would have been as difficult as the Davanagere: Top Congress Leader Priyanka 
rest of the country. To deeply understand the Gandhi Vadra, criticized the central government 
Central Government, you must understand where on Saturday over the COVID vaccine. Taking a 
their focus lies," she said.Praising Karnataka, she major dig at PM Modi, Priyanka claimed that 
said, "Karnataka gave many great men to the many healthy children are suffering from heart 
country and also showed the way to the country. attacks due to vaccines.Do you remember whose 
Karnataka has had a very deep relationship with photo was on the vaccine certificate? Is there was 
my family. You supported my grandmother Indira Modi ji photo or not? Recently a report has come 
Gandhi when she was in trouble. Indira ji had said that people who took the vaccine can suffer from 
a day before her martyrdom that when she is no Heart attacks. Healthy youngsters are getting 
more, every drop of her blood will be for the heart attacks, they are not ill, it happened because 
country," she said.Numerous UK media reports of the vaccine. All these vaccines were made by connections with billionaires. They took 
state that AstraZeneca made the statement in court one company, which gave Modi ji Rs 52 crore donations from those who made the COVID 
filings related to a lawsuit claiming that the donation," she said. She further said that the BJP- vaccine," she said.Vadra went on to say that the 
vaccine—which was created in collaboration with led central government is 'corrupt'. BJP introduced the "electoral bond scheme," 
the University of Oxford—caused fatalities and which allowed them to accept donations from The truth is that whether it is through vaccines, 
significant injuries in numerous cases.The anybody."They did not increase job opportunities, getting donations by raiding someone, or booking 
COVID-19 vaccine Covishield was developed by inflation is at an all-time high, and getting a sick a case against someone and later withdrawing it, 
the Serum Institute of India without utilizing the family member treated is a problem. Had there are several such examples. The truth is that 
mRNA platform. Congress guarantees not been implemented in the this government is corrupt. They have strong 

'Awaiting details': S Jaishankar as 
Canada arrests 3 Indians in Nijjar killing

/Amit Shah asserts BJP supports reservations for SCs, STs, 
OBCs

/Accuses Congress of spreading fake video due to "frustration"
/BJP expert in making videos to defame people, Mallikarjun 
Kharge says

shortly after evening prayers at the Guru New Delhi: India will wait for Canadian 
N a n a k  S i k h  G u r d w a r a  i n  police to share information on the three 
Surrey.Meanwhile, Sanjay Verma, India's Indian nationals it has arrested and charged 
High Commissioner to Canada, said that it with the murder of Khalistani terrorist 
hopes to get regular updates from Hardeep Singh Nijjar last year, External 
Canadian authorities regarding the three A f f a i r s  M i n i s t e r  S  J a i s h a n k a r  
arrested Indians."I understand that the said.Jaishankar said he had seen news of 
arrests have been made as a result of the arrests and said the suspects 
investigations conducted by the relevant "apparently are Indians of some kind of 
Canadian law enforcement agencies. This gang background... we'll have to wait for 
issue is internal to Canada, and therefore the police to tell us".
we have no comments to offer in this "But, as I said, one of our concerns which we 

Superintendent Mandeep Mooker said at a regard," Verma added.have been telling them is that, you know, 
press conference.The trio has been charged At a separate event, Jaishankar said what is they have allowed organised crime from 
with first-degree murder and conspiracy to happening in poll-bound Canada over the India, specifically from Punjab, to operate 
commit murder, according to court records. killing of Hardeep Singh Nijjar is mostly in Canada," said Jaishankar.Canadian 
They had been in Canada for three to five due to their internal politics and nothing to police on Friday arrested three members of 
years. Investigations are ongoing, with do with India.Jaishankar said this while an alleged hit squad linked to the murder of 
Assistant Commissioner David Teboul replying to a question on why Canadian Nijjar in British Columbia last year.The 
confirming that there are separate and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is criticising Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 
distinct investigations underway, not India.He said a section of pro-Khalistan named the three men as Karanpreet Singh, 
limited to the involvement of the people are using Canada’s democracy, 28, Kamalpreet Singh, 22 and Karan Brar, 
individuals arrested.Investigators believe creating a lobby and have become a vote 22. All three were living in Edmonton, 
there may be others involved in the killing, bank.The ruling party in Canada has no Alberta, where they were taken into 
and further arrests or charges are possible. majority in Parliament and some parties custody."We're investigating their ties, if 

Nijjar was gunned down on June 18, 2023, depend on pro-Khalistan leaders, he said.any, to the Indian government," RCMP 

bastion that the party has never lost, sitting MP 
Dimple Yadav will take on Jaiveer Singh of the 
BJP.n Firozabad, BJP candidate Chandra Sen 
Jadon is contesting against Akshay Yadav and in 
Budaun, Aditya Yadav – the son of Shivpal 
Yadav -- is making his electoral debut against 
Durvijay Shakya of BJP.The third phase unfolds 
with the emergence of Other Backward Classes 
(OBCs), prominently including Yadavs, Lodhs, 
and Kachhi/Shakya/Murao communities, 
exerting influence as decisive factors across 

Badaun, Bareilly and Aonla.Of the 10 seats that various constituencies. Alongside, the enduring 
will vote on Tuesday, the BJP won eight in 2019 -- impact of Muslim and Jat demographics remains 

Lucknow: Even as Uttar Pradesh gears up for the Hathras, Agra, Firozabad, Fatehpur Sikri, Etah, significant in select areas.The third phase has also 
third phase of polling on May 7, the 10 Badaun, Bareilly and Aonla -- while Mainpuri and seen some high-pitched campaigns by leaders of 
constituencies will witness the culmination of a Sambhal went to the Samajwadi Party.This phase all parties.Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Union 
high-pitched campaign on Sunday evening. will be a test for the Samajwadi Party's (SP) first Home Minister Amit Shah and UP Chief Minister 

This phase will witness polling in 10 Lok Sabha family as well, with Dimple Yadav, Akshay Yadav Yogi Adityanath led the BJP's campaign against, 
constituencies, including Sambhal, Hathras, Agra, and Aditya Yadav contesting Mainpuri, Firozabad what they called, dynasty and appeasement 
Fatehpur Sikri, Firozabad, Mainpuri, Etah, and Budaun respectively.In Mainpuri, an SP politics of the Congress.

The ruling Trinamool 
Congress in Bengal has 
called the entire 
Sandeshkhali episode 
"scripted" by the BJP after 
an alleged video showed a 
saffron party leader naming 
Suvendu Adhikari as the 
orchestrator. However, 
Adhikari has hit back, saying 
it's a conspiracy because 
Trinamool senses defeat in 
the ongoing Lok Sabha polls.

This phase will witness polling 

in 10 Lok Sabha 

constituencies, including 

Sambhal, Hathras, Agra, 

Fatehpur Sikri, Firozabad, 

Mainpuri, Etah, Badaun, 

Bareilly and Aonla.

independently verify the victims of the Sandeshkhali incident Kolkata .  Benga l  Leade r  o f  "There will be more. I will 
authenticity of the video. and also to disturb the ongoing Opposition and BJP leader Suvendu make them dance even 

In his written complaint to the investigation conducted by the Adhikari called the video in more. I will make the 
CBI, Kayal said the video CBI".The recent development has Sandeshkhali sting "doctored" and a u n t  ( r e f e r r i n g  t o  
was uploaded from an triggered a war of words between said it was orchestrated by the ruling Mamata Banerjee) a 
u n v e r i f i e d  Yo u Tu b e  the BJP and the Trinamool Trinamool Congress after sensing former (Chief Minister) 
channel owned by someone Congress.Mamata Banerjee said the defeat in the ongoing Lok Sabha and  wi l l  send  her  
named 'Williams'. "It can be entire Sandeshkhali episode was elections."We will go deeper with b e l o v e d  n e p h e w  -  
seen that the same (footage) "pre-planned" and the BJP "had the matter. The primary issue in involved in coal scam, 
has been made using my scripted it well"."The truth has been Sandeskhali is the agony of women s a n d  s c a m ,  c o w  
face and the voice has been exposed. I have been saying this for and elderly people...There have smuggling, teachers 
moduled using Artificial a long time. I have not seen the been hundreds of complaints by recruitment scam - to 
Intelligence (AI) so that it entire video. I will definitely see it," women, and rape and molestation jail," Suvendu Adhikari shared a clip of Kayal on X, saying a 

can mislead the public at large," he the Chief Minister added.Abhishek charges are there. Are these all said.The BJP leader added that "twisted and misleading" version of 
added.The BJP mandal president Banerjee said during a press false? It (video) was committed Gangadhar Kayal, the man who a truth has a "very, very short shelf 
also provided the link to the briefing in Kolkata on Saturday that with malafide intention," Adhikari features in the video, has already life".
Yo u Tu b e  v i d e o . H e  f u r t h e r  he never thought the "politics of told reporters.Mocking Bengal lodged a complaint with the CBI, Kayal, a BJP mandala president in 
mentioned in his letter that the video Bengal would stoop so low to get Chef Minister Mamata Banerjee claiming it was morphed and edited. Sandeshkhali, could be purportedly 
was made to "safeguard the actual votes"."We have been saying from and Trinamool Congress MP The federal agency is investigating heard in the video saying that the 
culprits of Sandeshkhali incidents day one that a shameless attempt Abhishek Banerjee, Adhikari the Sandeshkhali sexual abuse entire Sandeshkhali ordeal has been 
by shifting the blame and the burden was made to malign Bengal ahead of further stated that he has "clearly complaints on an order of the c o n s p i r e d  b y  S u v e n d u  
to the person who stood by the the elections," he added.rattled" the aunt-nephew duo. Calcutta High Court.Adhikari also Adhikari.India Today couldn't 

NDTV's 'Hooter Hatao' campaign is aimed at curbing the misuse of car sirens during political rallies which are one of 
the major contributors to noise pollution.

? BJP's Arun Govil says not an outsider in 
Meerut constituency

? He is pitted against Samajwadi Party's 
Dalit candidate Sunita Verma

? Polling underway in eight parliamentary 
constituencies of Uttar Pradesh

The External Affairs Minister said he had seen news of the arrests and said the suspects "apparently are Indians of some kind of gang 
background... we'll have to wait for the police to tell us".

The family of "Maharaj" -- as the erstwhile royal is known across the area - has been 
representing the constituency since 1950s
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Declaring that ‘our aim is bloodbath’, the THE bomb threat emails received by about 200 
senders had claimed that bombs had been schools in Delhi-NCR on Wednesday turned 
placed in classrooms in various schools out to be a hoax, but the perpetrators succeeded 
and would explode during the morning in creating mass panic and disturbing public 
hours. That warning had proved to be a order. The emails sent students, parents and the 
hoax, too.authorities of schools into a tizzy, with the 

The fact that several airports across the police and fire departments receiving a flurry of 
country received threatening emails phone calls from the institutions. The campuses 
earlier this week clearly shows that a were swiftly evacuated and the premises were 
pattern is being followed to cause thoroughly searched, but nothing suspicious 
nationwide pandemonium. With India in was found.
the midst of a General Election, security The incident has demonstrated the sheer audacity 
agencies and cybercrime cells need to and expertise of cybercriminals, who are using 
work in close coordination and the dark web — encrypted online content that 
thoroughly probe every case to nail the allows users to hide their identity and location 
miscreants. At the same time, there is a — for their nefarious purposes. It is suspected 
need for all to avoid panic and desist from that the hoax is the handiwork of elements from WhatsApp. The police have requested the citizens to be 

mindlessly forwarding content on social media. Most across India’s borders. Even as a probe is in progress, wary of rumours or misinformation. This is the second 
importantly, criminal elements must not be allowed to what has made things more difficult for the police are the such incident in less than a month. More than 20 schools 
disrupt the poll process in any way.false messages or fake news being circulated on in Kolkata had received bomb threat emails in early April. 

A fearless arbiter 
of  justice

Decriminalisation of more offences the way forward

enduring crackdown on minority rights and a global norm, has been increasingly AROUND 35 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall and 
c iv i l  socie ty,”  the  V-Dem repor t  shaping expectations.Finally, the the collapse of socialist societies — when Francis 
says.Autocratisation is diametrically theory of autocratisation alerts us to the Fukuyama triumphantly declared that the future 
opposite to democratisation or the process of fact that political practices and policies belonged to liberal democracy and the West 
deepening democracy. It signifies that today, cannot  be  d iv ided  in to  nea t  proceeded to mandate global norms of democracy — 
democracy does not die in military coups, as compar tments :  democracy  vs  we are witnessing waves of autocratisation in the 
in Chile in 1973, or through election authoritarianism or dictatorship or Netherlands, Hungary, Italy, Burundi, Israel, Russia 
malpractices. Autocrats now consider fascism. There are elements of and India.The V-Dem (Varieties of Democracy) 
sudden takeovers of power politically authoritarian rule in a democratic Institute, based at the University of Gothenburg, 
imprudent. The use of violence to take over government. And autocrats or aspiring Sweden, stated in its 2024 democracy report that 
the government and the consequent loss of autocrats hesitate to adopt policies that India was one of the worst autocratisers. The country 
lives provoke outbreaks of outrage and draw international condemnation or had been downgraded by V-Dem to the status of an 
resistance, or, at the least, simmering lead to an uprising within the ‘electoral autocracy’ in 2018. Democracy in the 
discontent .  Democracy dies  when country.India, despite the whittling country, stated the report, has declined even further 
governments slowly but surely subvert away of democratic norms and on multiple metrics. V-Dem reports categorise 
institutions that realise and protect institutions, has seen at least two major countries into four regime types based on their score 
democracy to a point where only elections social movements in recent times that on the liberal democratic index: liberal democracy, 
remain. Multi-party elections are held, but have challenged political power. There electoral democracy, electoral autocracy and closed 
under conditions that are palpably unfair. were massive protests led by university autocracy. The report states that 71 per cent of the 
Above all, autocratisation implies a massive students against the Citizenship world’s population (5.7 billion people) lives in 
concentration of power in the chief Amendment Act in December 2019. In autocracies. This represents a sharp increase from 48 

Politics is chancy, contingent and unpredictable. executive. Elected executives weaken checks and the year that followed, farmers assembled at the per cent 10 years ago. A major decline in democracy 
Miracles can happen, perhaps. Elections, even if held balances and implement measures to prevent the borders of the national capital to protest against laws has taken place in eastern Europe and South and 
under unfair conditions, can either kindle the Opposition from challenging power.Crucially, the that allegedly favoured the corporate sector. Today, Central Asia. The level of liberal democracy enjoyed 
democratic spirit, or spur the stabilisation of substantial decline of core institutions and practices Adivasis are opposing the transfer of their land by the by the average Indian is now reportedly down to the 
authoritarian regimes.of democracy takes place under the guise of legal government to corporates. The crucial issue of who levels of 1975, ie, the Emergency.According to the 

What is crucial is the ability of citizens to comprehend proprieties. The process is prolonged, measured and owns land in the country is being fought in the apex report, a country falls into the category of liberal 
the gradual withering away of democracy to the point opaque. Contemporary autocrats have perfected the court. Activists and eminent legal personalities won a democracy when it institutionalises free and fair 
where the vote is the only weapon available to them. art of eroding democratic institutions while court battle against electoral bonds. And thousands of elections, ensures judicial independence, establishes 
Nevertheless, the power of the vote gives us hope. maintaining democratic façades. Piecemeal changes Indians wrote to the Election Commission to call out robust constraints on executive overreach, rigorously 
Perhaps competition between different agendas are cloaked in appeals to hyper-nationalism and the objectionable language used by the PM to safeguards civil liberties and upholds equality before 
might enable us, once again, to become what we are majoritarianism and through anti-minority and anti- describe our fellow citizens amid the Lok Sabha the law. The government in India has occasionally 
meant to be — Aristotle’s Zoon Politikon (political immigrant rhetoric.Autocratisation is a process, not a elections. India has been and will continue to be a used laws on sedi t ion,  defamation and 
animal). Perhaps the autocrat will be deterred by the predestined end to full-blown authoritarianism. The home for a million mutinies. We have experienced counterterrorism to silence critics. A third electoral 
fact that the idea and ideals of democracy have outcome of the process cannot be predicted. We the process of autocratisation. Whether the powers term for the BJP government “could lead to further 
become the standard for judging existing regimes. cannot assume whether there will be a complete that be will or will not achieve their objective of autocratisation, given the already substantial 
After all, after the end of the Cold War, democracy, as democratic breakdown or a return to democracy. establishing a closed autocracy depends on our vote.democratic decline under Modi’s leadership and the 

Delhi bomb scare

DISGUSTED as I am by the invectives, jibes and 
mostly false accusations hurled at each other by 
leaders of the BJP, the Congress and even smaller 
parties, I venture to write about a judge who has 
made me proud of being an Indian.Justice 
Gautam S Patel retired last week from the 
Bombay High Court. The farewell function was 
held in the Chief Justice’s court, with all judges 
present. The protocol followed on this occasion 
was not the usual one, where the retiring judge sits 
with the Chief Justice to hear a case and the 
litigants and lawyers present constitute the 
audience. For Justice Patel, the protocol was 
shunned. The courtroom was packed to capacity 
with all judges of the High Court in attendance. 
Lawyers, too, were present in large numbers.

Justice S Muralidhar got a grand send-off when he 
was peremptorily shifted from the Delhi High 
Court to the Punjab and Haryana High Court 
overnight in March 2020. Lawyers lined the 
staircases from the Chief Justice’s court to the 
ground floor to show a truly just and fearless 
judge that he was appreciated and that he would 
always be remembered with love and respect. 
Public servants loved and respected by their 
colleagues, staff members and the people at large 
are becoming a rarity. That is why we should 
celebrate the life and times of Justice Patel.

He was a true servant of the people. I first met him 
during a lecture by retired Supreme Court judge 
Sujata Manohar on the High Court premises. It’s 
an annual affair in commemoration of her late 
father (Justice KT Desai). Justice Patel was the 
Secretary of the Bar Association at that time, and 
in that capacity had taken on the task of 
welcoming the guests.I learnt that he is the son of 
Shirish Patel, a well-known engineer and builder 
from Mumbai who is widely respected by 
members of my generation for his unfaltering 
concern for the wellbeing of the citizens of my 
city and his own. Only last year, Shirish had asked 
me to endorse a public appeal made by him to the 
local authorities to review their plan to redevelop 
the Bombay Development Department chawls in 
the heart of the city. He appealed for more open 
spaces for the residents, mainly the young who 
wanted playgrounds, another rarity today.

I was delighted when Gautam accepted his 
elevation to the Bench. Many successful lawyers 
prefer the lakhs of rupees they make in private 
practice to the public service of dispensing justice 
to litigants. He accepted the honour and the 
accompanying responsibility. He took the oath of 
office in 2013 and became an instant success with 
his unshakeable sense of fair play and 
compassion.My daughter, Ana, who uncannily 
picks up stories of good deeds that benefit the 
poor and the defenceless, recounted a story she 
had heard in Goa. There was Poonam, a 
backward-class girl in a Goan village who was the 
only member of her community who was 
educated. She had appeared in a test for a seat in 
the Goa Medical College, but had missed her 
chance by a whisker. Two months later, the 
student who was the last to squeeze in was 
debarred for submitting false documents. The 
college decided to keep the seat vacant because of 
the lapse of time between the start of the semester 
and the debarment.Justice Gautam S Patel retired 
last week from the Bombay High Court. The 
farewell function was held in the Chief Justice’s 
court, with all judges present. The protocol 
followed on this occasion was not the usual one, 
where the retiring judge sits with the Chief Justice 
to hear a case and the litigants and lawyers present 
constitute the audience. For Justice Patel, the 
protocol was shunned. The courtroom was 
packed to capacity with all judges of the High 
Court in attendance. Lawyers, too, were present 
in large numbers.Justice S Muralidhar got a grand 
send-off when he was peremptorily shifted from 
the Delhi High Court to the Punjab and Haryana 
High Court overnight in March 2020. Lawyers 
lined the staircases from the Chief Justice’s court 
to the ground floor to show a truly just and 
fearless judge that he was appreciated and that he 
would always be remembered with love and 
respect. Public servants loved and respected by 
their colleagues, staff members and the people at 
large are becoming a rarity. That is why we should 
celebrate the life and times of Justice 
Patel.another rarity today.

Change of guard in 
Nepal presents a new 

challenge to India

ZA renewed, 
robust 
commitment to 
equality and 
justice by the 
State and the 
myriad political 
systems 
around the 
world is the 
need of the 
hour

IT was reported recently that the Haryana Government will 
take a final call on the decriminalisation of offences under 
about 235 Acts. These will be treated as civil offences and 
covered by administrative measures and other non-
criminal penalties.Criminal sanctions have been 
traditionally viewed as society’s moral condemnation of 
the defendant’s behaviour and its “hatred, fear and 
contempt for the convict” (Henry M Hart, The Aims of 
Criminal Law). Criminal sanction has thus a stigmatising 
quality. In view of the proliferation of criminal laws, it is 
strongly felt by some criminologists and law-
enforcement experts that laws should be reviewed with 
the objective of decriminalisation of many aspects of 
human behaviour. Apart from crimes against persons and 
property, there are several offences which fall in the realm 
of immorality, such as gambling, liquor consumption, 
and sexual pursuits like pornography and prostitution.

It is also seen that many of these laws impinge upon 
individuals’ freedom of action and are often either 
unenforceable or too costly to enforce.

Norval Morris and Gordon Hawkins, in their book The 
Honest Politician’s Guide to Crime Control, referred to 
the ‘overreach’ of the criminal law. They argued that the 
criminal justice system should be stripped of moralistic 
excrescences so that it can concentrate on the essential. 
Some criminologists opine that it is obligatory on the part 
of society to enforce morality through criminal sanctions. 
Conservative criminologists like HLA Hart (Law, Liberty 
and Morality) and Patrick Devlin, however, believe that private should not be the subject of criminal law in cases people did not pay much attention to pornographic books 
public morality is the ‘cement of society’, which must be of adultery, homosexuality, pornography and obscenity. and other material freely available for purchase.
maintained in order to prevent social disintegration. It is The Bharatiya Nyaya Sanhita (BNS), which will soon Similarly, perhaps, the time has come to think about 
difficult to consider some kinds of behaviour as immoral replace the Indian Penal Code (IPC), has omitted adultery decriminalisation of gambling by permitting it under 
when there is no consensus about their harmfulness. as an offence. The Supreme Court decriminalised licence. In Japan, law enforcement authorities focus on 

It is also felt that decriminalisation, in a large measure, is adultery in a landmark judgment in Joseph Shine vs the activities of professional gamblers. No action is taken 
necessary to reduce the workload on the police. The Union of India (2018). The IPC’s Section 497, which against betting for small sums of money. While 
police are working under great stress and are plagued by exempts the woman from culpability as an abettor and decriminalising gambling, there should be essential 
the shortage of manpower and other material resources. puts the entire blame on the man, is not part of the BNS. safeguards; for example, no attempt must be made by 

However, the new statute’s Clause 84 has retained the There is considerable substance in the argument of people who indulge in gambling to use force or violence 
IPC’s Section 498, which penalises a man for enticing the advocates of decriminalisation that when the police are on anybody or entice juveniles into their group to further 
wife of another man so that she may have intercourse with not able to devote adequate time to the investigation of their activities.The drug menace has become a malaise 
any person.Under Section 377 of the IPC, homosexuality important cases, they should not be burdened with probes afflicting many countries. Like a tidal wave, illegal drugs 
was both a non-cognisable and punishable offence. into ‘victimless’ crimes. The police are indeed devoting are invading the global market. In the US, there is a 
However, the apex court struck down Section 377 and an enormous amount of time and energy to the growing feeling that criminalisation of heroin has done 
decriminalised same-sex relations between consenting investigation of such cases without getting proportionate more harm than good. Advocates of decriminalisation 
adults.The BNS has dropped Section 309 (attempted results.It is seen that many laws are criminogenic. acknowledge that the drug is a destructive commodity 
suicide) of the IPC. However, attempted suicide with the Sometimes, laws create crimes by labelling and which requires control. Decriminalisation means the 
intent of preventing a public servant from carrying out encouraging ‘secondary deviance’. According to the removal of criminal penalties for the use of heroin, but 
his/her duty is still a punishable offence.labelling theory, the person who is arrested, prosecuted narcotic trafficking would remain a crime. Drug 

and convicted internalises the label of the criminal and Sections 292 and 293 of the IPC state that by itself, addiction should be viewed as a health-related rather than 
proceeds to act out the role and commit crimes. The law possession of obscene material is no offence unless it is so a criminal problem.Similarly, cases registered under the 
also creates ‘secondary deviance’. For instance, a drug possessed for the purpose of sale, hire, distribution, liquor laws significantly increase the work on the police 
addict takes to crime to keep up his habit because the drug public exhibition and circulation. Section 293 prohibits without solving the problem itself. There is a growing 
is illegal and expensive.ecriminalisation has been the sale of obscene material to any person under the age of realisation that criminalisation is not an appropriate 
proposed in certain areas of criminal law. Some 20. In 1969, Denmark became the first country in the response to social and medical problems. Constant efforts 
criminologists and law enforcement experts are of the world to legalise pornography. Initially, there was a great are needed to decriminalise unenforceable laws to ease 
view that sexual activities between consenting adults in rush for obscene material, but soon the craze faded and the pressure on the justice delivery system.

Days after Ladakh withdrawal, hope floats for peace on LoC

We are on the fringes of some dramatic defence cooperation 
agreements playing out. India would need to weigh in smartly 

on new arrangements such as the Quad, and its ability to 
contribute meaningfully to it, whilst arriving at an optimal path 
that protects our overall interests as an emerging world player. 
The upcoming visit by US Secretary of Defence Lloyd Austin to 

India needs to be seen in this light.

Need to crack down on cybercriminals

Editorial

Many laws impinge upon individuals’ freedom of action and are often either unenforceable or too costly to enforce.

The theory of autocratisation alerts us to the fact that political practices and policies cannot be divided into neat compartments.

Autocratisation poses a threat to democracy

RANCHI  I  06 May  2024
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¿æÚU ¥»ý‡æè Õñ´·¤ô´ ·Ô¤ âãØô» âð ÂðÅUè°×
·¤è âðßæ°´ ¥õÚU ÕðãÌÚU ãé§ü´

∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË– ¬◊¥≈U ∞¬ ¬≈UË∞◊ ∑§Ù •’ Œ‡Ê ∑‘§ øÊ⁄U •ãÿ •ª˝áÊË ’Ò¥∑§Ù¥

∑§Ê ‚ÊÕ Á◊‹ ⁄U„Ê „Ò– ßŸ ¬˝◊Èπ ’Ò¥∑§Ù¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ∑§Ê◊ ∑§⁄UÃ „È∞ ¬≈UË∞◊ ∑§Ë
‚flÊ∞¥ ¬„‹ ‚ ÷Ë ’„Ã⁄U „Ù ªß¸¥ „Ò¥– •’ ¬≈UË∞◊ ∞¬ ∑‘§ ¡Á⁄U∞ ÿÍ¬Ë•Êß¸
÷ÈªÃÊŸ ∑§⁄UŸ ¬⁄U ª˝Ê„∑§ vÆÆ L§¬ÿ Ã∑§ ∑§Ê ∑Ò§‡Ê’Ò∑§ ÁŸÁ‡øÃ M§¬ ‚ ¬˝Ê#
∑§⁄U ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥– ¬≈UË∞◊ ∑§Ê ßSÃ◊Ê‹ ∑§⁄UÃ „È∞ •Ê¬ ‚÷Ë ¬˝∑§Ê⁄U ∑§Ê ÿÍ¬Ë•Êß¸
÷ÈªÃÊŸ ’«∏Ë •Ê‚ÊŸË ‚ ∑§⁄U ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥– ¬≈UË∞◊ ∑‘§ ¡Á⁄U∞ •Ê¬ ’«∏ •Ê⁄UÊ◊
‚ •¬Ÿ ÿÍÁ≈UÁ‹≈UË Á’‹Ù¥ ∑§Ê ÷ÈªÃÊŸ ∑§⁄U ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥– •¬Ÿ ¬˝Ë¬« ◊Ù’Êß‹
∑§Ù Á⁄UøÊ¡¸ ∑§⁄U ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥ •ı⁄U Á’¡‹Ë Á’‹ ∑§Ê ÷Ë ÷ÈªÃÊŸ ∑§⁄U ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥–
ß‚∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ „Ë «Ë≈UË∞ø Á⁄UøÊ¡¸ •ı⁄U ªÒ‚ Á‚‹¥«⁄U ’È∑§ ∑§⁄UŸ ¡Ò‚ ∑§Ê◊ ÷Ë
¬≈UË∞◊ ∑‘§ ¡Á⁄U∞ •Ê‚ÊŸË ‚ ÁŸ¬≈UÊ∞ ¡Ê ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥– ¬≈UË∞◊ ∑§Ù ∞Ÿ¬Ë‚Ë•Êß¸
‚ Õ«¸ ¬Ê≈UË¸ ∞å‹Ë∑‘§‡ÊŸ ¬˝ÙflÊß«⁄U (≈UË¬Ë∞¬Ë) ∑‘§ M§¬ ◊¥ ∑§Êÿ¸ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ë
◊¥¡Í⁄UË Á◊‹Ë „Ò– Ÿ‡ÊŸ‹ ¬◊¥≈U ∑§ÊÚ⁄U¬Ù⁄U‡ÊŸ •ÊÚ»§ ß¥Á«ÿÊ (NPCI) Ÿ ¬≈UË∞◊
∑§Ë ¬⁄U¥≈U ∑§¥¬ŸË flŸ~| ∑§êÿÍÁŸ∑‘§‡ÊŸ ∑§Ù Œ‡Ê ∑‘§ øÊ⁄U ’Ò¥∑§Ù¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ
≈UË¬Ë∞¬Ë ∑‘§ M§¬ ◊¥ ∑§Ê◊ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ë ◊¥¡Í⁄UË ŒË „Ò– ÿ øÊ⁄U ’Ò¥∑§ „Ò¥- ∞ÁÄU‚‚
’Ò¥∑§, ∞ø«Ë∞»§‚Ë ’Ò¥∑§, S≈U≈U ’Ò¥∑§ •ÊÚ»§ ß¥Á«ÿÊ •ı⁄U ÿ‚ ’Ò¥∑§–

v®® ·¤ÚUôÇ̧ L¤ÂØð ·Ô¤ Âô´Áè ƒæôÅUæÜð ×ð´
§üÇè â�Ì, ·¤§ü SÍæÙô´ ÂÚU ×æÚUð ÀæÂð
◊È¥’ß¸– ◊È¥’ß¸ ∑‘§ ¬˝flÃ¸Ÿ ÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ (ß¸«Ë) Ÿ vÆÆ ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ∑‘§

¬Ù¥¡Ë ÉÊÙ≈UÊ‹Ê ◊Ê◊‹ ◊¥ ∞∑§ ’Ê⁄U Á»§⁄U ¿Ê¬◊Ê⁄UË ∑§Ë ∑§Ê⁄U¸flÊß¸ ∑§Ë– ¡Ê¥ø
∞¡¥‚Ë Ÿ  ¬ÈáÊ, ŸÊÁ‚∑§ •ı⁄U ∑§ÙÀ„Ê¬È⁄U ◊¥ ∑§ß¸ SÕÊŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U Ã‹Ê‡ÊË •Á÷ÿÊŸ
ø‹ÊÿÊ– ß‚ Œı⁄UÊŸ √ÿfl‚ÊÿË ÁflŸÙŒ ÃÈ∑§Ê⁄UÊ◊ πÈ≈U, ©Ÿ∑‘§ ¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄U ∑‘§
‚ŒSÿÙ¥ •ı⁄U ŒÈ’ß¸ ∑‘§ ‚„ÿÙªË mÊ⁄UÊ ‚¥øÊÁ‹Ã ¬Ù¥¡Ë ÿÙ¡ŸÊ•Ù¥, •flÒœ
ÁflŒ‡ÊË ◊ÈŒ˝Ê √ÿÊ¬Ê⁄U å‹≈U»§Ê◊¸ ‚ ‚¥’¥ÁœÃ Á∆∑§ÊŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U ¿Ê¬◊Ê⁄UË ∑§Ë ªß¸– 

¬Ê¥ø ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ∑§Ë Ÿ∑§ŒË ¡éÃ
ß¸«Ë Ÿ Ã‹Ê‡ÊË •Á÷ÿÊŸ ∑‘§ Œı⁄UÊŸ ¬Ê¥ø ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ∑§Ë Ÿ∑§ŒË, ’Ò¥∑§

◊¥ ¡◊Ê œŸ •ı⁄U •Ê÷Í·áÊ ¡éÃ Á∑§∞– ¡éÃ œŸ ∑§Ù ÁflÁ÷ÛÊ •Ê¬ÁûÊ¡Ÿ∑§
ŒSÃÊfl¡Ù¥ •ı⁄U Á«Á¡≈U‹ ©¬∑§⁄UáÊÙ¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ »§˝Ë¡ ∑§⁄U ÁŒÿÊ–

ßŸ ‹ÙªÙ¥ ¬⁄U •Ê⁄UÙ¬
¡Ê¥ø ∞¡¥‚Ë Ÿ ’ÃÊÿÊ Á∑§ ¬ÈáÊ ∑‘§ ÷Ê⁄UÃË ÁfllÊ¬Ë∆ S≈U‡ÊŸ ◊¥ Œ¡¸

Á‡Ê∑§ÊÿÃ ∑‘§ •ÊœÊ⁄U ¬⁄U ¡Ê¥ø ∑§Ë ªß¸– Á‡Ê∑§ÊÿÃ ◊¥ ÁflŸÙŒ πÈ≈U, ‚¥ÃÙ· πÈ≈U,
◊¥ª‡Ê πÈ≈U, Á∑§⁄UáÊ ¬ËÃÊ¥’⁄U •ŸÊ⁄UÊ‚, •Á¡¥ÄUÿ ’ŒÊœ •ı⁄U •ãÿ ∑‘§ Áπ‹Ê»§
•Ê⁄UÙ¬ „Ò Á∑§ ÿ„ ‹Ùª ¬Ù¥¡Ë ÿÊ ◊À≈UË ◊Ê∑‘§¸Á≈U¥ª ÿÙ¡ŸÊ•Ù¥ •ı⁄U ÁflŒ‡ÊË ◊ÈŒ˝Ê
√ÿÊ¬Ê⁄U å‹≈U»§Ê◊¸ ∑‘§ ŸÊ◊ ¬⁄U •Ê◊ ‹ÙªÙ¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ œÙπÊœ«∏Ë ∑§⁄UÃ „Ò¥– 

Îðàæ ×ð´ ÎôÂçãØæ ßæãÙô´ ÂÚU âßæüçÏ·¤ Áè°âÅUè,
ÕÁæÁ ¥æòÅUô ·Ô¤ âè§ü¥ô ÚUæÁèß ÕÁæÁ ÕôÜð- ’ØæÎæ 

çÙØ×Ù âð ÕÉ¸ ÚUãè ·¤è×Ì
∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË–  ’¡Ê¡ •ÊÚ≈UÙ ∑‘§ ‚Ëß¸•Ù ⁄UÊ¡Ëfl ’¡Ê¡ ∑§Ê ∑§„ŸÊ „Ò Á∑§

÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ ŒÙ¬Á„ÿÊ flÊ„ŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U ‚’‚ •Áœ∑§ ¡Ë∞‚≈UË „Ò– ÿ„Ê¥ „◊ w}
»§Ë‚ŒË ¡Ë∞‚≈UË Œ ⁄U„ „Ò¥– •ÊÁ‚ÿÊŸ Œ‡ÊÙ¥ fl ‹ÒÁ≈UŸ •◊Á⁄U∑§Ê ◊¥ ÿ„ Œ⁄U }
‚ vy »§Ë‚ŒË „Ò– ŒÙ¬Á„ÿÊ flÊ„ŸÙ¥ ∑§Ë ∑§Ë◊Ã¥ ’…∏Ÿ ∑§Ê ∞∑§ •ı⁄U ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ
Œ‡Ê ◊¥ íÿÊŒÊ ÁŸÿ◊Ÿ ÷Ë „Ò– ’¡Ê¡ Ÿ ∞∑§ ∑§Êÿ¸∑˝§◊ ◊¥ ∑§„Ê, ŒÙ¬Á„ÿÊ
flÊ„ŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U ¡Ë∞‚≈UË Œ⁄U ∑§Ù ‹∑§⁄U ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U ∑§Ù Á»§⁄U ‚ ‚ÙøŸÊ øÊÁ„∞– ß‚
ÉÊ≈UÊ∑§⁄U } ‚ vy »§Ë‚ŒË ∑‘§ ’Ëø ‹ÊŸÊ øÊÁ„∞– ’¡Ê¡ Ÿ ¬Í¿Ê, ∞‚Ê ÄUÿÙ¥
„Ò Á∑§ Œ‡Ê ◊¥ •Ê◊ •ÊŒ◊Ë ∑‘§ flÊ„ŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U „◊¥ w} »§Ë‚ŒË ∑§Ë ¡Ë∞‚≈UË Œ⁄U
∑§Ê ÷ÈªÃÊŸ ∑§⁄UŸÊ øÊÁ„∞? •ª⁄U ÿ„ Œ⁄U ∑§◊ „ÙÃË „Ò ÃÙ íÿÊŒÊ ‚ íÿÊŒÊ
‹ÙªÙ¥ Ã∑§ ŒÙ¬Á„ÿÊ flÊ„Ÿ ∑§Ë ¬„È¥ø „ÙªË– ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ ŒÙ¬Á„ÿÊ flÊ„ŸÙ¥ ∑§Ë flÎÁh
∑§ÙÁfl«-v~ ◊„Ê◊Ê⁄UË ∑‘§ •‹ÊflÊ ∑§Ë◊ÃÙ¥ ◊¥ ’…∏ÙÃ⁄UË •ı⁄U ÁŸÿ◊Ù¥ ◊¥ ’Œ‹Êfl
‚ ¬˝÷ÊÁflÃ „Èß¸ „Ò– 

’Ë∞‚-{ ¡Ò‚ ◊ÊŸŒ¥« •ë¿
’¡Ê¡ ∑‘§ ◊ÈÃÊÁ’∑§, ŒÙ¬Á„ÿÊ flÊ„ŸÙ¥ ∑§Ë ∑§Ë◊Ã ◊¥ ß‚ Ã⁄U„ ∑§Ê

ŸÊ≈U∑§Ëÿ ’Œ‹Êfl ∑§ß¸ øË¡Ù¥ ∑‘§ ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ „Ò– ß‚◊¥ ‚’‚ ’«∏Ê ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ
•àÿÁœ∑§ ÁŸÿ◊Ÿ „Ò– ß‚ ¬⁄U ÷Ë ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U ∑§Ù ÁfløÊ⁄U ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ë ¡M§⁄UÃ „Ò–
’Ë∞‚-{ ¡Ò‚ ◊ÊŸŒ¥« •ë¿ „Ò¥–

çÚUÂôÅUü ×ð´ Îæßæ- »×èü ×ð´ °âè ·¤è ¥çÏ·¤
×æ´», Âæ´¿ È¤èâÎè Ì·¤ ÕÉ¸ð Îæ×-·¤´ÂçÙØô´

·Ô¤ âæ×Ùð ¥æÂêçÌü ·¤è â×SØæ
∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË–  ÃÊ¬◊ÊŸ ’…∏Ÿ ∑‘§ ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ Œ‡Ê÷⁄U ◊¥ ∞ÿ⁄U ∑§¥«Ë‡ÊŸ⁄U (∞‚Ë)

∑§Ë ◊Ê¥ª ’…∏ ªß¸ „Ò– πÊ‚∑§⁄U ©ûÊ⁄U •ı⁄U ◊äÿ ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥– ’…∏ÃË ◊Ê¥ª ∑§Ù ŒπÃ
„È∞ ÁŸ◊Ê¸ÃÊ ∑§¥¬ÁŸÿÙ¥ Ÿ ∞‚Ë ∑‘§ ŒÊ◊ ¬Ê¥ø »§Ë‚ŒË Ã∑§ ’…∏Ê ÁŒ∞ „Ò¥– •ÊŸ¥Œ
⁄UÊ∆Ë »§ÊßŸ¥Á‡Êÿ‹ ‚Áfl¸‚¡ Ÿ ∞∑§ Á⁄U¬Ù≈U¸ ◊¥ ŒÊflÊ Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò Á∑§ •¬˝Ò‹ ∑‘§
’ÊŒ ◊ß¸ •ı⁄U ¡ÍŸ ◊¥ ÷Ë Œ‡Ê ∑‘§ •Áœ∑§Ê¥‡Ê Á„S‚Ù¥ ◊¥ •Áœ∑§Ã◊ ÃÊ¬◊ÊŸ
‚Ê◊Êãÿ ‚ •Áœ∑§ ⁄U„Ÿ ∑§Ê •ŸÈ◊ÊŸ „Ò– ß‚‚ ¡ÍŸ ◊äÿ Ã∑§ ∞‚Ë ∑§Ë ◊Ê¥ª
◊¡’ÍÃ ’ŸË ⁄U„ªË– ‹Á∑§Ÿ, •Ê¬ÍÁÃ¸ ∑‘§ ◊Ùø¸ ¬⁄U ∞‚Ë ÁŸ◊Ê¸ÃÊ ∑§¥¬ÁŸÿÙ¥ ∑§Ù
øÈŸıÁÃÿÙ¥ ∑§Ê ‚Ê◊ŸÊ ∑§⁄UŸÊ ¬«∏ ⁄U„Ê „Ò– ’…∏ÃË ◊Ê¥ª •ı⁄U ∑§◊ •Ê¬ÍÁÃ¸ ∑§Ù
ŒπÃ „È∞ ∑§ß¸ ⁄UÊíÿÙ¥ ◊¥ ÁŸ◊Ê¸ÃÊ ∑§¥¬ÁŸÿÙ¥ Ÿ ∞‚Ë ∑‘§ ŒÊ◊ ’…∏Ê ÁŒ∞ „Ò¥– é‹Í
S≈UÊ⁄U Ÿ •¬Ÿ ÁflÁ÷ÛÊ ◊ÊÚ«‹ ∑§Ë ∑§Ë◊ÃÙ¥ ◊¥ ÃËŸ-¬Ê¥ø »§Ë‚ŒË ∑§Ë ’…∏ÙÃ⁄UË
∑§Ë „Ò– ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ ◊ı‚◊ Áfl÷Êª ∑‘§ •ŸÈ‚Ê⁄U, ¬ÍflË¸ •ı⁄U ¬ÍflÙ¸ûÊ⁄U ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ •¬˝Ò‹
◊¥ •ı‚Ã ãÿÍŸÃ◊ ÃÊ¬◊ÊŸ ww Á«ª˝Ë ‚ÁÀ‚ÿ‚ ÕÊ– ÿ„ v~Æv ∑‘§ ’ÊŒ ‚
‚’‚ •Áœ∑§ „Ò– 

∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË– ∑‘§¥Œ˝ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U Ÿ

åÿÊ¡ ∑§Ë ∑§Ë◊ÃÙ¥ ¬⁄U ÁŸÿ¥òÊáÊ ∑‘§
Á‹∞ ÁŸÿÊ¸Ã ¬⁄U yÆ »§Ë‚ŒË ‡ÊÈÀ∑§
‹ªÊÿÊ „Ò– ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U Ÿ Œ‚Ë øŸ ∑‘§
•ÊÿÊÃ ¬⁄U ‹ªŸ flÊ‹ ‡ÊÈÀ∑§ ‚ xv
◊Êø¸, wÆwz Ã∑§ ¿Í≈U ŒŸ ∑§Ê
»Ò§‚‹Ê Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò– ß‚∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ „Ë xv
•ÄU≈UÍ’⁄U, wÆwy ÿÊ ©‚‚ ¬„‹
¡Ê⁄UË “Á’‹ •ÊÚ»§ ∞¥≈˛Ë” ∑‘§ ¡Á⁄U∞
¬Ë‹ ◊≈U⁄U ∑‘§ •ÊÿÊÃ ¬⁄U ‡ÊÈÀ∑§ ¿Í≈U
÷Ë ’…∏Ê ŒË ªß¸ „Ò– 

ÁflûÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ Ÿ ¡Ê⁄UË ∞∑§
•Áœ‚ÍøŸÊ ◊¥ ∑§„Ê „Ò Á∑§ ÿ ‚÷Ë
’Œ‹Êfl øÊ⁄U ◊ß¸ ‚ ¬˝÷ÊflË „Ù¥ª–
Á»§‹„Ê‹ åÿÊ¡ ∑‘§ ÁŸÿÊ¸Ã ¬⁄U
¬˝ÁÃ’¥œ „Ò– „Ê‹Ê¥Á∑§, ∑‘§¥Œ˝ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U Ÿ
•¬Ÿ Á◊òÊ Œ‡ÊÙ¥ ∑§Ù åÿÊ¡ ∑‘§ ÁŸÿÊ¸Ã
∑§Ë •ŸÈ◊ÁÃ ŒÃË ⁄U„Ë „Ò– „Ê‹ „Ë ◊¥
‚¥ÿÈÄÃ •⁄U’ •◊Ë⁄UÊÃ •ı⁄U
’Ê¥Ç‹ÊŒ‡Ê ‚Á„Ã ¿„ Œ‡ÊÙ¥ ∑§Ù ∞∑§

ÁŸÁ‡øÃ ◊ÊòÊÊ ◊¥ åÿÊ¡ ∑‘§ ÁŸÿÊ¸Ã ∑§Ë
•ŸÈ◊ÁÃ ŒË ÕË–  ∑‘§¥Œ˝ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U Ÿ

Á¬¿‹ ‚Ê‹ •ªSÃ ◊¥ åÿÊ¡ ∑‘§
ÁŸÿÊ¸Ã ¬⁄U xv ÁŒ‚¥’⁄U, wÆwx Ã∑§
yÆ »§Ë‚ŒË ÁŸÿÊ¸Ã ‡ÊÈÀ∑§ ‹ªÊÿÊ ÕÊ–
„Ê‹Ê¥Á∑§, ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U Ÿ ÉÊ⁄U‹Í ’Ê¡Ê⁄U ◊¥
åÿÊ¡ ∑§Ë ∑§Ë◊ÃÙ¥ ¬⁄U ÁŸÿ¥òÊáÊ ∑‘§

Á‹∞ ß‚∑‘§ ÁŸÿÊ¸Ã ¬⁄U ¬˝ÁÃ’¥œ ‹ÊªÍ
Á∑§ÿÊ ÕÊ, ¡Ù •÷Ë ‹ÊªÍ „Ò– ªı⁄UÃ‹’

„Ò Á∑§ “Á’‹ •ÊÚ»§ ∞¥≈˛Ë” ∞∑§ ∑§ÊŸÍŸË
ŒSÃÊfl¡ „Ò ¡Ù •ÊÿÊÃ∑§Ù¥ ÿÊ ‚Ë◊Ê
‡ÊÈÀ∑§ ÁŸ∑§Ê‚Ë ∞¡¥≈UÙ¥ ∑‘§ •ÊÿÊÁÃÃ
◊Ê‹ ∑‘§ •Êª◊Ÿ ¬⁄U ÿÊ ©‚‚ ¬„‹
ŒÊÁπ‹ Á∑§ÿÊ ¡ÊÃÊ „Ò–

âÚU·¤æÚU Ùð ŒØæÁ ·Ô¤ çÙØæüÌ ÂÚU y®
È¤èâÎè àæéË·¤ Ü»æØæ, Ù§ü ÎÚUð´ Üæ»ê

∞¡¥‚Ë
◊È¥’ß¸– Ç‹Ù’‹ ‹ÊÚÁ¡ÁS≈UÄU‚

•ÊÚ¬⁄U≈U⁄U «Ë¬Ë fl‹¸˜« Ÿ ‡ÊÈ∑˝§flÊ⁄U ∑§Ù
∑§„Ê Á∑§ ©‚Ÿ ªÙflÊ ∑‘§ ‹È≈UÙÁ‹◊ ◊¥
•¬ŸË Ÿß¸ SÕÊÁ¬Ã ‚ÈÁflœÊ ‚
flÿ⁄U„Ê©Á‚¥ª ¬Á⁄UøÊ‹Ÿ ‡ÊÈM§ ∑§⁄U
ÁŒÿÊ „Ò– ∑§¥¬ŸË Ÿ ∑§„Ê Á∑§ w|,zvw
flª¸ »§È≈U ª˝«-∞ flÿ⁄U„Ê©Á‚¥ª ‚ÈÁflœÊ
◊¥ ÃËŸ •ÊÚ¬⁄UÁ≈U¥ª «ÊÚ∑§ •ı⁄U w,{wÆ
¬Ò‹≈U ¬Ù¡Ë‡ÊŸ „Ò¥ •ı⁄U ÿ„
⁄UÊ‚ÊÿÁŸ∑§ ©à¬ÊŒÙ¥ ∑§Ù ‚¥÷Ê‹Ÿ •ı⁄U
S≈UÙ⁄U ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ¬Í⁄UË Ã⁄U„ ‚
‚È‚Áí¡Ã „Ò– ÿ„ ‚ÈÁflœÊ ◊Ù⁄U◊ÈªÊ¥fl
’¥Œ⁄UªÊ„ ‚ xv Á∑§◊Ë, «Ê’ÙÁ‹◊
„flÊß¸ •a ‚ wx Á∑§◊Ë •ı⁄U ¬¥Á¡◊
‡Ê„⁄U ‚ wz Á∑§◊Ë ŒÍ⁄U ÁSÕÃ
„Ò–«Ë¬Ë fl‹¸˜« Ÿ ∑§„Ê Á∑§ ÿ„
ªÙflÊ-’Ò¥ª‹Ù⁄U-¬ÈáÊ ⁄UÊ¡◊Êª¸ ∑§Ù
ÁŸ’Ê¸œ ∑§ŸÁÄU≈UÁfl≈UË ¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄UÃÊ „Ò
•ı⁄U ⁄U‚ÊÿŸÙ¥ •ı⁄U SflÊSâÿ
Œπ÷Ê‹ ∑§ÊªÙ¸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ÷¥«Ê⁄UáÊ

•ı⁄U „Ò¥«Á‹¥ª ‚ÈÁflœÊ∞¥ ÷Ë ¬˝ŒÊŸ
∑§⁄UÃÊ „Ò– ∑§ÊÚã≈˛ÒÄU≈U ‹ÊÚÁ¡ÁS≈UÄU‚

•ı⁄U ∑§ÙÀ« øŸ ‚ÊÚÀÿÍ‡Ê¥‚ ∑‘§
¬˝◊Èπ, •ŸÍ¬ øı„ÊŸ Ÿ ∑§„Ê, ©ÛÊÃ
ªÙŒÊ◊ ¬˝’¥œŸ ¬˝áÊÊÁ‹ÿÙ¥ ‚ ‚ˇÊ◊
ÿ„ ‚ÈÁflœÊ ∞∑§ ◊„àfl¬ÍáÊ¸ ∑‘§¥Œ˝ ∑‘§
M§¬ ◊¥ ∑§Ê◊ ∑§⁄UªË, ¡Ù ª˝Ê„∑§Ù¥ ∑§Ù
Œ‡Ê ∑‘§ ÷ËÃ⁄U ∑§ß¸ ’Ê¡Ê⁄UÙ¥ ‚ Á‹¥∑§
¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄UªË, Á¡‚‚ SÕÊŸËÿ •ı⁄U
⁄UÊc≈U˝Ëÿ SÃ⁄U ¬⁄U √ÿÊ¬Ê⁄U ◊¥ flÎÁh
„ÙªË– «Ë¬Ë fl‹¸˜« ‚’∑§ÊÚÁã≈UŸ¥≈U Ÿ

∑§„Ê– ∑§¥¬ŸË Ÿ ∑§„Ê Á∑§ ÿ„ ‚ÈÁflœÊ
÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ «Ë¬Ë fl‹¸˜« ∑‘§ z Á◊Á‹ÿŸ

flª¸ »§È≈U ‚ •Áœ∑§ ∑‘§ flÿ⁄U„Ê©Á‚¥ª
Ÿ≈Ufl∑§¸ ∑§Ù ¡Ù«∏ÃË „Ò, ¡Ù ⁄UáÊŸËÁÃ∑§
M§¬ ‚ {Æ ‚ •Áœ∑§ SÕÊŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U
»Ò§‹Ê „È•Ê „Ò– ß‚◊¥ ∑§„Ê ªÿÊ „Ò Á∑§
Ÿ∞ ªÙŒÊ◊ ‚ ªÙflÊ ◊¥ ⁄UÊ‚ÊÿÁŸ∑§
‚Ê◊ÊŸ ∑‘§ √ÿÊ¬ÊÁ⁄UÿÙ¥ ∑§Ù •ŸÈ∑§Í‹Ÿ
ÿÙÇÿ ÷¥«Ê⁄UáÊ ‚◊ÊœÊŸ ¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄U∑‘§
‹Ê÷ „ÙªÊ–

ÇUèÂè ßÜü÷Ç Ùð »ôßæ ×ð´ ÜéÅUôçÜ× âéçßÏæ
âð Ö´ÇæÚU‡æ ÂçÚU¿æÜÙ àæéM¤ ç·¤Øæ

∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË– ÁŸ¡Ë ˇÊòÊ ∑‘§

∑§Ù≈U∑§ ◊Á„¥Œ˝Ê ’Ò¥∑§ Ÿ ÁflûÊ fl·¸
wÆwx-wy ∑§Ë øıÕË ÁÃ◊Ê„Ë ∑‘§
ŸÃË¡ ∑§Ê ∞‹ÊŸ Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò– xv ◊Êø¸
∑§Ù ‚◊Ê# øıÕË ÁÃ◊Ê„Ë ◊¥ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ê
◊ÈŸÊ»§Ê v} »§Ë‚ŒË ’…∏∑§⁄U y,vxx
∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ⁄U„Ê „Ò– ’Ò¥∑§ ∑‘§ ÁŸŒ‡Ê∑§
◊¥«‹ Ÿ ¬Ê¥ø L§¬ÿ •¥Á∑§Ã ◊ÍÀÿ
flÊ‹ ¬˝ÁÃ ßÁ`§≈UË ‡Êÿ⁄U ¬⁄U w L§¬ÿ
∑‘§ ‹Ê÷Ê¥‡Ê ŒŸ ∑§Ë Á‚»§ÊÁ⁄U‡Ê ∑§Ë „Ò–

∑§Ù≈U∑§ ◊Á„¥Œ˝Ê Ÿ ‡Êÿ⁄U ’Ê¡Ê⁄U
∑§Ù ŒË ¡ÊŸ∑§Ê⁄UË ◊¥ ’ÃÊÿÊ Á∑§ xv
◊Êø¸ ∑§Ù ‚◊Ê# ¡Ÿfl⁄UË-◊Êø¸ ÁÃ◊Ê„Ë
◊¥ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ê ◊ÈŸÊ»§Ê v} »§Ë‚ŒË
’…∏∑§⁄U y,vxx ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ⁄U„Ê „Ò–
ß‚‚ Á¬¿‹ ÁflûÊ fl·¸ wÆww-wx
∑§Ë ‚◊ÊŸ ÁÃ◊Ê„Ë ◊¥ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ù
x,y~{ ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ∑§Ê ‡ÊÈh ‹Ê÷

„È•Ê ÕÊ– ß‚ Œı⁄UÊŸ ©‚∑§Ë ∑§È‹
•Ê◊ŒŸË ’…∏∑§⁄U vz,w}z ∑§⁄UÙ«∏

L§¬ÿ „Ù ªß¸ „Ò, ¡Ù ß‚‚ Á¬¿‹ ÁflûÊ
fl·¸ wÆww-wx ∑§Ë ‚◊ÊŸ ÁÃ◊Ê„Ë ◊¥
vw,ÆÆ| ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ⁄U„Ë ÕË– ’Ò¥∑§

Ÿ ’ÃÊÿÊ Á∑§ ’ËÃ ÁflûÊ fl·¸ wÆwx-
wy ∑‘§ Œı⁄UÊŸ ©‚∑§Ê ‡ÊÈh ‹Ê÷ w{

»§Ë‚ŒË ’…∏∑§⁄U vx,|}w ∑§⁄UÙ«∏
L§¬ÿ ⁄U„Ê „Ò, ¡Ù ß‚‚ Á¬¿‹ ÁflûÊ
fl·¸ wÆww-wx ◊¥ vÆ,~x~ ∑§⁄UÙ«∏

L§¬ÿ ÕÊ– ß‚ Œı⁄UÊŸ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ë ∑§È‹
•Ê◊ŒŸË wÆwx-wy ◊¥ ’…∏∑§⁄U
z{,Æ|w ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ⁄U„Ë „Ò, ¡Ù
ÁflûÊ fl·¸ wÆww-wx ◊¥ yv,xxy
∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ ÕË– ß‚Ë Ã⁄U„ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ê
‡ÊÈh éÿÊ¡ ßŸ∑§◊ (∞Ÿ•Êß¸•Êß¸)
wv »§Ë‚ŒË ’…∏∑§⁄U wz,~~x ∑§⁄UÙ«∏
L§¬ÿ ⁄U„Ë „Ò, ¡Ù ß‚‚ Á¬¿‹ ÁflûÊ fl·¸
wÆww-wx ◊¥ wv,zzw ∑§⁄UÙ«∏ L§¬ÿ
⁄U„Ë ÕË– fl„Ë¥, ÁflûÊ fl·¸ wÆwx-wy ∑‘§
•¥Ã Ã∑§ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ê ‚∑§‹ ªÒ⁄U-ÁŸc¬ÊÁŒÃ
•ÊÁSÃÿÊ¥ (∞Ÿ¬Ë∞) v.x~ »§Ë‚ŒË
•ı⁄U ‡ÊÈh ∞Ÿ¬Ë∞ Æ.xy »§Ë‚ŒË „Ù
ªÿÊ „Ò– ©ÑπŸËÿ „Ò Á∑§ ∑§Ù≈U∑§ ◊Á„¥Œ˝Ê
’Ò¥∑§ ∑‘§ ÁŸŒ‡Ê∑§ ◊¥«‹ Ÿ ‡Êÿ⁄UœÊ⁄U∑§Ù¥
∑§Ù ÁflûÊ fl·¸ wÆwx-wy ∑‘§ Á‹∞ z
L§¬ÿ •¥Á∑§Ã ◊ÍÀÿ flÊ‹ ¬˝ÁÃ ßÁ`§≈UË
‡Êÿ⁄U ¬⁄U ŒÙ L§¬ÿ ∑‘§ ‹Ê÷Ê¥‡Ê ŒŸ ∑§Ë
Á‚»§ÊÁ⁄U‡Ê ∑§Ë „Ò–

·¤ôÅU·¤ Õñ´·¤ ·¤æ ×æ¿ü çÌ×æãè ×ð´ ×éÙæÈ¤æ
v} È¤èâÎè ÕÉ¸·¤ÚU y,vxx ·¤ÚUôÇ¸ L¤ÂØð

∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË– ÉÊÊ≈U ◊¥ ø‹ ⁄U„Ë

∞ÿ⁄U ß¥Á«ÿÊ Ÿ ÉÊ⁄U‹Í ©«∏ÊŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U ‚’‚
∑§◊ Á∑§»§ÊÿÃË Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ π¥« ∑‘§ Á‹∞
◊ÈçUÃ ∑‘§Á’Ÿ ’Òª¡ ÷ûÊÊ wÆ
Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ ‚ ÉÊ≈UÊ∑§⁄U vz Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊
∑§⁄U ÁŒÿÊ „Ò–Á¬¿‹ •ªSÃ ◊¥ ≈UÊ≈UÊ
‚◊Í„ ∑‘§ SflÊÁ◊àfl flÊ‹Ë ∞ÿ⁄U ß¥Á«ÿÊ
mÊ⁄UÊ ¬‡Ê Á∑§∞ ª∞ ◊ŸÍ-•ÊœÊÁ⁄UÃ
◊ÍÀÿ ÁŸœÊ¸⁄UáÊ ◊ÊÚ«‹ Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ ¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄UÙ¥
◊¥ ’Œ‹Êfl Á∑§∞ ª∞ „Ò¥, ∞ÿ⁄U‹ÊßŸ Ÿ
∑§„Ê „Ò Á∑§ ∞∑§ •Ê∑§Ê⁄U-‚÷Ë ∑‘§
Á‹∞ Á»§≈U ŒÎÁc≈U∑§ÙáÊ •’ •ÊŒ‡Ê¸ Ÿ„Ë¥
„Ò–∞ÿ⁄U‹ÊßŸ ∑‘§ ∞∑§ ¬˝flÄÃÊ Ÿ ∑§„Ê
Á∑§ ÃËŸ Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ ¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄U „Ò¥ - ∑§ê»§≈U¸,
∑§ê»§≈U¸ å‹‚ •ı⁄U çU‹ÄU‚ - ¡Ù
ÁflÁ÷ÛÊ ◊ÍÀÿ Á’¥ŒÈ•Ù¥ ¬⁄U ÁflÁ÷ÛÊ
SÃ⁄UÙ¥ ∑‘§ ‹Ê÷ •ı⁄U Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ ¬˝ÁÃ’¥œ
¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄UÃ „Ò¥–w ◊ß¸ ‚, ∑§ê»§≈U¸ •ı⁄U
∑§ê»§≈U¸ å‹‚ üÊÁáÊÿÙ¥ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ◊ÈçUÃ
∑‘§Á’Ÿ ’Òª¡ ÷ûÊÊ ∑˝§◊‡Ê— wÆ
Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ •ı⁄U wz Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ ‚
ÉÊ≈UÊ∑§⁄U vz Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ ∑§⁄U ÁŒÿÊ ªÿÊ
„Ò–Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ ¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄U •flœÊ⁄UáÊÊ ∑§Ë

‡ÊÈL§•ÊÃ ‚ ¬„‹, ∞ÿ⁄U ß¥Á«ÿÊ ∑§Ë
ÉÊ⁄U‹Í ©«∏ÊŸÙ¥ ◊¥ ÿÊÁòÊÿÙ¥ ∑§Ù wz
Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ ∑‘§Á’Ÿ ‚Ê◊ÊŸ Á’ŸÊ Á∑§‚Ë

•ÁÃÁ⁄UÄÃ ‡ÊÈÀ∑§ ∑‘§ ‹ ¡ÊŸ ∑§Ë
•ŸÈ◊ÁÃ ÕË– ß∑§ÙŸÊÚ◊Ë ÄU‹Ê‚ ◊¥
ÉÊ⁄U‹Í ◊ÊªÙ¥¸ ¬⁄U, ∑§ê»§≈U¸ •ı⁄U ∑§ê»§≈U¸
å‹‚ ŒÙŸÙ¥ Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ ¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄U •’ vz
Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ ‚Ê◊ÊŸ ÷ûÊÊ ¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄UÃ
„Ò¥, ¡’Á∑§ çU‹ÄU‚ wz Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊
‚Ê◊ÊŸ ÷ûÊÊ ¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄UÃÊ „Ò–

ÉÊ⁄U‹Í ◊ÊªÙ¥¸ ¬⁄U Á’¡Ÿ‚ ÄU‹Ê‚
’Òª¡ ÷ûÊÊ wz Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ ‚ xz
Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊ Ã∑§ „Ò– •¥Ã⁄U⁄UÊc≈U˝Ëÿ
©«∏ÊŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U ◊Èç∏UÃ ‚Ê◊ÊŸ ÷ûÊÊ ’Ê¡∏Ê⁄U-

Œ⁄U-’Ê¡∏Ê⁄U •‹ª-•‹ª „ÙÃÊ „Ò,
¬˝flÄÃÊ Ÿ ∑§„Ê–•ãÿ ÉÊ⁄U‹Í
∞ÿ⁄U‹Êß¥‚ ◊¥ ÷Ë ÿÊÁòÊÿÙ¥ ∑§Ù Á’ŸÊ

•ÁÃÁ⁄UÄÃ ‡ÊÈÀ∑§ ∑‘§ vz Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊
∑‘§Á’Ÿ ’Òª¡ ‹ ¡ÊŸ ∑§Ë •ŸÈ◊ÁÃ
„Ò–∞ÿ⁄U ß¥Á«ÿÊ ∑‘§ ¬˝flÄÃÊ Ÿ ∑§„Ê Á∑§
Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ ¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄UÙ¥ ∑§Ù ÿÊÁòÊÿÙ¥ ∑§Ù ©‚
Ã⁄U„ ∑§Ê Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ •ı⁄U ‚flÊ∞¥ øÈŸŸ
∑§Ë ‚ÈÁflœÊ ŒŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ Á«¡∏ÊßŸ
Á∑§ÿÊ ªÿÊ „Ò ¡Ù ©Ÿ∑§Ë
•Êfl‡ÿ∑§ÃÊ•Ù¥ ∑‘§ •ŸÈM§¬ „Ù¥, ÿ„
ŒπÃ „È∞ Á∑§ •Ê¡ ÿÊÁòÊÿÙ¥ ∑§Ë
•‹ª-•‹ª ¬˝ÊÕÁ◊∑§ÃÊ∞° „Ò¥, •ı⁄U
∞∑§ •Ê∑§Ê⁄U-‚÷Ë ∑‘§ Á‹∞ Á»§≈U

ŒÎÁc≈U∑§ÙáÊ •’ •ÊŒ‡Ê¸ Ÿ„Ë¥ „Ò–¬˝SÃÊfl
¬⁄U ÁflSÃÊ⁄U ‚ ’ÃÊÃ „È∞, ¬˝flÄÃÊ Ÿ
∑§„Ê Á∑§ ©ŒÊ„⁄UáÊ ∑‘§ Á‹∞, ÁŒÑË-
◊È¥’ß¸ ¡Ò‚ ÉÊ⁄U‹Í ˇÊòÊ ◊¥ ∑§ê»§≈U¸ å‹‚
•ı⁄U çU‹ÄU‚ Á∑§⁄UÊ∞ ∑‘§ ’Ëø ∑§Ë◊Ã
∑§Ê •¥Ã⁄U •Ê◊ Ãı⁄U ¬⁄U ‹ª÷ª
v,ÆÆÆ L§¬ÿ „ÙªÊ, Á¡‚◊¥ çU‹ÄU‚
Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ ◊ÍÀÿ ¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄UÃÊ „Ò– ‹ª÷ª
~,ÆÆÆ L§¬ÿ, Á¡‚◊¥ vÆ Á∑§‹Ùª˝Ê◊
•ÁÃÁ⁄UÄÃ ‚Ê◊ÊŸ •ı⁄U ‡ÊÍãÿ ¬Á⁄UflÃ¸Ÿ
ÿÊ ⁄UgË∑§⁄UáÊ ‡ÊÈÀ∑§ ‡ÊÊÁ◊‹ „Ò–Á∑§⁄UÊÿÊ
¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄UÙ¥ ∑§Ë ‡ÊÈM§•ÊÃ ª˝Ê„∑§Ù¥ ∑§Ë
¬˝ÁÃÁ∑˝§ÿÊ •ı⁄U ∞ÿ⁄U ß¥Á«ÿÊ ∑‘§ •¬Ÿ
√ÿÊ¬∑§ •äÿÿŸ ∑‘§ ¡flÊ’ ◊¥ ∑§Ë ªß¸
„Ò– ¬˝flÄÃÊ Ÿ ∑§„Ê, „◊Ÿ Á¡Ÿ
’Ê¡Ê⁄UÙ¥ ◊¥ ß‚ ¬‡Ê Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò ©Ÿ◊¥ ‚
¬˝àÿ∑§ ◊¥ ¬˝Ê‚¥Áª∑§ ¬˝ÁÃS¬œÊ¸ ∑§Ë
¬‡Ê∑§‡ÊÙ¥ ∑‘§ ◊È∑§Ê’‹ ß‚ ’¥ø◊Ê∑§¸
Á∑§ÿÊ ªÿÊ „Ò–≈UÊ≈UÊ ‚◊Í„ Ÿ ÉÊÊ≈U ◊¥
ø‹ ⁄U„Ë ∞ÿ⁄U ß¥Á«ÿÊ ∑§Ë Á∑§S◊Ã ∑§Ù
¬ÈŸ¡Ë¸ÁflÃ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ∞∑§
◊„àflÊ∑§Ê¥ˇÊË ÿÙ¡ŸÊ ‡ÊÈM§ ∑§Ë „Ò,
Á¡‚ ©‚Ÿ wÆww ◊¥ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U ‚
„ÊÁ‚‹ Á∑§ÿÊ ÕÊ–

°ØÚU §´çÇØæ Ùð âÕâð ·¤× ç·¤ÚUæØæ ¹´Ç ·Ô¤ çÜ° ·Ô¤çÕÙ
Õñ»ðÁ Ö�ææ ƒæÅUæ·¤ÚU vz ç·¤Üô»ýæ× ·¤ÚU çÎØæ

∞¡¥‚Ë
¡Ê¬ÊŸ– ¡Ê¬ÊŸ Ÿ ‡ÊÁŸflÊ⁄U ∑§Ù

∑§„Ê Á∑§ ©‚ ©ê◊ËŒ „Ò Á∑§ Ÿ∑§ŒË
‚¥∑§≈U ‚ ¡Í¤Ê ⁄U„Ê üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ‚÷Ë
‹ŸŒÊ⁄UÙ¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ¬Ê⁄UŒ‡ÊË¸ •ı⁄U
ÃÈ‹ŸËÿ ´áÊ ¬ÈŸª¸∆Ÿ ‚◊¤ÊıÃ ¬⁄U
¬„È¥øŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ •ÊÁœ∑§ÊÁ⁄U∑§
´áÊŒÊÃÊ•Ù¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ‡ÊËÉÊ˝ ‚◊¤ÊıÃÊ
ôÊÊ¬Ÿ ¬⁄U „SÃÊˇÊ⁄U ∑§⁄UªÊ, ¡’Á∑§
∑§Ù‹¥’Ù Ÿ ∑§„Ê Á∑§ ©‚ ©ê◊ËŒ „Ò Á∑§
´áÊ ¬ÈŸª¸∆Ÿ ¬˝Á∑˝§ÿÊ ‚◊ÿ ¬⁄U ‚◊Ê#
„Ù ¡Ê∞ªË– •Êß¸∞◊∞»§ ¬˝Á∑˝§ÿÊ ∑§Ë
•ª‹Ë Á∑§‡Ã–•¬˝Ò‹ wÆww ◊¥ mË¬
⁄UÊc≈U˝ mÊ⁄UÊ v~y} ◊¥ Á’˝≈UŸ ‚
SflÃ¥òÊÃÊ ¬˝Ê# ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ ’ÊŒ •¬ŸÊ
¬„‹Ê ‚¥¬˝÷È Á«»∏§ÊÚÀ≈U ÉÊÙÁ·Ã ∑§⁄UŸ
∑‘§ ’ÊŒ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ •ÊÁœ∑§ÊÁ⁄U∑§
´áÊŒÊÃÊ•Ù¥ ∑§Ë ‚Á◊ÁÃ ∑‘§ ‚„-
•äÿˇÊ ∑‘§ M§¬ ◊¥ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§ ´áÊ
¬ÈŸª¸∆Ÿ ¬⁄U •¥Ã⁄UÊ¸c≈U˝Ëÿ øøÊ¸ ∑§Ê
ŸÃÎàfl ∑§⁄U ⁄U„Ê „Ò– •÷ÍÃ¬Ífl¸ ÁflûÊËÿ
‚¥∑§≈U ∑‘§ ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ ⁄UÊc≈U˝¬ÁÃ ⁄UÊÁŸ‹
Áfl∑˝§◊Á‚¥ÉÊ ∑‘§ ¬Ífl¸flÃË¸ ªÙ≈U’ÊÿÊ
⁄UÊ¡¬ˇÊ wÆww ◊¥ ¬Œ ¿Ù«∏ Œ¥ª–◊Êø¸
◊¥, •¥Ã⁄UÊ¸c≈U˝Ëÿ ◊ÈŒ˝Ê ∑§Ù·
(•Êß¸∞◊∞»§) Ÿ ∑§„Ê Á∑§ fl„ •ª‹
ø⁄UáÊ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ∞∑§
∑§◊¸øÊ⁄UË-SÃ⁄UËÿ ‚◊¤ÊıÃ ¬⁄U ¬„È¥ø
ªÿÊ „Ò, ¡Ù ©‚ Œ‡Ê ∑‘§ Á‹∞ wÆwx
◊¥ SflË∑§ÎÃ ‹ª÷ª x Á’Á‹ÿŸ
•◊Á⁄U∑§Ë «ÊÚ‹⁄U ∑‘§ ’‹•Ê©≈U ‚
xx| Á◊Á‹ÿŸ •◊Á⁄U∑§Ë «ÊÚ‹⁄U Ã∑§
¬„È¥øŸ ◊¥ ‚ˇÊ◊ ∑§⁄UªÊ–

◊Êø¸ •ı⁄U ÁŒ‚¥’⁄U wÆwx ◊¥
¬˝àÿ∑§ xxÆ Á◊Á‹ÿŸ •◊⁄UË∑§Ë
«Ê‹⁄U ∑§Ë ŒÙ Á∑§‡Ã¥ ¡Ê⁄UË ∑§Ë ªß¸¥,
¡’Á∑§ flÒÁ‡fl∑§ ´áÊŒÊÃÊ Ÿ √ÿÊ¬∑§

•ÊÁÕ¸∑§ ŸËÁÃ ‚ÈœÊ⁄UÙ¥ ∑‘§ Á‹∞
∑§Ù‹¥’Ù ∑§Ë ¬˝‡Ê¥‚Ê ∑§Ë „Ò, Á¡‚∑‘§
’Ê⁄U ◊¥ ©‚Ÿ ∑§„Ê, »§‹ Á◊‹ŸÊ ‡ÊÈM§
„Ù ⁄U„Ê „Ò– ‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U ¬Ù≈U¸‹
NewsFirst.lk ∑‘§ •ŸÈ‚Ê⁄U,

‡ÊÁŸflÊ⁄U ∑§Ù ¡Ê¬ÊŸ ∑‘§ ÁflŒ‡Ê ◊¥òÊË
ÿÙ∑§Ù ∑§ÊÁ◊∑§ÊflÊ Ÿ •ÊÁœ∑§ÊÁ⁄U∑§
´áÊŒÊÃÊ ‚Á◊ÁÃ •ı⁄U üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§
’Ëø ∞◊•ÙÿÍ ¬⁄U ‡ÊËÉÊ˝ „SÃÊˇÊ⁄U ∑‘§
Á‹∞ •¬Ÿ Œ‡Ê ∑§Ë ©ê◊ËŒÙ¥ ‚
•flªÃ ∑§⁄UÊÃ „È∞ ∑§„Ê, ß‚Ÿ ´áÊ
¬⁄U ¬„È¥øŸ ∑‘§ ◊„àfl ¬⁄U ¡Ù⁄U ÁŒÿÊ–
‚÷Ë ‹ŸŒÊ⁄UÙ¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ¬Ê⁄UŒ‡ÊË¸ •ı⁄U
ÃÈ‹ŸËÿ Ã⁄UË∑‘§ ‚ ¬ÈŸª¸∆Ÿ ‚◊¤ÊıÃÊ–
Á„¥Œ ◊„Ê‚Êª⁄U ◊¥ ⁄UáÊŸËÁÃ∑§ SÕÊŸ ¬⁄U
ÁSÕÃ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑§Ë ÁSÕ⁄UÃÊ •ı⁄U
•ÊÁÕ¸∑§ Áfl∑§Ê‚ ∑§Ë ’„Ê‹Ë, ¬Í⁄U
÷Ê⁄UÃ-¬˝‡ÊÊ¥Ã ˇÊòÊ ∑§Ë ÁSÕ⁄UÃÊ •ı⁄U
‚◊ÎÁh ∑‘§ Á‹∞ •Êfl‡ÿ∑§ „Ò–
¡Ê¬ÊŸ, ∞∑§ Á◊òÊ ∑‘§ M§¬ ◊¥, üÊË‹¥∑§Ê
∑§Ê ‚◊Õ¸Ÿ ∑§⁄UŸÊ ¡Ê⁄UË ⁄UπÃÊ „Ò–
∑§ÊÁ◊∑§ÊflÊ Ÿ ÿ„Ê¥ •¬Ÿ üÊË‹¥∑§Êß¸
‚◊∑§ˇÊ •‹Ë ‚Ê’⁄UË ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ∞∑§
◊ËÁ«ÿÊ ’˝ËÁ»§¥ª ◊¥ ∑§„Ê, ◊Ò¥ •Ê¡ ÿ„Ë

’ÃÊŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê •Êß¸ „Í¥–
ß‚∑‘§ •‹ÊflÊ, ◊ı¡ÍŒÊ ÿŸ ´áÊ
¬Á⁄UÿÙ¡ŸÊ•Ù¥ ∑§Ù Ã¡Ë ‚ Á»§⁄U ‚
‡ÊÈM§ ∑§⁄U∑‘§ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§ Áfl∑§Ê‚ ∑§Ê
‚◊Õ¸Ÿ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ ∑‘§ ß⁄UÊŒ ∑§Ù

√ÿÄÃ ∑§⁄UÃ „È∞, ∑§ÊÁ◊∑§ÊflÊ Ÿ ∑§„Ê,
∞∑§ ’Ê⁄U ´áÊ ¬ÈŸª¸∆Ÿ ¬⁄U ∞◊•ÙÿÍ
¬⁄U „SÃÊˇÊ⁄U „Ù ¡ÊŸ •ı⁄U üÊË‹¥∑§Ê
‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U ∑‘§ ß‚ Ã¡Ë ‚ ‚◊Ê# ∑§⁄UŸ
∑‘§ ß⁄UÊŒ ‚, ∞∑§ Ám¬ˇÊËÿ ‚◊¤ÊıÃ
∑§Ë ¬ÈÁc≈U „Ù ¡ÊÃË „Ò– ‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U ¬Ù≈U¸‹
Ÿ ©Ÿ∑‘§ „flÊ‹ ‚ ∑§„Ê, ◊Ò¥ ⁄UÊc≈U˝Ëÿ
‚È‹„ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§ ø‹ ⁄U„
¬˝ÿÊ‚Ù¥ ∑§Ù •Ê¬ÍÁÃ¸ ¡Ê⁄UË ⁄UπŸ ∑‘§
¡Ê¬ÊŸ ∑‘§ ß⁄UÊŒ ∑§Ù ÷Ë √ÿÄÃ ∑§⁄UÃÊ
„Í¥– ©ã„Ù¥Ÿ ÿ„ ÷Ë ∑§„Ê Á∑§ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ
SflÃ¥òÊ •ı⁄U πÈ‹ Á„¥Œ-¬˝‡ÊÊ¥Ã ∑§Ù
‚Ê∑§Ê⁄U ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ‚◊ÈŒ˝Ë ˇÊòÊ ◊¥
üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ‚„ÿÙª ∑§Ù •ı⁄U
◊¡’ÍÃ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ê ß⁄UÊŒÊ ⁄UπÃÊ „Ò–
©ã„Ù¥Ÿ ∑§„Ê, ß‚ ‚¥’¥œ ◊¥, üÊË‹¥∑§Ê
∑‘§ •ŸÈ⁄UÙœ ∑‘§ •ÊœÊ⁄U ¬⁄U, ◊Ò¥Ÿ ◊¥òÊË
‚Ê’⁄UË ∑§Ù ’ÃÊÿÊ „Ò Á∑§ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ
‚◊ÈŒ˝Ë «≈UÊ •ı⁄U øÊ≈U¸ ‚¥∑§Á‹Ã ∑§⁄UŸ

∑‘§ Á‹∞ ‚ÙŸÊ⁄U ‚ ‹Ò‚ ∞∑§ ¡„Ê¡
∑§Ë ¬‡Ê∑§‡Ê ∑§⁄UªÊ–∞∑§ •ãÿ
‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U ¬Ù≈U¸‹, Adaderana.lk Ÿ
üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§ ÁflŒ‡Ê ◊¥òÊË ‚Ê’⁄UË ∑‘§
„flÊ‹ ‚ ∑§„Ê: ◊Ò¥Ÿ ß‚ ’ÊÃ ¬⁄U
¬˝∑§Ê‡Ê «Ê‹Ê „Ò Á∑§ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê Ÿ
•Õ¸√ÿflSÕÊ ∑§Ù ÁSÕ⁄U ∑§⁄UŸ, ´áÊ
ÁSÕ⁄UÃÊ ’…∏ÊŸ •ı⁄U Áfl∑§Ê‚-©ã◊Èπ
‚¥⁄UøŸÊà◊∑§ ‚ÈœÊ⁄UÙ¥ ∑§Ù ‹ÊªÍ ∑§⁄UŸ
∑‘§ Á‹∞ ‹ªŸ ‚ ∑§Ê◊ Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò–
•Ê¡ ∑§Ë ÁSÕÁÃ ∑‘§ •ŸÈ‚Ê⁄U, Œ‡Ê Ÿ
Ÿ ∑‘§fl‹ •ÊÁÕ¸∑§ ¬ÃŸ ‚ ©’⁄U
’ÁÀ∑§ Ã¡Ë ‚ ¬ÈŸL§hÊ⁄U ∑§Ê •ŸÈ÷fl
Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò, ¡Ù üÊË‹¥∑§Êß¸ ‹ÙªÙ¥ ∑‘§
‹øË‹¬Ÿ •ı⁄U ŒÎ…∏ ‚¥∑§À¬ ∑§Ù
Œ‡ÊÊ¸ÃÊ „Ò– üÊË‹¥∑§Êß¸ ◊¥òÊË Ÿ ∑§„Ê, „◊¥
©ê◊ËŒ „Ò Á∑§ •Êß¸∞◊∞»§ ¬˝Á∑˝§ÿÊ ∑§Ë
•ª‹Ë Á∑§‡Ã ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ´áÊ ¬ÈŸª¸∆Ÿ
¬˝Á∑˝§ÿÊ ‚◊ÿ ¬⁄U ¬Í⁄UË „Ù ¡Ê∞ªË–ß‚
’Ëø, ¬Ù≈U¸‹ Ÿ ÿ„ ÷Ë ∑§„Ê Á∑§ ‚’˝Ë
Ÿ üÊË‹¥∑§Ê ∑‘§ ∞∑§ Áfl‡fl‚ŸËÿ
÷ÊªËŒÊ⁄U ∑‘§ M§¬ ◊¥ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ ∑§Ù
¡Ê¬ÊŸË ÁŸfl‡Ê ¬Á⁄UÿÙ¡ŸÊ•Ù¥ ∑§Ù Á»§⁄U
‚ ‡ÊÈM§ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ÷Ë •Ê◊¥ÁòÊÃ
Á∑§ÿÊ, ¡Ù flÃ¸◊ÊŸ ◊¥ ¬Êß¬‹ÊßŸ ◊¥ „Ò¥
•ı⁄U ∑§ß¸ ˇÊòÊÙ¥ ◊¥ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ ‚ Ÿ∞
ÁŸfl‡Ê •Ê◊¥ÁòÊÃ Á∑§∞ „Ò¥–©ã„Ù¥Ÿ
‚È¤ÊÊfl ÁŒÿÊ Á∑§ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ
•¥Ã⁄UÊ¸c≈U˝Ëÿ ‚„ÿÙª ∞¡¥‚Ë
(¡•Êß¸‚Ë∞) ∑‘§ ◊Êäÿ◊ ‚
ÁflSÃÊÁ⁄UÃ ¡Ê¬ÊŸ ∑§Ë •ÊÁœ∑§ÊÁ⁄U∑§
Áfl∑§Ê‚ ‚„ÊÿÃÊ (•Ù«Ë∞) mÊ⁄UÊ
Á’¡‹Ë, ’¥Œ⁄UªÊ„ •ı⁄U ⁄UÊ¡◊Êª¸ ˇÊòÊÙ¥
‚Á„Ã ’ÈÁŸÿÊŒË …Ê¥ø, ‚◊Á¬¸Ã ÁŸfl‡Ê
ˇÊòÊÙ¥ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ-‚ÊÕ „Á⁄UÃ •ı⁄U
Á«Á¡≈U‹ •Õ¸√ÿflSÕÊ ¡Ò‚ ˇÊòÊÙ¥ ◊¥
ÁŸfl‡Ê ∑§⁄U ‚∑§ÃÊ „Ò–

ŸæèÜ´·¤æ ·¤ô « ‡æ ÂéÙ»üÆÙ ·Ô¤ çÜ° àæèƒæý â×ÛæõÌæ
™ææÂÙ ÂÚU ãSÌæÿæÚU ·¤ÚUÙæ ¿æçã°- ÁæÂæÙ

∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË– ⁄UÊß«-„Á‹¥ª ÁŒÇª¡

©’⁄U ∑§Ù •¬Ÿ ‡ÊÈL§•ÊÃË ÁŒŸÙ¥ ◊¥ ∞∑§
ÄU‹ÊÁ‚∑§ S≈UÊ≈U¸•¬ ’ÊœÊ ∑§Ê ‚Ê◊ŸÊ
∑§⁄UŸÊ ¬«∏Ê— Áø∑§Ÿ •ı⁄U •¥« ∑§Ë
‚◊SÿÊ– ÿÁŒ ¬ÿÊ¸# «˛Êßfl⁄U Ÿ„Ë¥ „Ù¥ª
ÃÙ ⁄UÊß«‚¸ ∞¬ ∑§Ê ©¬ÿÙª Ÿ„Ë¥ ∑§⁄U¥ª,
•ı⁄U ÿÁŒ ¬ÿÊ¸# ⁄UÊß«‚¸ Ÿ„Ë¥ „Ù¥ª ÃÙ
«˛Êßfl⁄U ∞¬ ◊¥ ‡ÊÊÁ◊‹ Ÿ„Ë¥ „Ù¥ª– ∞∑§
„ÊÁ‹ÿÊ •¥ŒM§ŸË ‚ÍòÊ ∑§Ë ¬ÙS≈U ß‚
’ÊÃ ¬⁄U ¬˝∑§Ê‡Ê «Ê‹ÃË „Ò Á∑§ ©’⁄U Ÿ
ß‚ øÈŸıÃË ¬⁄U ∑Ò§‚ ∑§Ê’Í ¬ÊÿÊ– ∞∑§
¬Ífl¸ ∑§◊¸øÊ⁄UË ∑‘§ •ŸÈ‚Ê⁄U, ©’⁄U Ÿ
⁄UÊß«⁄U •ŸÈ⁄UÙœÙ¥ ◊¥ flÎÁh ∑§Ê ß¥Ã¡Ê⁄U
Ÿ„Ë¥ Á∑§ÿÊ– ©ã„Ù¥Ÿ «˛Êßfl⁄UÙ¥ ∑§Ù
•ÊÚŸ‹ÊßŸ ⁄U„Ÿ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ¬˝ÁÃ ÉÊ¥≈U xÆ
«ÊÚ‹⁄U ∑§Ê ÷ÈªÃÊŸ ∑§⁄U∑‘§ ¬˝Ùà‚ÊÁ„Ã
Á∑§ÿÊ, ÿ„ ‚ÈÁŸÁ‡øÃ ∑§⁄UÃ „È∞ Á∑§
‚flÊ⁄UÙ¥ ∑§Ù ∞¬ ¬⁄U „◊‡ÊÊ ©¬‹éœ
∑§Ê⁄U¥ ÁŒπ¥ªË–ŒÍ‚⁄U, ©’⁄U Ÿ ⁄UáÊŸËÁÃ∑§

M§¬ ‚ ©ëø ¬ÒŒ‹ ÿÊÃÊÿÊÃ flÊ‹
’Ê⁄U •ı⁄U ⁄USÃ⁄UÊ¥ ∑‘§ ¬Ê‚ ∑§Ê⁄UÙ¥ ∑§Ù
ÃÒŸÊÃ Á∑§ÿÊ– ß‚‚ ÿÊòÊÊ ’È∑§ „ÙŸ ∑‘§

’ÊŒ «˛Êßfl⁄UÙ¥ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ‚flÊÁ⁄UÿÙ¥ Ã∑§
ÃÈ⁄U¥Ã ¬„È¥øŸÊ •Ê‚ÊŸ „Ù ªÿÊ– ¬ÙS≈U
◊¥ ‚flÊÁ⁄UÿÙ¥ ∑§Ë ‚¥ÅÿÊ ’…∏ÊŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞
ÃË‚⁄UË ⁄UáÊŸËÁÃ ∑§Ê ÷Ë ©Ñπ Á∑§ÿÊ
ªÿÊ „Ò, ‹Á∑§Ÿ Áflfl⁄UáÊ •ôÊÊÃ

„Ò–•¥ŒM§ŸË ‚ÍòÊ ∑§Ë •¥ÃŒÎ¸Ác≈U Ÿ
©¬ÿÙª∑§ÃÊ¸•Ù¥ ∑§Ë L§Áø ∑§Ù ’…∏ÊÿÊ,
∑§ß¸ ‹ÙªÙ¥ Ÿ ÿ„ ¡ÊŸŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ •Ê÷Ê⁄U

√ÿÄÃ Á∑§ÿÊ Á∑§ ©’⁄U •Ê¡ ∞∑§ ‚»§‹
∑§¥¬ŸË ◊¥ ∑Ò§‚ ’Œ‹ ªÿÊ–•Ê¬∑§Ù ¬ÃÊ
Ÿ„Ë¥ „Ò Á∑§ ÿ„ ¡ÊŸ∑§Ê⁄UË Á∑§ÃŸË
◊ÍÀÿflÊŸ „Ò– ‚Ê¤ÊÊ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞
•Ê¬∑§Ê ’„ÈÃ-’„ÈÃ œãÿflÊŒ– ◊Ò¥ •¬Ÿ

Œ‡Ê ∑‘§ Á‹∞ Á⁄Uÿ‹ ∞S≈U≈U ◊Ê∑‘§¸≈Uå‹‚
’ŸÊŸ flÊ‹Ê ∞∑§ ∞∑§‹ ‚¥SÕÊ¬∑§ „Í¥,
•ı⁄U ‚÷Ë ÿÈflÊ ◊Ê∑‘§¸≈Uå‹‚ ∑§Ë Ã⁄U„,
ÿ„ Áø∑§Ÿ •ı⁄U •¥« ∑§Ë ‚◊SÿÊ ‚
ªÈ¡⁄U ⁄U„Ê „Ò– ∞∑§ ÿÍ¡⁄U Ÿ ∑§◊¥≈U Á∑§ÿÊ.
ÿ„ ∞∑§ ‡ÊÊŸŒÊ⁄U ¬ÙS≈U „Ò– ≈U∑§•fl: ÿ
∞‚ ÁfløÊ⁄U „Ò¥ ¡Ù ∑§Ùß¸ ÷Ë ‹∑§⁄U •Ê
‚∑§ÃÊ „Ò– ©’⁄U ¡Ò‚ S≈UÊ≈U¸•¬ ◊¥ ∑§Ùß¸
¡ÊŒÍ Ÿ„Ë¥ „Ò Á¡‚ „◊◊¥ ‚ ∑§Ùß¸ ÷Ë
„ÊÁ‚‹ Ÿ„Ë¥ ∑§⁄U ‚∑§ÃÊ– ÿ„ ‚‡ÊÄÃ
„Ò– •¬Ÿ •Ê¬ ∑§Ù ‚ËÁ◊Ã Ÿ ∑§⁄U¥, ∞∑§
•ãÿ ©¬ÿÙª∑§ÃÊ¸ Ÿ Á‹πÊ . ∞∑§ ÃË‚⁄U
©¬ÿÙª∑§ÃÊ¸ Ÿ Á≈Uå¬áÊË ∑§Ë, ÿ„ ∞∑§
◊„ÊŸ •ŸÈS◊Ê⁄U∑§ „Ò Á∑§ ª¥Œ ∑§Ù ⁄UÙ‹
∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞, •Ê¬∑§Ù ß‚ Sflÿ¥ ⁄UÙ‹
∑§⁄UŸÊ „ÙªÊ– ÿ„ fl„ ¡ª„ „Ò ¡„Ê¥ flË‚Ë
‚◊Õ¸Ÿ flÊSÃfl ◊¥ ◊ŒŒ ∑§⁄U ‚∑§ÃÊ „Ò–
•Ê¬∑§Ù ∞∑§ ÿÊ ŒÙŸÙ¥ Ã⁄U»§ ‚ ‚Áé‚«Ë
ŒŸË „ÙªË ¡’ Ã∑§ Á∑§ øË¡¥ •Êª
Ÿ„Ë¥ ’…∏ ¡ÊÃË¥–

©ÕÚU ·¤æ »é# ãçÍØæÚU, Òç¿·¤Ù ¥õÚU ¥´ÇðÓ
·¤è â×SØæ ·¤æ â×æÏæÙ

∞¡¥‚Ë
◊È¥’ß¸ – ∑§Ù≈U∑§ ◊Á„¥Œ˝Ê ’Ò¥∑§ ∑‘§ Ÿ∞ ¬˝’¥œ ÁŸŒ‡Ê∑§

•ı⁄U ◊ÈÅÿ ∑§Êÿ¸∑§Ê⁄UË •Áœ∑§Ê⁄UË, •‡ÊÙ∑§ flÊ‚flÊŸË Ÿ
’Ò¥∑§ ¬⁄U ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ Á⁄U¡fl¸ ’Ò¥∑§ (•Ê⁄U’Ë•Êß¸) ∑‘§ ¬˝ÁÃ’¥œÙ¥
∑‘§ ÁflûÊËÿ ¬˝÷Êfl ∑§Ë ÃÈ‹ŸÊ ◊¥ ß‚∑§Ë ¬˝ÁÃc∆UÊ ¬⁄U
¬«∏Ÿ flÊ‹ •‚⁄U ¬⁄U •Áœ∑§ Áø¥ÃÊ √ÿÄÃ ∑§Ë „Ò–
•¬ŸË ¬„‹Ë ∑§◊Êß¸ ¬˝‚ ∑§ÊÚã»§˝¥‚ ∑‘§ Œı⁄UÊŸ, flÊ‚flÊŸË
Ÿ ¡Ù⁄U Œ∑§⁄U ∑§„Ê Á∑§ ª˝Ê„∑§Ù¥ •ı⁄U ÁŸÿÊ◊∑§Ù¥ ∑§Ê
Áfl‡flÊ‚ Á»§⁄U ‚ „ÊÁ‚‹ ∑§⁄UŸÊ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ë ‚flÙ¸ëø

¬˝ÊÕÁ◊∑§ÃÊ „ÙªË– ß‚ „ÊÁ‚‹ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞
¬˝ılÙÁª∑§Ë ¬˝áÊÊÁ‹ÿÙ¥ ∑§Ù ©ÛÊÃ ∑§⁄UŸ •ı⁄U ÁŸfl‡Ê ◊¥
Ã¡Ë ‹ÊŸ ¬⁄U äÿÊŸ ∑‘§¥ÁŒ˝Ã Á∑§ÿÊ ¡Ê∞ªÊ– ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ
Á⁄U¡fl¸ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑‘§ •ÊŒ‡Ê ∑§Ê •‚⁄U »§˝¥øÊß¡Ë •ı⁄U
¬˝ÁÃc∆UÊ ŒÙŸÙ¥ ¬⁄U ¬«∏Ê „Ò. flÊ¬‚ •ÊŸÊ, „◊Ê⁄UË Ÿ¥’⁄U
∞∑§ ¬˝ÊÕÁ◊∑§ÃÊ „Ò– flÊ‚flÊŸË Ÿ ∑§„Ê, „◊Ê⁄U ∑˝§Á«≈U
∑§Ê«¸ •ı⁄U ∑§Ù≈U∑§}vv ∑§Ê⁄UÙ’Ê⁄U ¬˝÷ÊÁflÃ „Ù¥ª–©ã„Ù¥Ÿ
∑§„Ê, ◊Ò¥ ÁflûÊËÿ ¬˝÷Êfl ‚ íÿÊŒÊ ¬˝ÁÃc∆UÊ ¬⁄U ¬˝÷Êfl ∑§Ù
‹∑§⁄U Áø¥ÁÃÃ „Í¥– ÿÙ¡ŸÊ ◊¥ ÁflûÊËÿ ¬˝÷Êfl •¬ˇÊÊ∑§ÎÃ

∑§◊ „ÙªÊ–flÊ‚flÊŸË, Á¡ã„Ù¥Ÿ øÊ⁄U ◊„ËŸ ¬„‹ ’Ò¥∑§ ∑‘§
‚¥SÕÊ¬∑§ ©Œÿ ∑§Ù≈U∑§ ∑‘§ ’ÊŒ ‚Ëß¸•Ù ∑§Ë ÷ÍÁ◊∑§Ê
‚¥÷Ê‹Ë ÕË, •Ê⁄U’Ë•Êß¸ ¬˝ÁÃ’¥œ, ¬˝’¥œŸ ¬ÈŸª¸∆Ÿ •ı⁄U
‚¥ÿÈÄÃ ¬˝’¥œ ÁŸŒ‡Ê∑§ ∑‘§flË∞‚ ◊ÁáÊÿŸ ∑‘§ •øÊŸ∑§
¬˝SÕÊŸ ‚Á„Ã ÁflÁ÷ÛÊ øÈŸıÁÃÿÙ¥ ‚ ¡Í¤Ê ⁄U„ „Ò¥– Á¬¿‹
„çUÃ, •Ê⁄U’Ë•Êß¸ Ÿ ∑§Ù≈U∑§ ◊Á„¥Œ˝Ê ’Ò¥∑§ ∑§Ù •¬ŸË
fl’‚Êß≈U ÿÊ ◊Ù’Êß‹ ∞¬ ∑‘§ ◊Êäÿ◊ ‚ Ÿ∞ ª˝Ê„∑§Ù¥ ∑§Ù
‡ÊÊÁ◊‹ ∑§⁄UŸ ‚ ⁄UÙ∑§ ÁŒÿÊ •ı⁄U Ÿ∞ ∑˝§Á«≈U ∑§Ê«¸ ¡Ê⁄UË
∑§⁄UŸ ¬⁄U ¬˝ÁÃ’¥œ ‹ªÊ ÁŒÿÊ–

·¤ôÅU·¤ Õñ´·¤ ßæâßæÙè ¥æÚUÕè¥æ§ü ·Ô¤ ¥æÎðàæ
·Ô¤ ·ý¤ðçÇÅU ÂýÖæß ·¤ô Üð·¤ÚU ç¿´çÌÌ

∞¡¥‚Ë
‹ÊÚ‚ ∞¥Á¡À‚– ◊Ê◊‹ ‚ ¬Á⁄UÁøÃ ŒÙ ‹ÙªÙ¥ ∑‘§ •ŸÈ‚Ê⁄U, ‚ÙŸË Á¬Äø‚¸

∞¥≈U⁄U≈UŸ◊¥≈U •ı⁄U ÁŸ¡Ë ßÁ`§≈UË ÁŒÇª¡ •¬Ù‹Ù Ç‹Ù’‹ ◊ÒŸ¡◊¥≈U Ÿ •ı¬øÊÁ⁄U∑§
M§¬ ‚ ‹ª÷ª w{ Á’Á‹ÿŸ «ÊÚ‹⁄U ◊¥ ¬Ò⁄UÊ◊Ê©¥≈U ∑§Ê •Áœª˝„áÊ ∑§⁄UŸ ◊¥ L§Áø
√ÿÄÃ ∑§Ë „Ò, ∞∑§ ∞‚Ê ∑§Œ◊ ¡Ù ¬„‹ ‚ „Ë •√ÿflÁSÕÃ «Ë‹ ’ŸÊŸ ∑§Ë
¬˝Á∑˝§ÿÊ ◊¥ ŸÊ≈U∑§ ¡Ù«∏ÃÊ „Ò–ß‚ ‚#Ê„ ∞∑§ ¬òÊ ◊¥ ÷¡Ë ªß¸ L§Áø ∑§Ë ªÒ⁄U-
’Êäÿ∑§Ê⁄UË •Á÷√ÿÁÄÃ Ã’ •Êß¸ „Ò ¡’ ¬Ò⁄UÊ◊Ê©¥≈U ≈U∑§ ÁŒÇª¡ «Áfl« ∞Á‹‚Ÿ
mÊ⁄UÊ ‚¥øÊÁ‹Ã „ÊÚ‹ËflÈ« S≈UÍÁ«ÿÙ S∑§Êß¸«Ê¥‚ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ∞∑§ Áfl‡Ê· ’ÊÃøËÃ ∑§Ë
•flÁœ ∑§Ë ‚◊ÊÁ# ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ‡ÊÈ∑˝§flÊ⁄U ∑§Ë ‚◊ÿ ‚Ë◊Ê ¬⁄U ‚„◊Ã „Ù ªÿÊ „Ò–
¬Ò⁄UÊ◊Ê©¥≈U ◊„ËŸÙ¥ ‚ S∑§Êß¸«Ê¥‚ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ’ÊÃøËÃ ∑§⁄U ⁄U„Ê „Ò, ∞∑§ ¡Á≈U‹ ‹ŸŒŸ
¬⁄U øøÊ¸ ∑§⁄U ⁄U„Ê „Ò Á¡‚◊¥ ÁŸ¡Ë ßÁ`§≈UË »§◊¸ ⁄U«’«¸ ∑Ò§Á¬≈U‹ ¬Ê≈U¸Ÿ‚¸ ‚
Áfl‹ÿ •ı⁄U ÁŸfl‡Ê ‡ÊÊÁ◊‹ „ÙªÊ–L§Áø ∑§Ë Ÿß¸, ‚¥ÿÈÄÃ •Á÷√ÿÁÄÃ ‚ÙŸË ∑§Ù
∞∑§ ◊„àfl¬ÍáÊ¸ ’„È◊Ã •ı⁄U ÁŸÿ¥ÁòÊÃ ‡Êÿ⁄UœÊ⁄U∑§ •ı⁄U •¬Ù‹Ù ∑§Ù •À¬‚¥Åÿ∑§
‡Êÿ⁄UœÊ⁄U∑§ ’ŸÊ ŒªË– ¬˝SÃÊÁflÃ ¬ÍáÊ¸-Ÿ∑§Œ •Áœª˝„áÊ ¬Ò⁄UÊ◊Ê©¥≈U ‡Êÿ⁄UœÊ⁄U∑§Ù¥
∑§Ù •Ê∑§Á·¸Ã ∑§⁄U ‚∑§ÃÊ „Ò ¡Ù S∑§Êß¸«Ê¥‚ ‚ıŒ ∑‘§ Áπ‹Ê»§ ß‚ Áø¥ÃÊ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ
‚Ê◊Ÿ •Ê∞ „Ò¥ Á∑§ ß‚‚ ŒÍ‚⁄UÙ¥ ∑§Ë ∑§Ë◊Ã ¬⁄U ∑§¥¬ŸË ∑‘§ ÁŸÿ¥òÊ∑§ ‡Êÿ⁄UœÊ⁄U∑§
‡ÊÒ⁄UË ⁄U«S≈UÙŸ ∑§Ù ‹Ê÷ „ÙªÊ– ¬Ò⁄UÊ◊Ê©¥≈U Ÿ Á≈Uå¬áÊË ∑§⁄UŸ ‚ ßŸ∑§Ê⁄U ∑§⁄U
ÁŒÿÊ–‚ÙŸË •ı⁄U ¬Ò⁄UÊ◊Ê©¥≈U ∑§Ê ¬˝SÃÊÁflÃ Áfl‹ÿ „ÊÚ‹ËflÈ« ◊¥ ∞∑§ ŸÿÊ
¬Êfl⁄U„Ê©‚ ’ŸÊ∞ªÊ, ¡Ù “S¬Êß«⁄U ◊ÒŸ” •ı⁄U “Á◊‡ÊŸ— ßê¬ÊÚÁ‚’‹” »§˝¥øÊß¡Ë
∑‘§ S≈UÍÁ«ÿÙ ∑§Ù ∞∑§¡È≈U ∑§⁄UªÊ– ‚ÙŸË ∑‘§ •Áœ∑§ÊÁ⁄UÿÙ¥ Ÿ ¬Ò⁄UÊ◊Ê©¥≈U S≈UÍÁ«ÿÙ ∑§Ù
•¬Ÿ √ÿÊ¬∑§ ‚Ê◊˝Êíÿ ∑‘§ ∞∑§ ¬˝÷Êª ∑‘§ M§¬ ◊¥ ‚¥øÊÁ‹Ã ∑§⁄UŸ, •¬Ÿ
Áfl¬áÊŸ •ı⁄U ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ ∑§ÊÿÙ¥¸ ∑§Ù ‚¥ÿÙÁ¡Ã ∑§⁄UŸ ¬⁄U øøÊ¸ ∑§Ë „Ò–

âôÙè ¥õÚU ¥ÂôÜô Ùð w{ ¥ÚUÕ ÇæòÜÚU ·Ô¤ âõÎð
×ð´ ÂñÚUæ×æ©´ÅU ·¤ô ¹ÚUèÎÙð ×ð´ L¤ç¿ ÃØ¨Ì ·¤è

∞¡¥‚Ë
Ÿß¸ ÁŒÑË– ŒÙ¬Á„ÿÊ flÊ„Ÿ ÁŸ◊Ê¸ÃÊ ’¡Ê¡ •ÊÚ≈UÙ Ÿ ‡ÊÈ∑˝§flÊ⁄U ∑§Ù Œ‡Ê ◊¥

’„È¬˝ÃËÁˇÊÃ “¬À‚⁄U NSyÆÆz ∑§Ù v,}z,ÆÆÆ L§¬ÿ (∞ÄU‚-‡ÊÙM§◊) ∑§Ë◊Ã
¬⁄U ‹ÊÚãø Á∑§ÿÊ–¬À‚⁄U NSyÆÆzøÊ⁄U ⁄U¥ªÙ¥- Ç‹ÊÚ‚Ë ⁄UÁ‚¥ª ⁄U«, éL§∑§Á‹Ÿ
é‹Ò∑§, ¬‹¸ ◊≈UÒÁ‹∑§ √„Êß≈U •ı⁄U åÿÍ≈U⁄U ª˝ ◊¥ ©¬‹éœ „ÙªË–’¡Ê¡ •ÊÚ≈UÙ ∑‘§
◊Ù≈U⁄U‚ÊßÁ∑§‹ Á’¡Ÿ‚ ∑‘§ •äÿˇÊ ‚Ê⁄U¥ª ∑§ŸÊ« Ÿ ∑§„Ê, ÿ„ ’„Ã⁄UËŸ
¬⁄U»§ÊÚ◊¥¸‚ ◊‡ÊËŸ „Ò ¡Ù ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ S¬Ù≈U¸˜‚ ◊Ù≈U⁄U‚ÊßÁ∑§Á‹¥ª ∑‘§ ∑§Ù« ∑§Ù Á»§⁄U ‚
¬Á⁄U÷ÊÁ·Ã ∑§⁄UªË– ÿ„ ß¥¡ËÁŸÿÁ⁄U¥ª Áfl‡Ê·ôÊÃÊ, •àÿÊœÈÁŸ∑§ Ã∑§ŸË∑§ •ı⁄U
⁄UÊß«‚¸ flÊSÃfl ◊¥ ÄUÿÊ øÊ„Ã „Ò¥ ß‚∑§Ë ª„⁄UË ‚◊¤Ê ∑§Ê ¬Á⁄UáÊÊ◊ „Ò– , ∞∑§
’ÿÊŸ ◊¥ ∑§„Ê–Ÿß¸ ¬À‚⁄U {-S¬Ë« Áªÿ⁄U’ÊÚÄU‚ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ x|xcc Á‹Á`§«-
∑§ÍÀ« ß¥¡Ÿ mÊ⁄UÊ ‚¥øÊÁ‹Ã „ÙÃË „Ò, ¡Ù yÆ PS ¬Êfl⁄U, xz Nm ≈UÊÚ∑§¸, ⁄UÊß«-
’Êÿ-flÊÿ⁄U ß‹ÄU≈˛ÊÚÁŸ∑§ Õ˝ÊÚ≈U‹ •ı⁄U øÊ⁄U ⁄UÊß« ◊Ù« ¬˝ŒÊŸ ∑§⁄UÃË „Ò–ß‚∑‘§
•‹ÊflÊ, ’Êß∑§ ∞∑§ ∞‹ß¸«Ë ¬˝Ù¡ÄU≈U⁄U „«‹Ò¥¬, øı«∏ ≈UÊÿ⁄U, é‹Í≈UÍÕ
∑§ŸÁÄU≈UÁfl≈UË ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ ∞∑§ ¬Í⁄UË Ã⁄U„ ‚ Á«Á¡≈U‹ ⁄U¥ª ∞‹‚Ë«Ë S¬Ë«Ù◊Ë≈U⁄U, ≈UŸ¸-
’Êÿ-≈UŸ¸ ŸÁflª‡ÊŸ, êÿÍÁ¡∑§ ∑§¥≈˛Ù‹, ‹Ò¬ ≈UÊß◊⁄U •ı⁄U ≈˛ÒÄU‡ÊŸ ∑§¥≈˛Ù‹ ‚ ÷⁄UË „Èß¸
„Ò– ß‚∑‘§ •‹ÊflÊ, ∑§¥¬ŸË Ÿ ∑§„Ê Á∑§ Ÿß¸ ¬À‚⁄U NSyÆÆZ ‚◊Á¬¸Ã ◊Ù«˜‚ - ⁄UÙ«
(‚ÈøÊM§ àfl⁄UáÊ, ŒÒÁŸ∑§ ©¬ÿÙª ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ÁSÕ⁄U ∞’Ë∞‚), ⁄UŸ (‚ËÁ◊Ã ‡ÊÁÄÃ, ªË‹Ë
‚«∏∑§Ù¥ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ M§Á…∏flÊŒË ∞’Ë∞‚), S¬Ù≈U¸ (©ÛÊÃ Õ˝ÊÚ≈U‹, •Áœ∑§Ã◊ S≈UÊÚÁ¬¥ª) ∑‘§
‚ÊÕ Á∑§‚Ë ÷Ë ‚flÊ⁄UË ∑‘§ Á‹∞ •ŸÈ∑§Í‹ „Ò– ©à‚Ê„Ë ‚flÊ⁄UË ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ‡ÊÁÄÃ), •ı⁄U
•ÊÚ»§-⁄UÙ« (•ŸÈ∑§ÍÁ‹Ã ‹Ù-∞¥« ≈UÊÚ∑§¸, ©’«∏-πÊ’«∏ ß‹Ê∑§Ù¥ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ÁŸÿ¥ÁòÊÃ
’˝Á∑§¥ª)–Ÿß¸ ◊Ù≈U⁄U‚ÊßÁ∑§‹ ◊¥ ‚È⁄UˇÊÊ ©g‡ÿÙ¥ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ’˝Á∑§¥ª •ı⁄U ÁŸÿ¥òÊáÊ ‚ÈÁflœÊ•Ù¥
∑§Ê ∞∑§ √ÿÊ¬∑§ ‚≈U „Ò–‚¥ÿÈÄÃ ∞’Ë∞‚ Ã∑§ŸË∑§ ∑‘§ ‚ÊÕ «È•‹-øÒŸ‹ ∞’Ë∞‚
•‚ÊœÊ⁄UáÊ ⁄UÙ∑§ ‡ÊÁÄÃ ‚ÈÁŸÁ‡øÃ ∑§⁄UÃÊ „Ò •ı⁄U ÁflÁ÷ÛÊ ‚flÊ⁄UË ÁSÕÁÃÿÙ¥ ∑‘§ Ã„Ã √„Ë‹
‹ÊÚ∑§-•¬ ∑§Ù ⁄UÙ∑§ÃÊ „Ò– ∑§¥¬ŸË Ÿ ©Ñπ Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò Á∑§ ÁSflø’‹ ß‹ÄU≈˛ÊÚÁŸ∑§ ≈˛ÒÄU‡ÊŸ
∑§¥≈˛Ù‹ (ß¸≈UË‚Ë) S¬Ù≈U¸ •ı⁄U •ÊÚ»§-⁄UÙ« ◊Ù« ◊¥ ¬∑§«∏ ∑§Ù •ı⁄U ’…∏ÊÃÊ „Ò–

ÕÁæÁ ¥æòÅUô Ùð v.}z Üæ¹ L¤ÂØð ×ð´
Ù§ü ¬UÜñ»çàæÂ ÂËâÚU Üæò‹¿ ·¤è

mycªxg †KvU© wfwfwcGwU 
gvgjvi ivq msi¶Y Ki‡jv

mycªxg †KvU© AvR B‡jKUªwbK †fvwUs 
†gwkb (BwfGg) Gi †fvU MYbvq †fvUvi 
†fwidv‡qej †ccvi AwWU †Uªj (wfwfw-
cGwU) †ccvi w¯øc¸wji mn‡RB cuvP gvm 
ch©šÍ cy‡iv cªwZ‡iva Kiv wePvi Kiv n‡”Q 
GKwU ZvwjKv cªwZ‡ivaK †cwUk‡bi|
gvgjvwU wb‡q mycªxg †Kv‡U©i GKwU †eÂ, 
hv‡Z b¨vqwePviK mÄxe Lvbœv Ges `xc¼i 
`Ë Dcw¯’Z wQ‡jb, BwfGg Gi Kv‡Ri 
m¤ú‡K© wb‡`©k w`‡q GK avivwe‡kl cªkœ 
K‡iwQ‡jb| ïbvwbi mg‡q, †eÂwU Bwf-
Gg Ges wfwfwcGwU Ges Zv‡`i wbivcËv 
ˆewkó¨ m¤ú‡K© BwmAvB Kg©KZ©v‡`i mv‡_ 
e¨vcKfv‡e B›UviA¨v± K‡i| BwmAvB wb-
wðZ K‡i‡Q †h BwfGg †KvbI ch©v‡q 
cuvP gvm ch©šÍ cwieZ©b Kiv Am¤¢e| GwU 
Av‡iv ¯úó K‡i‡Q †h gvB‡µvK‡›Uªvjvi¸wj 
kvixwiKfv‡e A¨v‡·m Kiv hvq bv Ges 
GKevi †cªvMªvg Zv‡`i‡K dyjv‡bv n‡q‡Q| 
BwmAvB hyw³ w`‡q‡Q †h GLb ch©šÍ 41,629 
NUbvi µgea©gvb cªgvY i‡q‡Q, Ges cªvq 
Pvi †KvwU wfwfwcGwU †ccvi w¯øc g¨vP 
n‡q‡Q|
BwmAvB‡K wek¦vm Kivi mv‡_ mv‡_, †eÂwU 
GB gšÍe¨ w`‡qwQj †h eZ©gvb †fvU cªYvjx‡K 
mk³ Kivi Rb¨ †h m¤¢ve¨ ms¯‹vi cª‡qvRb 
Zv ch©v‡jvPbv Ki‡e| Z‡e, mycªxg †KvU© 
†ccvi e¨vj‡U wd‡i †h‡Zi aviYv‡K gšÍe¨ 
K‡i‡Q bv|
BwmAvB G¶ywY Am¤ú~Y© wfwfwcGwU 
w¯øc¸wji cy‡iv MYbv Kiv Kvh©Ki bq e‡j 
GKwU Awf‡hvM K‡i‡Q|
BwmAvB AviI `vwe K‡i‡Q †h, wfwfwcG-
wU w¯øc¸wji cy‡iv MYbv Kiv Kvh©Ki bq| 
eZ©gv‡b, cªwZ mfvm`‡K‡›`ª cuvPwU †hfv‡e 
Ae¨vnZ BwfGg Gi wfwfwcGwU w¯øc hvPvB 
Kiv nq|
‡cwUkbvaxKvixiv, hviv MYZvwš¿K ms¯‹vi 
Ges BwfGg ev webv BwfGg mn GKwU 
AviI ¯úó wbe©vPbx cªYvjxi AwaKvix `vwe 
K‡i‡Q, Zv‡`i g‡Z †`‡ki 97 †KvwU wbe-
wÜZ †fvUvi‡`i GKwU AviI ¯úó wbe©vPbx 
cªYvjxi AwaKvi i‡q‡Q| 
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ãU× âÖè ÁæÙÌð ãUñ´ ç·¤ ¼ãUè ¹æÙæ âðãUÌ ·ð¤ çÜ°
ÕãUéÌ ¥çÏ·¤ ÜæÖ·¤æÚUè ãUôÌæ ãUñÐ ¼ãUè °·¤ âéÂÚU
Èê¤ÇU ãUñ, çÁâð ãUÚU ç¼Ù ¹æØæ Áæ â·¤Ìæ ãUñ ¥õÚU
ØãU âðãUÌ ·¤ô çâÈü¤ °·¤ ÙãUè´ ¥Ùð·¤ ÌÚUè·¤ô´ âð
ÜæÖ ÂãUé¢¿æÌè ãUñÐ Âæ¿Ù âð Üð·¤ÚU ̂ ß¿æ ¥õÚU ÕæÜ
âÕ·¤ô ãUðË¼è ÚU¹Ìè ãUñÐ §â çßáØ ÂÚU Ù° çâÚðU âð
ÕæÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤è ÁM¤ÚUÌ ÙãUè´ ãUñÐ ¥æÁ ãU× §â
çßáØ ÂÚU ÕæÌ ·¤ÚðU´»ð ç·¤ ¥æç¹ÚU ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ ¹æÙð ×ð´
¼ãUè ¹æÙð ·¤ô �Øô´ ×Ùæ ç·¤Øæ ÁæÌæ ãUñ$$$
ÜæÖ·¤æÚUè ¼ãUè ãUæçÙ �Øô´ ·¤ÚUÙð Ü»Ìè ãUñ?

¥æÂÙð ¥ÂÙð ÂñÚ¢UÅU÷â âð ¥�âÚU âéÙæ ãUô»æ ç·¤ ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ â×Ø
¼ãUè Øæ ¼ãUè âð ÕÙæ ÚUæØÌæ ÙãUè´ ¹æÙæ ¿æçãU°Ð Üðç·¤Ù ¥æÁ
·¤Ü àææ¼è-ÂæÅUèüÁ ×ð´ ØãU ÅþUð´ÇU ãUñ ç·¤ ¥æÂ ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ vw ÕÁð Öè
çÇUÙÚU Üð ÚUãUð ãUô´»ð Ìô ¥æÂ·¤ô ÚUæØÌæ ÁM¤ÚU ç×Üð»æ ¹æÙð ×ð´$$$Ð
¹ñÚU, âßü ·¤ÚUÙðßæÜð Ìô âßü ·¤ÚUÌð ãUñÐ ØãU Ìô ¥æÂ·¤ô çÙ‡æüØ
ÜðÙæ ãUñ ç·¤ ÚUæÌ ×ð´ ÚUæØÌæ Øæ ¼ãUè ¹æ·¤ÚU ¥æÂ Õè×æÚU ÂÇU¸Ùæ
¿æãUÌð ãUñ´ Øæ ÙãUè´Ð
¼ãUè Âæ¿ÙÌ¢˜æU ·¤ô ª¤Áæü ¼ðÙð ·¤æ ·¤æ× ·¤ÚUÌè ãUñÐ âæÍ ãUè
ãU×æÚðU àæÚUèÚU ·¤è ÚUô» ŒæýçÌÚUôÏ·¤ ÿæ×Ìæ Öè ÕÉ¸UæÌè ãUñÐ Üðç·¤Ù
Øç¼ ¼ãUè ·¤æ âðßÙ ÚUæÌ ×ð´ ç·¤Øæ Áæ Ìô Âæ¿ÙÌ¢˜æU Öè çÇUSÅUÕü
ãUôÌæ ãUñ ¥õÚU ÚUô» ŒæýçÌÚUôÏ·¤ ÿæ×Ìæ ÂÚU Öè ÕéÚUæ ¥âÚU ÂÇU¸Ìæ ãUñÐ

Âæ¿·¤æç‚Ù ·¤ô ×¢¼ ãUô ÁæÌè ãUñ
¥Õ ¥æÂ·ð¤ ×Ù ×ð´ ØãU âßæÜ ¥æ ÚUãUæ ãUô»æ ç·¤ ¥æç¹ÚU ÚUæÌ
×ð´ ¼ãUè ¹æÙð ÂÚU °ðâæ �Øæ ãUô ÁæÌæ ãUñ? Ìô ÁæÙ ÜèçÁ° ç·¤
ÚUæÌ ·¤ô ¼ãUè ¹æÙð ÂÚU Âæ¿ÙÌ¢˜æU ×¢¼ ãUô ÁæÌæ ãUñÐ ¥æØéßüð¼ ·¤è
Öæáæ ×ð´ ÕæÌ ·¤ÚðU´ Ìô ÁÆUÚUæç‚Ù ×¢¼ ãUô ÁæÌè ãUñ ¥õÚU àæÚUèÚU ·¤è
ßæØé ·é¤çÂÌ ãUô ÁæÌè ãUñÐ §â ·¤æÚU‡æ ÚUæÌ ×ð´ ¼ãUè ·¤æ âðßÙ ·¤ÚUÙð
ÂÚU ãUæÍ, ÂñÚU, çâÚU, ·¤×ÚU Øæ àæÚUèÚU ·ð¤ ç·¤âè Öè çãUSâð ×ð´ ¼¼ü
·¤è â×SØæ ãUô â·¤Ìè ãUñÐ

Áé·¤æ× Ü»æ â·¤Ìè ãUñ ¼ãUè
§â·ð¤ âæÍ ãUè ¼ãUè ¹æÙð ÂÚU ÚUô» ŒæýçÌÚUôÏ·¤ ÿæ×Ìæ ÂÚU §â
çÜ° ÕéÚUæ ¥âÚU ÂÇU¸Ìæ ãUñ, �Øô´ç·¤ ¼ãUè ÌæâèÚU ×ð´ ÆU¢ÇUè ãUôÌè
ãUñÐ Øç¼ ÚUæÌ ×ð´ ¼ãUè ¹æ§ü ÁæÌè ãUñ Ìô àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ ·¤È¤ ·¤è ×æ˜æUæ
×ð´ ßëçh ãUô â·¤Ìè ãUñÐ §ââð »Üð ×ð´ ¼¼ü, ¹ÚUæàæ, ÕÜ»×
ßæÜè ¹æ¢âè, çâÚU ×ð´ ÖæÚUèÂÙ, Áé·¤æ× ¥æç¼ ·¤è â×SØæ ãUô
â·¤Ìè ãUñÐ

ÁôÇU¸ô´ ·¤æ ¼¼ü ÕÉ¸U â·¤Ìæ ãUñ
çÁÙ Üô»ô´ ·¤ô ÁôÇU¸ô´ ·ð¤ ¼¼ü ·¤è çàæ·¤æØÌ ãUôÌè ãUñ Øç¼ ßð
Üô» ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ â×Ø ¼ãUè ¹æÙæ àæéM¤ ·¤ÚU ¼ð´ Ìô Ø·¤èÙ ×æçÙ°
ç·¤ ÁË¼ ãUè °ðâæ â×Ø ¥æ°»æ ÁÕ ©Ù·ð¤ ÁôÇU¸ô´ ·¤æ ¼¼ü §â
·¤¼ÚU ÕÉ¸U Áæ°»æ ç·¤ ç¼Ù-ÚUæÌ ·¤æ ¿ñÙ ¹ô â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ

âô ÙãUè´ ÂæÌð °ðâð Üô»
çÁÙ Üô»ô´ ·¤ô ¥SÍ×æ ·¤è çàæ·¤æØÌ ãUñ, ©‹ãUð´ ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ â×Ø
ÖêÜ âð Öè ¼ãUè ·¤æ âðßÙ ÙãUè´ ·¤ÚUÙæ ¿æçãU°Ð ÙãUè´ ÚUæÌ ·ð¤
â×Ø ¥SÍ×æ ¥ÅUñ·¤ ·ð¤ ·¤æÚU‡æ âæ¢â ÜðÙæ ×éçà·¤Ü ãUô
â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ ãUæÜæ¢ç·¤ âÖè Üô»ô´ ·¤ô §â ÕæÌ ·¤è ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè Öè
ãUôÙè ¿æçãU° ¹ÅU÷ÅUè ¼ãUè ¥õÚU ×èÆUè ¼ãUè ¼ôÙô´ ·ð¤ àæÚUèÚU ÂÚU
¥Ü»-¥Ü» ŒæýÖæß ãUôÌð ãUñ´Ð Üðç·¤Ù ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ â×Ø ¥æÂ·¤ô
ç·¤âè Öè Œæý·¤æÚU ·¤è ¼ãUè ÜðÙð âð Õ¿Ùæ ¿æçãU°Ð

¥æ â·¤Ìæ ãUñ Õé¹æÚU
ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ â×Ø ¼ãUè ¹æÙæ ¥æÂ·¤ô Õé¹æÚU ¥æÙð ·¤æ ·¤æÚU‡æ Öè
ÕÙ â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ §â·¤è ßÁãU ª¤ÂÚU ÕÌæ° »° ·¤æÚU‡æô´ ·¤ô
ç×Üæ·¤ÚU ÌñØæÚU ãUô ÁæÌè ãUñÐ �Øô´ç·¤ àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ çÂ�æ ¥õÚU ßæØé
·¤æ ·é¤çÂÌ ãUôÙæ, Áé·¤æ× Ü»Ùæ, àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ ¼¼ü ãUôÙæ Áñâè
â×SØæ°¢ àæÚUèÚU ·ð¤ âæ×æ‹Ø ÌæÂ×æÙ ·¤ô çSÍÚU ÙãUè´ ÚUãUÙð
¼ðÌè ãUñ´Ð §ââð Õé¹æÚU ¥æÙð ·¤è â×SØæ ãUô â·¤Ìè ãUñÐ

ÚUæÌ ·¤ô ¼ãUè ¹æÙð âð ÕÉ¸UÌè ãUñ âêÁÙ
ÚUæÌ ·¤ô ¼ãUè ¹æÙð âð àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ âêÁÙ ÕÉ¸UÙð ·¤è â×SØæ ÕÉ¸U
â·¤Ìè ãUñÐ �Øô´ç·¤ ÚUæÌ ×ð´ ¼ãUè ·¤æ âðßÙ ·¤ÚUÙð âð çÂ�æ ·¤è
×æ˜æUæ ×ð´ ÕÉ¸UôÌÚUè ãUô â·¤Ìè ãUñ, Áô ¥æÂ·ð¤ àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ âêÁÙ
ÕÉ¸UæÙð ·¤æ ·¤æ× ·¤ÚðU»æÐ
¥»ÚU ¥æÂ·ð¤ àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ âêÁÙ ·¤è â×SØæ ÂãUÜð âð ãUñ Øæ ·¤ô§ü
¿ôÅU Ü»è ãUé§ü ãUñ Ìô ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ â×Ø ¼ãUè ¹æÙæ ¥æÂ·ð¤ àæÚUèÚU
·¤ô ¥¢¼ÚU âð ·¤×ÁôÚU ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤æ ·¤æ× ·¤ÚðU»æÐ §ââð ¥æÂ·ð¤
àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ ¼¼ü ¥õÚU ÂèÇU¸æ ·¤§ü »éÙæ ÕÉ¸U â·¤Ìè ãUñÐ

ÁM¤ÚUè ÙãUè´ ¥»Üð ç¼Ù ãUè ç¼¹ð çÚUÁËÅU
¥»ÚU ¥æÂ·¤ô Ü»Ìæ ãUñ ç·¤ ¥æÂÙð Ìô ÚUæÌ ·¤ô ¼ãUè ¹æ§ü Íè,
¥æÂ·¤ô Ìô ·¤ô§ü â×SØæ ÙãUè´ ãUé§üÐ Ìô ØãU ÁM¤ÚUè ÙãUè´ ãUñ ç·¤
¥æÂÙð ÚUæÌ ×ð´ ¼ãUè ¹æ§ü ãUñ Ìô ¥»Üð ç¼Ù âéÕãU ·ð¤ â×Ø ãUè
¥æÂ·ð¤ àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ Õè×æÚUè ·ð¤ Üÿæ‡æ ç¼¹Ùð Ü»ð´»ðÐ Øð Üÿæ‡æ
ç¼Ù ×ð´ ç·¤âè â×Ø, ¥»Üè ÚUæÌ ×ð´ Øæ °·¤-¼ô ç¼Ù Õæ¼ Öè
ÙÁÚU ¥æ â·¤Ìð ãUñ´Ð
°ðâæ §âçÜ° ãUôÌæ ãUñ �Øô´ç·¤ ãUÚU ç·¤âè ·¤è ÚUô» ŒæýçÌÚUôÏ·¤
ÿæ×Ìæ ¥Ü»-¥Ü» ãUôÌè ãUñÐ °·¤ ÌÚUÈ¤ Áã¢Uæ ç·¤âè ×ð´ °·¤
ÕæÚU ÚUæÌ ·¤ô ¼ãUè ¹æÙð ·ð¤ Õæ¼ ·é¤ÀU ãUè ƒæ¢ÅðU ×ð´ ÌÕèØÌ ¹ÚUæÕ
ãUô â·¤Ìè ãUñ Ìô ç·¤âè ¥‹Ø ÃØç�Ì ·ð¤ àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ §â·¤æ
¥âÚU x ç¼Ù Õæ¼ Öè ç¼¹ â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ

ÚUæÌ ·ð¤ ¹æÙð
×ð´ Ùæ ¹æ°¢ ¼ãUè 

ãUÚUæ âæ» Áñâð ÂæÜ·¤
�Üæò¨ÅU» ÚUô·¤Ùð ßæÜè
ßæÈü¤çÚUÙ Øæ ·é¤×æçÚUÙ
¼ßæ¥ô´ ·ð¤ ¥âÚU ·¤ô ·¤æÈ¤è
ãU¼ Ì·¤ ·¤ÚU ¼ðÌæ ãUñ Õð¥âÚU
§âçÜ° °ðâð Üô» Áô §Ù
¼ßæ¥ô´ ·¤ô ŒæýØô» ·¤ÚUÌð ãUñ´
©‹ãUð´ âÜæãU ¼è ÁæÌè ãUñ ç·¤
ãUÚUæ âæ» Ù ¹æ°¢Ð

Ù ÚUôç»Øô´ ×ð´ ¹êÙ ·ð¤ ¥âæ×æ‹Ø
Í�·¤ô´ ·ð¤ ÕÙÙð ¥õÚU ¹êÙ Á×Ùð
·¤è â×SØæ ãUôÌè ãUñ, ©‹ãUð´ °·¤
çßàæðá ¼ßæ ·ð¤ âðßÙ ·ð¤ ·¤æÚU‡æ

·¤§ü ÕæÚU ãUÚUæ âæ» ¹æÙð âð ×Ùæ ç·¤Øæ ÁæÌæ ãUñÐ
ØãU ¼ßæ ßæÈü¤çÚUÙ ãUñÐ ØãU ¥õÚU §â·ð¤ Áñâè
¥Ùð·¤ ¼ßæ°¢, çÁ‹ãUð´ ·é¤×æçÚUÙ-ÂçÚUßæÚU ·¤è
¼ßæ°¢ ·¤ãUÌð ãUñ´, çßÅUç×Ù-·ð¤ ·¤æ ŒæýçÌÚUôÏ
·¤ÚUÌè ãUñ´Ð  §�ØêÙôÜæòçÁSÅU °ß¢ Øüê×ñÅUæòÜçÁSÅU
·¤ãUÌð ãUñ´, çßÅUç×Ù-·ð¤ ·¤æ ·¤æ× ¹êÙ ·¤è
�Üæò¨ÅU» âð ãUôÌæ ãUñÐ ØãU çßÅUç×Ù Ø·ë¤Ì ×ð´
Á×æ ãUôÌæ ãUñ ¥õÚU §âè ·¤æÚU‡æ ãU×æÚUæ ¹êÙ âãUè
ÉU¢» âð Á×Ìæ ãUñÐ ØãU çßÅUç×Ù àæÚUèÚU ×ð´

�Üæò¨ÅU» Èñ¤�ÅUÚUô´ ·¤æ çÙ×æü‡æ ·¤ÚUÌæ ãUñÐ
çßÅUç×Ù-¹ Ù ãUô Ìô Ù ÁæÙð ç·¤ÌÙð ãUè Üô»ô´
·¤è ÚU�Ìdæß âð ×õÌ ãUô Áæ°, Üðç·¤Ù çÈ¤ÚU
¥Ùð·¤ ÚUôç»Øô´ ×ð´ ¹êÙ ·¤æ Á×Ùæ ãUæçÙ·¤æÚU·¤
ãUô ÁæÌæ ãUñÐ ×æÙ ÜèçÁ° ç·¤âè ÚUô»è ×ð´
ãUë¼ØßæòËß ·¤è âÁüÚUè ãUé§ü ãUñ Øæ ©âð ·¤ô§ü °ðâæ
ÚUô» ãUñ, çÁâ×ð´ ¹êÙ ÕæÚU-ÕæÚU ¥õÚU ÁË¼è-
ÁË¼è Á×æ ·¤ÚUÌæ ãUñÐ  °ðâð ×ð´ ¥»ÚU çßÅUç×Ù-
·ð¤ ·¤æ ŒæýçÌÚUôÏ Ù ç·¤Øæ »Øæ, Ìô çÈ¤ÚU ¹êÙ ·¤æ
Ü»æÌæÚU Á×Ùæ ãUæçÙ·¤æÚU·¤ Øæ ·¤Öè-·¤Öè
ÁæÙÜðßæ âæçÕÌ ãUô»æÐ §âçÜ° °ðâð ÚUôç»Øô´ ×ð´
¹êÙ ·¤ô ÂÌÜæ ·¤ÚUÙð ßæÜè ¼ßæ°¢ ¿Üæ§ü ÁæÌè
ãUñ´Ð §‹ãUè´ ¼ßæ¥ô´ ×ð´ ·é¤×æçÚUÙ-ÂçÚUßæÚU ·¤è
â¼SØ ¼ßæ°¢ Öè àææç×Ü ãUñ´, çÁÙ×ð´ ßæÈü¤çÚUÙ
Œæý×é¹ ãUñÐ  ãUÚUæ âæ» çßÅUç×Ù-·ð¤ ·¤æ Œæý×é¹
dôÌ ãUñÐ §âð ¹æÙð âð àæÚUèÚU ·¤ô çßÅUç×Ù-¹
·¤è ŒæýæçŒÌ ãUôÌè ãUñÐ Üðç·¤Ù çÈ¤ÚU çÁÙ ÚUôç»Øô´

·¤ô çßÅUç×Ù-¹ ÙãUè´ ¿æçãU° Øæ çÁÙ·ð¤ çÜ°
çßÅUæç×Ù-·ð¤ ·¤è Œæý¿éÚUÌæ ãUæçÙ·¤æÚU·¤ ãUñ, ßð
�Øæ ·¤ÚðU´? ßãU �ÜÇU ·¤è �Üæò¨ÅU» (SÌ�ÖÙ)
·¤ô ÚUô·¤Ùð ·ð¤ çÜ° ßæÈü¤çÚUÙ Áñâè ¼ßæ¥ô´ ÂÚU
çÙÖüÚU ÚUãUÌð ãUñ´Ð ¥õÚU ãUÚðU âæ» ·¤æ âðßÙ
ßæÈü¤çÚUÙ ·¤ô â×éç¿Ì ·¤æØü ·¤ÚUÙð âð ÚUô·ð¤»æÐ 

¥æØÚUÙ ·¤è »ôçÜØæ¢ ¹æ°¢ 
§âçÜ° ÇUæò�ÅUÚU ·¤è âÜæãU ãUôÌè ãUñ ç·¤ ¥»ÚU
¥æÂ ßæÈü¤çÚUÙ Øæ ¥‹Ø ·é¤×æçÚUÙ-¼ßæ°¢ ¹æÌð
ãUñ´, Ìô ãUÚUæ âæ» ·¤×-âð ·¤× ¹æ°¢ Øæ Ù
¹æ°¢Ð ã¢Uæ, ØãU ÁM¤ÚU ãUñ ç·¤ °ðâæ ·¤ÚUÙð âð
¥æÂ·¤ô ¥æßàØ·¤ ¥æØÚUÙ ÙãUè´ ç×Üð»æ ¥õÚU
¥Ùèç×Øæ ·¤è ¥æàæ¢·¤æ ÕÉ¸U Áæ°»è, Üðç·¤Ù
°ðâè ÂçÚUçSÍçÌ ×ð´ ßæÈü¤çÚUÙ ·ð¤ âæÍ ãUÚðU âæ»
·¤è ÕÁæØ ¥æØÚUÙ ·¤è »ôçÜØô´ ·¤æ âðßÙ ·¤ãUè´
ÕðãUÌÚU ãUñÐ 

·¤ôÜðSÅþUæòÜ ÕÉ¸UÙð Øæ ƒæÅUÙð âð
¥æòçÅU…× Áñâè ×æÙçâ·¤

ç¼ÃØæ¢»Ìæ çß·¤çâÌ ãUô â·¤Ìè
ãUñÐ ãUæßüÇüU çßEçßlæÜØ â×ðÌ

ÌèÙ â¢SÍæÙô´ ·ð¤ ¥ŠØØÙ ×ð´ ØãU
ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè âæ×Ùð  ¥æ§ü ãUñÐ

¥æòçÅU…× ·ð¤ ×ÚUèÁ Ù Ìô ¥ÂÙè
ÕæÌ ÆUè·¤ âð ·¤ãU ÂæÌæ ãUñ Ùæ ãUè
¼êâÚUô´ ·¤è ÕæÌ â×Ûæ ÂæÌæ ãUñ

¥õÚU Ù ©Ùâð â¢ßæ¼ SÍæçÂÌ ·¤ÚU
â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ Øç¼ §Ù Üÿæ‡æô´ ·¤ô
â×Ø ÚUãUÌð Öæ¢Â çÜØæ Áæ°, Ìô

·¤æÕê ÂæØæ Áæ â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ
ŒæýçÌçDUÌ Ùð¿ÚU Âç˜æU·¤æ ×ð´
Œæý·¤æçàæÌ §â çÚUÂôÅüU ·ð¤
×éÌæçÕ·¤, Õ‘¿ð ·ð¤ Ïè×ð

×æÙçâ·¤ ß àææÚUèçÚU·¤ çß·¤æâ
âð ÁéÇU¸è §â Õè×æÚUè ·ð¤ Üÿæ‡æ
Õ¿ÂÙ ×ð´ ãUè ç¼¹Ùð Ü»Ìð ãUñ´Ð

ãUæßüÇüU çßEçßlæÜØ,
×ñâæ¿é°ÅU÷â §¢SÅUèÅU÷ØêÅU ¥æòÈ¤
ÅðU�ÙôÜæòÁè ¥õÚU ÙæòÍüßðSÅUÙü
ØêçÙßíâÅUè ·ð¤ ßñ™ææçÙ·¤ô´ Ùð

·¤ôÜðSÅþUæòÜ ¥õÚU ¥æòçÅU…× ·ð¤
â¢Õ¢Ï ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð´ ÁæÙÙð ·ð¤ çÜ°

ßñ™ææçÙ·¤ ¥ŠØØÙ ç·¤ØæÐ
àæôÏ·¤Ìæü¥ô´ Ùð ÂæØæ ç·¤

¥æòçÅU…× ·ð¤ âÕÅUæ§Â ßæÜè °·¤
Õè×æÚUè ©‹ãUè´ ¥Ùéßæ¢çàæ·¤ Ìˆßô´

âð ãUôÌè ãUñ Áô àæÚUèÚU ×ð´
·¤ôÜðSÅþUôÜ ×ðÅUæÕôçÜ…× ¥õÚU
×çSÌc·¤ çß·¤æâ ·¤ô çÙØ¢ç˜æUÌ

·¤ÚUÌð ãUñ´Ð ßñ™ææçÙ·¤ô´ Ùð
×çSÌc·¤ ·ð¤ Ù×êÙô´ ·ð¤ ÇUè°Ù°
¥ŠØØÙ âð ÂæØæ ç·¤ çÜçÂÇU

ÇUæØÈ¤¢�àæÙ ¥õÚU ¥æòçÅU…× ·ð¤
Õè¿ âæÛææ ¥æ‡æéçß·¤ ÁÇU¸ð´

ãUôÌè ãUñ´Ð  çÈ¤ÚU ßñ™ææçÙ·¤ô´ Ùð
¥æòçÅU…× ÂèçÇ¸UÌ Üô»ô´ ·ð¤

×ðçÇU·¤Ü çÚU·¤æòÇüU ·¤æ ¥ŠØØÙ
·¤ÚU·ð¤ §â ÕæÌ ·¤è ÂéçCU ·¤èÐ

çÜçÂÇU ÁèçßÌ ·¤ôçàæ·¤æ¥ô´ ×ð´
°·¤ ×ãUˆßÂê‡æü ¥ßØß ãUôÌæ ãUñ

Áô °Ë·¤ôãUÜ ×ð´ ƒæéÜÙàæèÜ
ãUñÐ ¥ŠØØÙ·¤Ìæü §âãUæ·¤

·¤ôãUðÙ ·¤æ ·¤ãUÙæ ãUñ ç·¤ àæôÏ
·ð¤ çÙc·¤áü ÕÌæÌð ãUñ´ ç·¤ ØãU
ÕãUéÌ ÁçÅUÜ Õè×æÚUè ãUñ ¥õÚU

§â·ð¤ çßçÖ‹Ù Œæý·¤æÚU ¥Ü»-
¥Ü» ·¤æÚU‡æô´ âð ©ˆÂ‹Ù ãUôÌð ãUñ´Ð

·¤ôÜðSÅþUæòÜ ÕÉ¸UÙð Øæ ƒæÅUÙð
âð ãUô â·¤Ìð ãUñ´ ×æÙçâ·¤ 

ç¼ÃØæ¢»Ìæ ·¤æ çàæ·¤æÚ¹êÙ ·ð¤ Í�·ð¤ ÕÙÙð âð
ÚUô·¤Ùð ·¤è ¼ßæ ÜðÌð ãUñ´
Ìô Ù ¹æ°¢ ãUÚUæ âæ» 

çÁ

ÕÉ¸UÌè ©×ý ¥õÚU ÇðUÜè M¤ÅUèÙ ×ð´ ¥Ü»-¥Ü» çSÍçÌØô´ ·ð¤
·¤æÚU‡æ ãU×æÚðU àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ ¥Ü»-¥Ü» Œæý·¤æÚU ·ð¤ Õ¼Üæß ãUôÌð

ãUñ´Ð §â·ð¤ ÂçÚU‡ææ×SßM¤Â ·¤§ü Œæý·¤æÚU ·¤è Õè×æçÚUØæ¢ ¥õÚU
SßæS‰Ø â×SØæ°¢ Öè àæÚUèÚU ·¤ô ¥ÂÙæ çàæ·¤æÚU ÕÙæÌè ãUñ´

çÁÙ×ð´ ƒæéÅUÙô´ ·¤æ ¼¼ü Öè Œæý×é¹ M¤Â âð ç»Ùæ ÁæÌæ ãUñÐ ƒæéÅUÙð
·ð¤ ¼¼ü ·¤è â×SØæ …Øæ¼æÌÚU ÕéÁé»ôZ ·¤ô ÂÚðUàææÙ ·¤ÚUÌè ãUñ
ßãUè´ ¹ðÜ·ê¤¼ âð ÁéÇU¸ð Üô»ô´ ·¤ô Öè §â â×SØæ âð ÁêÛæÙæ

ÂÇU¸Ìæ ãUñÐ °ðâð Üô»ô´ ·ð¤ çÜ° Øã¢Uæ ÂÚU °·¤ ¼ðâè ÙéS¹ð ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU
×ð´ ÕÌæØæ Áæ ÚUãUæ ãUñ Áô ©Ù·ð¤ ƒæéÅUÙô´ ×ð´ ãUôÙð ßæÜð ¼¼ü ·¤ô ¼êÚU
·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ·¤æÚU»ÚU M¤Â âð ·¤æØü ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ ¥æ§°

§â ¼ðâè ÙéS¹ð ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð´ ¥æÂ·¤ô ÂêÚUè ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè ¼ðÌð ãUñ´Ð 
�Øô´ ãUôÌæ ãUñ ƒæéÅUÙô´ ×ð´ ¼¼ü?

§â ¼ðâè ÙéS¹ð ·¤ô ÁæÙÙð âð ÂãUÜð ¥æÂ·¤ô ØãU ÁM¤ÚU ÁæÙ ÜðÙæ ¿æçãU°
ç·¤ ¥æÂ·ð¤ ÂñÚUô´ ×ð´ ãUôÙð ßæÜð ¼¼ü ·¤æ Œæý×é¹ ·¤æÚU‡æ �Øæ ãUôÌæ ãUñ? ×é�Ø
M¤Â âð ¥»ÚU ÕæÌ ·¤è Áæ° Ìô ƒæéÅUÙô´ ×ð´ ãUôÙð ßæÜæ ¼¼ü ÅðU´ÇU§Ùæ§çÅUâ,

»æ©ÅU, ¥æòçSÅUØô¥æÍüÚUæ§çÅUâ, Õð·¤âü çâSÅU, Õâæü§çÅUâ Áñâè
×ðçÇU·¤Ü ·¢¤ÇUèàæÙ ·ð¤ ·¤æÚU‡æ ãUôÌæ ãUñÐ §â·ð¤ ¥Üæßæ ¹ðÜ·ê¤¼ ·ð¤ ¼õÚUæÙ
Ü»Ùð ßæÜè ¿ôÅU Øæ çÈ¤ÚU ç·¤âè ¼éƒæüÅUÙæ ×ð´ ç»ÚUÙð ·ð¤ ·¤æÚU‡æ Öè ƒæéÅUÙô´ ×ð´

¼¼ü ·¤è â×SØæ ãUô â·¤Ìè ãUñÐ Ùè¿ð ¥æÂ·¤ô °ðâð ¼ô ¹æâ ¼ðâè ÙéS¹ð
ÕÌæ° Áæ ÚUãUð ãUñ´ Áô âæ×æ‹Ø M¤Â âð ƒæéÅUÙð ×ð´ ãUôÙð ßæÜð ¼¼ü ·¤è â×SØæ

·¤ô ÆUè·¤ ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ¥æÂ·¤è ×¼¼ ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìð ãUñ´Ð

âðÕ ·ð¤ çâÚU·ð¤ ·¤æ ·¤ÚðU´ âðßÙ 
âðÕ ·ð¤ çâÚU·ð¤ ×ð´ °ðâð ·¤§ü ¥õáÏèØ »é‡æ ×õÁê¼ ÚUãUÌð ãUñ´ Áô ¥æÂ·¤è

âðãUÌ ·ð¤ çÜ° Öè ŒæýÖæßè M¤Â âð È¤æØ¼ð×¢¼ âæçÕÌ ãUôÌð ãUñ´Ð °·¤ ¿�×¿
âðÕ ·ð¤ çâÚU·ð¤ ·¤ô ¥»ÚU ¥æÂ »×ü ÂæÙè ·ð¤ âæÍ ç×Üæ·¤ÚU ÂèÙð ·ð¤ çÜ°
§SÌð×æÜ ·¤ÚUÌð ãUñ´ Ìô §â×ð´ ×õÁê¼ ÂðÙ çÚUÜè¨ß» »é‡æ ¥æÂ·ð¤ ƒæéÅUÙô´ ×ð´

ãUôÙð ßæÜð ¼¼ü ·¤ô ¼êÚU ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ŒæýÖæßè ¥âÚU ç¼¹æ â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ ¥æÂ
§â ÌÚUãU âðÕ ·ð¤ çâÚU·ð¤ ·¤æ ç¼Ù ×ð´ ¼ô ÕæÚU âðßÙ ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìð ãUñ´Ð

·¤ôçàæàæ ·¤ÚðU´ ç·¤ ¹æÙæ ¹æÙð ·ð¤ ÂãUÜð §â·¤æ âðßÙ ·¤ÚðU´Ð 

Ùè´Õê ¥õÚU çÌÜ ·ð¤ ÌðÜ ·¤æ §SÌð×æÜ
°·¤ Ùè´Õê Üð´ ¥õÚU ©âð ·¤æÅU·¤ÚU ÚUâ çÙ·¤æÜ Üð´Ð ¥Õ ¼ô ¿�×¿ çÌÜ ·ð¤

ÌðÜ ×ð´ Ùè´Õê ·ð¤ ÚUâ ·¤ô ç×Üæ°¢ ¥õÚU ãUË·ð¤ ãUæÍô´ ¥ÂÙð ƒæéÅUÙô´ ÂÚU §â
ç×Ÿæ‡æ ·¤è ×æçÜàæ ·¤ÚðU´Ð ÚUæÌ ×ð´ âôÙð âð ÂãUÜð ¥õÚU âéÕãU ©ÆUÙð ·ð¤ Õæ¼
ØæÙè ×æòìÙ» ßæò·¤ ÂÚU ÁæÙð âð ÂãUÜð ¥æÂ §â ¼ðâè ÙéS¹ð ·¤ô ÅþUæØ ·¤ÚU

â·¤Ìð ãUñ´Ð Ùè´Õê ×ð´ ×õÁê¼ °¢ÅUè §¢�Üð×ðÅUÚUè »é‡æ ƒæéÅUÙô´ ×ð´ ãUôÙð ßæÜè âêÁÙ
·¤ô ·¤× ·¤ÚU ·ð¤ ¼¼ü ·¤ô ¼êÚU ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ 

°·¤ ÕæÌ ·¤æ ŠØæÙ ÚU¹ð´ ç·¤ »¢ÖèÚU ×ðçÇU·¤Ü ·¢¤ÇUèàæÙ ãUôÙð ·ð¤ ·¤æÚU‡æ
¥æÂ·¤ô §â ¼ðâè ÙéS¹ð ·¤æ ·¤ô§ü ¹æâ È¤æØ¼æ ÙãUè´ ç×Üð»æ ¥õÚU

¥æÂ·¤ô ×ðçÇU·¤Ü ÅþUèÅU×ð´ÅU ·¤è ÁM¤ÚUÌ Öè ÂÇU¸ð»èÐ

ƒæéÅUÙð ·¤æ ¼¼ü ãUô 
Áæ°»æ ÀUê×¢ÌÚU ÅþUæØ 

·¤ÚUð´  ØãU ¼ðâè ÙéS¹æ
�Øæ ¥æÂ·¤ô Öè Õýô·¤Üè, Â�ææ»ôÖè ¥õÚU ÕýâËâ SŒæýæ©ÅU Áñâè
âç�ÁØæ¢ ¥‘ÀUè ÙãUè´ Ü»Ìè´Ð ¥»ÚU ¥æÂ Öè §Ù âç�ÁØô´ ·¤ô ¹æÙð âð
ÂÚUãUðÁ ·¤ÚUÌð ãUñ´ Ìô ¥æÂ ¥ÙÁæÙð ×ð´ ç¼Ü ·¤è Õè×æçÚUØô´ ·¤ô ‹ØôÌæ ¼ð
ÚUãUð ãUñ´Ð °·¤ ãUæçÜØæ àæôÏ ·ð¤ ¥ÙéâæÚU Øð âç�ÁØæ¢ ÚU�Ì Ï×çÙØô´ ¥õÚU
ßæçãU·¤æ¥ô´ ·¤è Õè×æçÚUØô´ ·ð¤ Áôç¹× ·¤ô ·¤× ·¤ÚUÙð ×ð´ ×¼¼ ·¤ÚUÌè
ãUñ´Ð ÚU�Ì Ï×çÙØô´ ×ð´ ¥ßÚUôÏ Âñ¼æ ãUôÙð âð ãUæÅüU ¥ÅUñ·¤ ¥õÚU SÅþUô·¤ ·¤æ
Áôç¹× ÕÉ¸U ÁæÌæ ãUñÐ çÕýçÅUàæ ÁÙüÜ ¥æòÈ¤ ‹ØêçÅþUàæÙ ×ð´ Œæý·¤æçàæÌ
àæôÏ ×ð´ ÂæØæ »Øæ ç·¤ Â�æð¼æÚU ãUÚUè âç�ÁØô´ Áñâð Õýô·¤Üè, ÕýâËâ
SŒæýæ©ÅU ¥õÚU Â�ææ»ôÖè ·¤æ âðßÙ ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤æ â¢Õ¢Ï ÕéÁé»ôZ ×ð´ ÚU�Ì
ßæçãU·¤æ¥ô´ ·¤è Õè×æçÚUØô´ ·ð¤ ·¤×
Áôç¹× ·ð¤ âæÍ ÍæÐ §üâèØê S·ê¤Ü
¥æòÈ¤ ×ðçÇUçâÙ ¥õÚU ¼ ØêçÙßíâÅUè ¥æòÈ¤
ßðSÅUÙü ¥æòSÅþUðçÜØæ ·ð¤ àæôÏ·¤Ìæü¥ô´ Ùð
{}y ÕéÁé»ü ×çãUÜæ¥ô´ ÂÚU ¥ŠØØÙ
ç·¤ØæÐ àæôÏ·¤Ìæü¥ô´ Ùð ¼ð¹æ ç·¤ çÁÙ
×çãUÜæ¥ô´ Ùð …Øæ¼æ ãUÚUè Â�æð¼æÚU
âç�ÁØô´ ·¤æ âðßÙ ç·¤Øæ ©Ù·¤è
×ãUæÏ×Ùè ×ð´ ·ñ¤çËàæØ× ·ð¤ Á×æß ·¤æ
¹ÌÚUæ ·¤× ÂæØæ »ØæÐ ØãU ÚU�Ì
ßæçãU·¤æ¥ô´ ×ð´ ãUôÙð ßæÜè Õè×æçÚUØô´ ·¤æ
ÂãUÜæ â¢·ð¤Ì ãUôÌæ ãUñÐ 

ãUæÅüU ¥ÅUñ·¤ ãUô â·¤Ìæ ãUñ
ÚU�Ì ßæçãU·¤æ¥ô´ ·¤è Õè×æçÚUØæ¢ Ï×çÙØô´
¥õÚU Ùâô´ ·¤ô ŒæýÖæçßÌ ·¤ÚUÌè ãUñ´Ð
Ï×çÙØô´ ¥õÚU Ùâô´ ×ð´ ·ñ¤çËàæØ× ·¤æ
Á×æß ãUôÙð âð ÚU�Ì ·ð¤ ŒæýßæãU ×ð´ ÕæÏæ
¥æÌè ãUñ çÁââð ãUæÅüU ¥ÅUñ·¤ ¥õÚU SÅþUô·¤
·¤æ ¹ÌÚUæ ÕÉ¸U ÁæÌæ ãUñÐ 

Õýô·¤Üè ¥õÚU SŒæýæ©ÅU 
ãUñ ÕðãU¼ È¤æØ¼ð×¢¼
Œæý×é¹ àæôÏ·¤Ìæü ÇUæò�ÅUÚU Üæ©ÚðUÙ
�Üð·ð¤ÙãUôÚU÷SÅU Ùð ·¤ãUæ, ãUÚUè Â�æð¼ÚU
âç�ÁØô´ ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð´ ·é¤ÀU Âð¿è¼æ Íæ,
çÁâ ÂÚU §â ¥ŠØØÙ Ùð ¥çÏ·¤ Œæý·¤æàæ
ÇUæÜæ ãUñÐ ãU×æÚðU Âêßü àæôÏô´ ×ð´ ãU×Ùð ÂæØæ
ç·¤ çÁÙ Üô»ô´ Ùð ãUÚUè Â�æð¼æÚU âç�ÁØô´
·¤æ âðßÙ ç·¤Øæ ©Ù×ð´ ç¼Ü â¢Õ¢Ïè
Õè×æçÚUØô´ ¥õÚU ƒæÅUÙæ°¢ Áñâð ãUæÅüU ¥ÅUñ·¤
¥õÚU SÅþUô·¤ ·¤æ Áôç¹× ·¤× ÂæØæ »ØæÐ
ãU×æÚðU àæôÏ âð ãUÚUè Â�æð¼æÚU âç�ÁØô´ ·ð¤
È¤æØ¼ô´ ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð´ ÂÌæ ¿ÜÌæ ãUñÐ
ÕéÁé»æüßSÍæ ×ð´ …Øæ¼æ ãUÚUè Â�æð¼æÚU
âç�ÁØô´ ·¤æ âðßÙ ·¤ÚUÙð âð Ï×çÙØæ¢
SßSÍ ÚUãUÌè ãUñ´ ¥õÚU §ââð ç¼Ü Öè
SßSÍ ÚUãUÌæ ãUñÐ 

çßÅUæç×Ù-·ð¤ 
×õÁê¼ ãUôÌæ ãUñ
ãUÚUè Â�æð¼æÚU âç�ÁØô´ Áñâð Õýô·¤Üè,
SŒæýæ©ÅU ¥õÚU Â�ææ»ôÖè ×ð´ ÕÇU¸è ×æ˜æUæ ×ð´
çßÅUæç×Ù- ·ð¤ ×õÁê¼ ãUôÌæ ãUñÐ
çßÅUæç×Ù-·ð¤ ÚU�Ì ßæçãU·¤æ¥ô´ ×ð´
·ñ¤çËàæØ× ·ð¤ Á×æß ·¤ô ÚUô·¤Ùð ·¤æ ·¤æ×
·¤ÚUÌæ ãUñÐ 

ç¼Ü ·¤æ ÚU¹ð´»ð ŠØæÙ 
Õýô·¤Üè ¥õÚU Â�ææ»ôÖè

ÚUôÁæÙæ â�Áè
¹æÙæ ÁM¤ÚUè
ÇUæò�ÅUÚU �Üð·ð¤ÙãUæòÚU÷SÅU
Ùð ·¤ãUæ ç·¤ §â
¥ŠØØÙ ×ð´ çÁÙ
×çãUÜæ¥ô´ Ùð ŒæýçÌç¼Ù
yz ‚æýæ× âð ¥çÏ·¤
âç�ÁØô´ ·¤æ âðßÙ
ç·¤Øæ (Áñâð °·¤ ·¤Â
©ÕÜè ãUé§ü Õýô·¤Üè Øæ
°·¤ ·¤Â Â�ææ »ôÖè)
©Ù·¤ÚU ×ãUæÏ×Ùè ×ð´
·ñ¤çËàæØ× ·ð¤ ÃØæÂ·¤
Á×æß ·¤è ¥æàæ¢·¤æ y{
ŒæýçÌàæÌ ·¤× ÍèÐ
§Ù·¤è ÌéÜÙæ ÚUôÁæÙæ
â�Áè ÙãUè´ ¹æÙð ßæÜð
Üô»ô´ âð ·¤è »§üÐ
�Üð·ð¤ÙãUæòÚU÷SÅU Ùð ·¤ãUæ,
¥‘ÀðU SßæS‰Ø ·ð¤ çÜ°
çâÈü¤ Õýô·¤Üè, SŒæýæ©ÅU
¥õÚU Â�ææ»ôÖè ·¤æ ãUè
âðßÙ ÙãUè´ ·¤ÚUÙæ
¿æçãU° ÕçË·¤ âÖè
Œæý·¤æÚU ·¤è ×õâ×è
âç�ÁØæ¢ ¹æÙè ¿æçãU°Ð 

ÚUôÁæÙæ ç·¤ÌÙè 
â�Áè ¹æ°¢

ÚUôÁ âÜæ¼ ·ð¤ M¤Â
×ð´ }® ‚æýæ× ·¤‘¿è
â�Áè ·¤æ âðßÙ
·¤ÚUÙæ ¿æçãU°Ð 
ŒæýçÌç¼Ù }® ‚æýæ×
Â·¤è ãUé§ü â�Áè ·¤æ
âðßÙ ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤è
âÜæãUÐ
ŒæýçÌç¼Ù vwz
ç×ÜèÜèÅUÚU â�Áè
·ð¤ Áêâ ·¤æ âðßÙ
·¤ÚUÙæ ¿æçãU°Ð

¥»ÚU ¥æÂ·¤ô Öè ¹ÚUæüÅðU ÜðÙð ·¤è
â×SØæ ãUñ Ìô ¥æÂ·ð¤ çÜ° °·¤
¹éàæ¹ÕÚUè ãUñÐ ×æ©¢ÅU çÁØæòÙ
ØêçÙßíâÅUè ·ð¤ àæôÏ·¤Ìæü¥ô´ Ùð
¿é¢Õ·¤ ·¤è ×¼¼ âð °·¤ °ðâæ
©Â·¤ÚU‡æ ÕÙæØæ ãUñ Áô ¹ÚUæüÅUô´
·¤è â×SØæ âð çÙÁæÌ ç¼Üæ
â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ ¼ô ¿¢Õé·¤ô´ ·ð¤ ¹è´¿Ùð
·¤è ÿæ×Ìæ ·¤è ×¼¼ âð ãUßæ ·¤è
ÙÜè ·¤ô ÚUæÌ ×ð´ âôÙð ·ð¤ ¼õÚUæÙ
¹éÜæ ÚU¹·¤ÚU ¹ÚUæüÅUô´ ·¤è
â×SØæ ·¤ô ÆUè·¤ ç·¤Øæ Áæ
â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ 
§â â×SØæ âð ¼éçÙØæÖÚU ×ð´ Üæ¹ô´
Üô» ÁêÛæ ÚUãUð ãUñ´Ð §â Õè×æÚUè ·ð¤
·¤æÚU‡æ ÚUæÌ ·¤ô âôÌð ß�Ì ãUßæ ·¤è ÙÜè
â¢·¤ÚUè ãUô ÁæÌè ãUñ ¥õÚU âæ¢â ÜðÙð ×ð´
¥ßÚUôÏ Âñ¼æ ãUôÌæ ãUñÐ §â·ð¤ Üÿæ‡æô´ ×ð´
¹ÚUæüÅðU ÜðÙæ ¥õÚU ×é¢ãU âð ¥ÁèÕ
¥æßæÁð´ çÙ·¤æÜÙæ Öè àææç×Ü ãUñÐ ØãU
Õè×æÚUè y® âæÜ ·¤è ©×ý âð ª¤ÂÚU ·ð¤
ÂéL¤áô´ ×ð´ …Øæ¼æ ãUôÌè ãUñÐ ×ôÅUæÂæ,
àæÚUæÕ ·¤è ÜÌ ¥õÚU Ïê×ýÂæÙ §â·ð¤
Áôç¹× ·¤æÚU·¤ ãUñ´Ð §ââð ãUæÅüU ¥ÅUñ·¤
¥õÚU SÅþUô·¤ ·¤æ ¹ÌÚUæ ÕÉ¸U ÁæÌæ ãUñÐ
×ñ‚ÙðçÅU·¤ °ÂÙô§Øæ Œæýèßð´àæÙ
(×ñ»ÙñÂ) ©Â·¤ÚU‡æ ×ð´ ©â ÌÚUãU ·ð¤
¿é¢Õ·¤ ·¤æ §SÌð×æÜ ãUôÌæ ãUñ Áô
·¢¤ŒØêÅUÚU ãUæÇüU ÇþUæ§ß ¥õÚU âæ§ç·¤Ü
·ð¤ ÇUæØÙð×ô ×ð´ Âæ° ÁæÌð ãUñ´Ð ØãU
©Â·¤ÚU‡æ âæ¢â ·¤è ÙÜè ·¤ô ¹éÜæ

ÚU¹Ùð ×ð´ ×¼¼ ·¤ÚUÌæ ãUñÐ ¿é¢Õ·¤ ×ð´
°·¤ ÿæÚU‡æ-ŒæýêÈ¤ ÅUæ§ÅðUçÙØ× ·¤ô¨ÅU»
ãUñ ¥õÚU ØãU ¼æßæ ç·¤Øæ ÁæÌæ ãUñ ç·¤
§‹ãUð´ °·¤ ÕæÚU ŒæýçÌÚUôçÂÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤
Õæ¼ âæÜô´ Ì·¤ âéÚUçÿæÌ M¤Â âð
àæÚUèÚU ×ð´ ÀUôÇU¸æ Áæ â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ
§â ©Â·¤ÚU‡æ ·¤æ ¥æ·¤æÚU Â¿æâ Âñâð
·ð¤ çâ�·ð¤ ·ð¤ çÁÌÙæ ãUñ ¥õÚU §âð
âÁüÚUè ·ð¤ mæÚUæ »Üð ·ð¤ ãUæØôÇU ÕôÙ ×ð´
çÈ¤ÅU ç·¤Øæ Áæ â·¤Ìæ ãUñÐ ØãU ãUÇU÷ÇUè
ÁèÖ ·ð¤ ÆUè·¤ Ùè¿ð »Üð ×ð´ ãUôÌè ãUñÐ
§â ¿é¢Õ·¤ ·¤ô çÈ¤ÅU ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤è âÁüÚUè
·¤ô ·¤ÚUÙð ×ð´ °·¤ ƒæ¢ÅðU ·¤æ â×Ø
Ü»ð»æÐ âÁüÚUè ·ð¤ ¿æÚU ãU�Ìð ·ð¤ Õæ¼
°·¤ ¥õÚU ¿é¢Õ·¤ »Üð ×ð´ Ü»æØæ
Áæ°»æÐ 
ØãU ¼êâÚUæ ¿é¢Õ·¤ ÂãUÜð âð »Üð ×ð´
Ü»æ° »° ¿é¢Õ·¤ ·¤ô ¥æ·¤íáÌ
·¤ÚðU»æ çÁââð °·¤ ãUË·¤æ ̈¹¿æß
ÌñØæÚU ãUô»æ ¥õÚU ãUßæ ·¤è ÙÜè ¹éÜ
Áæ°»èÐ ×ÚUèÁ ·ð¤ »Üð ¥õÚU ãUßæ ·¤è
ÙÜè ·ð¤ ¥æ·¤æÚU ·ð¤ ¥ÙéâæÚU çßçÖ‹Ù
¥æ·¤æÚU ·ð¤ ¿é¢Õ·¤ô´ ·¤æ ŒæýØô» ç·¤Øæ
Áæ â·ð¤»æÐ ¥Õ Ì·¤ ×æ©¢ÅU çÁØæòÙ
ØêçÙßíâÅUè ãUæòçSÂÅUÜ ×ð´ ÀUãU Üô»ô´
·ð¤ »Üð ×ð´ §â ©Â·¤ÚU‡æ ·¤ô
ŒæýçÌÚUôçÂÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ãUñÐ ©Ù·¤è
çÙ»ÚUæÙè ·¤è Áæ ÚUãUè ãUñ Ìæç·¤ §â
©Â·¤ÚU‡æ ·¤è ©ÂØôç»Ìæ ·¤æ ÂÌæ
Ü»æØæ Áæ â·ð¤Ð

¹ÚUæüÅUô´ ·¤è 
â×SØæ âð çÙÁæÌ
ç¼Üæ°»æ ¿é¢Õ·¤  
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ZIPL 2024: GT batter David Miller feels that 
the team has lost crucial moments in the 
ongoing season of  the tournament, 
something that did not happen in the last 
two years. Under Shubman Gill's captaincy, 
GT have lost 7 out of  11 matches.

NEWS BOX

the Australian batter was Bengaluru Sunil Gavaskar heaped 
batting on 55 in the second praise on Mohammed Siraj after 
innings.the fast bowler produced a match-

winning spell for RCB in their “And look how spectacularly he 
IPL 2024 match on Saturday, bowled in that Gabba Test 
May 4 at the M Chinnaswamy match, getting somebody like 
Stadium in Bengaluru. Siraj got a Steve Smith out when he was 
t h e  p r i z e d  w i c k e t s  o f  batting on 55. Dismissing 
Wriddhiman Saha and Shubman Smith when he has come in to 
Gill to finish with figures of 4-0- bat is one thing and to get him 
29-2. After the speedster removed out when he was set is another. 
both openers, GT could hardly This is the strength of Siraj, the 
recover and were bowled out for self-belief and never-say-die 
147.Thereafter, the Challengers attitude,” Gavaskar added.
chased down the target with 38 After RCB beat GT, Siraj said 
balls to spare and won the match that he wasn’t on top of his 
by 4 wickets. Lauding Siraj, health as he was sick. 

When you are not established and you are Gavaskar recalled the times when However, he motivated himself to get up 
looking to get your place in the team, you the pacer played in the Test series against and take the field. After winning the Player 
stick around,” Gavaskar told Star Sports.Australia back in 2020-21 despite his father of the Match award, Siraj also helped RCB 

passing away.“He realised that playing for IPL 2024, RCB vs GT: Match Report | Full stay alive in the competition. RCB jumped 
India was important. Also, he was not Scorecard‘Siraj’s strength is self belief’ to seventh in the table with 8 points and a net 
established at the stage. An established run rate of -0.049 thanks to wins in 4 out of Gavaskar also praised Siraj for dismissing 
player would 100 percent have gone back. 11 matches.Steve Smith in the historic Gabba Test when 

New Delhi,  

Portu netted the equaliser and Miguel 
Gutierrez scored from a rebound two 
minutes later to give Girona the lead. A 
stunning volley from Portu in the 74th 
minute secured the win.

"It's incredible to look at your shirt and 
experience this. There is nothing more 
beautiful than living this," an emotional 
Portu told DAZN with tears rolling down 
his face."I had a thorn in my side with this 
club. A few years ago, I experienced the Real Madrid claimed a record-
other side, which was relegation and I felt extending 36th LaLiga title on Saturday they qualified for next season's Champions 

very responsible because I played a lot. after Girona fought-back to beat Barcelona League.A brace from substitute Portu helped 
Today I made amends with the fans and I can 4-2, a result that left Carlo Ancelotti's side surprise package Girona to humble their 
smile again."If Barcelona end up finishing with an unassailable lead in the Catalan rivals for the second time this 
outside the top two, it will be a further blow standings.Real Madrid, who have lost only season. Girona had also beaten Barca away 
to the club which is facing mounting once in the league this season, beat lowly in December by the same score.On Saturday 
financial problems related to their massive Cadiz earlier on Saturday. They hold a 13- Andreas Christiansen gave Barca the lead in 
wage bill, a 1.2 billion euro debt and a 1.6 point advantage over second-placed Girona the third minute before Girona hit back a 
billion euro Camp Nou stadium renovation while Barcelona dropped to third with four minute later with LaLiga top-scorer Artem 
project.matches remaining.Real now can turn their Dovbyk heading in the equaliser.Robert 

The champions and runners-up of the Copa del attention to a LaLiga-Champions League Lewandowski put the visitors back in front 
Rey and LaLiga contest the lucrative double as they get ready to host Bayern from the penalty spot after Lamine Yamal 
Spanish Super Cup in Saudi Arabia, with the Munich in the semi-final return leg on was fouled inside the box just before the 
winner bagging a potential 6.6 million euros.Wednesday after snatching a 2-2 draw in break and a wasteful Barca missed several 

With four matches remaining, Barca now rely Germany last week.It was an afternoon of chances to extend their lead early in the 
on Girona slipping up if they are to have any celebration for Girona too as the win secured second half.owever, in the 65th minute, in 
chance of contesting the Super Cup.them a spot in Europe for the first time after his first action after coming off the bench, 

Real Madrid clinch record extending 36th 
LaLiga title after Girona thrash Barcelona

New Delhi. Iga Swiatek won the women’s 
singles title in the Madrid Open 2024 after 
beating Aryna Sabalenka in a humdinger of 
a final on Saturday. After over 3 years, 
Swiatek won the match 7-5, 4-6, 7-6 (9-7) at 
Manolo Santana. The Pole also avenged her 
defeat to Sabalenka last year when she lost 
in another 3-setter.The 25-year-old 
Sabalenka had the chance to equal Petra 
Kvitova’s tally of 3 Madrid Open titles, but 
Swiatek did not let that happen. Swiatek 
also extended her lead to 7-3 against 
Sabalenka on the WTA level. It also 
happened to be Swiatek's 20th title in the 
WTA.The opening set turned out to be an 
absolute thriller as both players earned a 
break apiece to make it 5-5. But then, 
Swiatek broke Sabalenka’s serve to take the 

opening set. Sabalenka had a decent first 
serve, but a winning percentage of only 30.8 
from her second serves let her down.The 
excitement did not go down even in the 
second set. Sabalenka went 3-1 up with a 
break of serve after which Swiatek stormed 
back into the match. This time around, the 
Belarusian star held her nerve to take the 
match into the deciding third set.

Swiatek with the last laugh
In the decider, both players were just not 

willing to throw in the towel. Swiatek and 
Sabalenka converted a break point apiece to 
make it 5-5. In the next game, Sabalenka 
fetched herself 2 championship points, but 
Swiatek saved both of them and took the 
contest into a tie-breaker.

t was also the first tie-breaker between them 
in 10 meetings. This time, Swiatek had a 
championship point at 6-5, but Sabalenka 
did not give up the ghost. Sabalenka failed 
to convert a third championship point as the 
match kept the audience at the edge of their 
seats.But at 8-7, Swiatek converted her 
second championship point as the curtains 
came down on the cliffhanger in Madrid.

games and if they had won those, they enough runs on the board to 
could have been in the top half of the defend.

"To be honest, we lost the table. On the day, against RCB, both GT 
game, I feel like in the batting and bowling departments failed 
powerplay, batting and in the powerplay, resulting in a 4-wicket 
bowling. Look, I mean, we loss vs Faf du Plessis' side."I think it's a 
were a couple of wickets tough one because, um you know this 
down for not too many runs game of cricket where margins are so 
while batting, and then small and there are certain games that we 
bowling. They were on potentially should have won that we did 
about 90 after 6 overs. So it lose that. We're pretty close. And if you 

Bengaluru GT are sitting at the 9th position was tough to, you know, win those, you know, if we had one, 
in the Indian Premier League after their loss you're not gonna really win those two games, things would have been, 
against RCB on Saturday, 4 May. It has too many games like that, by you know, very different would have been 
been a hapless season for the Shubman Gill scoring 150," Miller said."I six from 11. Um, you know, now we are 4 
side who have lost 7 out of their first 11 think taking the positive out from 11, so it kind of behind the eight Schedule
matches. GT batter David Miller feels that of this game, I thought the fight was ba l l , "  Mi l l e r  sa id  a t  t he  p ress  Asked about GT's failure against RCB, 
the team has lost crucial moments incredible. You know, being the position conference."But I feel like the first two Miller said that they were not going to win 
throughout the tournament, something that that we were with the bat managing to get to years we played, you know, like, we won many games by scoring 150 runs, but the 
did not happen in the last two years of their 140-150 is, you know, something on the crucial moments. And this year we've been batter was proud of the fightback that the 
campaign. In 2022 and 2023, GT reached board, and then for them to be what they we just haven't been able to win those team showed in Bengaluru. GT after 
the final of the tournament, winning one of were in the powerplay, extraordinary crucial moments in the game and hence getting hammered for 90 runs in the first 6 
them - in their debut season.Speaking at the powerplay. We had to fight back. The way losing the close games," Miller further overs, managed to pick up 6 wickets in the 
press conference after the match, Miller that we did was really good to see," added.IPL 2024 Full Coverage | IPL 2024 next 5 overs to put the side under pressure. 
said that the side had lost several close concluded the middle-order batter.Points Table and Standings | 2024 IPL Full But the Shubman Gill side just did not have 

SPORTS

we're stitching into, we can pick the suit," SISGrass, a UK-based synthetic turf 
he adds.The 5 percent fibre is expected to manufacturer, has been a pioneer in the field 
keep the wear and tear in check; it also — not just in cricket but also in football, 
enables the grass to recover after a match. rugby and hockey. With over 650 hybrid 
"The fibres help the grass plant to become pitches installed across the globe, including 
stronger. There's a natural air space around Dubai, where conditions are vastly different 
the fibre when it's injected, obviously, from England.And now, joining hands with 
water will go down. And all the nutrients Himachal Pradesh Cricket Association 
that are put onto cricket squares will also (HPCA), they have installed four hybrid 
get down to the root. So the grass is a lot pitches on the square of the scenic venue at 
stronger, a lot more durable. You get up to the foothills of the Dhauladhar Range and 
three times the amount of cricket on one two pitches in the nets outside. While they 

and it extends beyond the stump lines by pitch that you would ordinarily get with a are used just for practice at the moment, it is 
about a metre to make sure that the back foot fully natural surface," says Taylor.However, the first time a venue in the country has 

CHENNAI. Toss. Weather. Conditions. Pitch. contact for the bowlers is part of the system. when it comes to pitches, it is never one size installed hybrid pitches.Now, what is a 
Dew. Outfield.These are just some of the The fundamental thing that is different about fits all. The conditions in England, where hybrid pitch and how is it different from a 
factors that have a significant say in the way our pitch, is that it's still 95 percent a natural SIS Grass began working in 2017, is very conventional surface? Paul Taylor, former 
a team approaches a match, irrespective of turf surface. There's only 5 percent of fibre different from India, a country where England cricketer and International Sales 
the format.Among the above, pitch takes injected into it," Taylor tells this daily. different states will have different climatic D i r e c t o r,  C r i c k e t  a t  S I S  G r a s s ,  
prominence for how it behaves could dictate "The stitching goes to a depth of 90mm but we conditions throughout the year. This is explains."There are different kinds of hybrid 
the pace at which play progresses. While can stitch deeper. In cricket, we only stitch to where the other factors like soil content and pitches. There is an artificial hybrid, a 
cricket is still scratching the surface when it 90mm because that's all that's really needed. clay content come into play. "It is different in concrete base with a carpet on top and then a 
comes to data, significant technological The fibre that we use is a polyethylene different places. However, we have installed soil profile on top of that. There's a carpeted 
advancements have been made in many monofilament fibre. It's the latest technology it in Australia, New Zealand, Dubai and so hybrid, which is a synthetic carpet. It's then 
other aspects, including the pitch. in terms of how that's made. It's resilient and on. One of the things we noticed when we filled with soil, and then grass grows within 

Whether it is drop-in or conventional, there are durable. It enhances performance. It doesn't installed the pitches in the UK is that the that soil. Then there's the stitched hybrid, 
different types of pitches based on the soil fade in UV light and things like that. And it moisture content within the soil profile which is what we do. It takes your existing 
used, and so on. Over the past decade or so, comes in different colours as well. We have a needed to be about 40% to allow the natural turf pitch and we inject synthetic 
hybrid pitches, too, have come into practice, green fibre, a beige fibre, then a mixture of injecting needles to inject the fibres. In India, fibres into that surface. And the stitching is at 
especially for the white-ball format. green and beige, so whatever the surface that because the clay content is a lot higher20*20m centres. It covers the whole pitch, 

GT were not losing 'crucial moments' in last 2 years: David Miller

Green revolution: Meet the next 
generation of Indian pitches

Never say die: Sunil Gavaskar praises 
Mohammed Siraj for heroic spell vs GT

Lucnow LSG captain KL Rahul might be a 
Bengaluru boy but seems to be adjusting to 
Lucknow very well in the Indian Premier 
League's 2024 season. The skipper, in a latest 
LSG video was seen trying to speak in the 
famed Lucknow dialect ahead of their match 
vs KKR on Sunday, 5 May. From using the 
famous Lucknowi 'Bhak' and 'badtameezi mat 
kariye aaap humse,' KL Rahul sounded 
proficient and funny in the well-known 
Lucknowi idioms.The hilarious video was 
uploaded by LSG on their social media 
channels, which they claimed was an 
unmissable won. KL Rahul can be seen trying 
to be at his dismissive best in the video. 
Known to be polite and shy outside of cricket, 
this was certainly something new for the 
Karnataka batter. The video in fact has gone 
viral over Instagram and Twitter. Just on 
Instagram alone, the video had nearly 500k 
likes and more than 60k shares on Sunday 
morning.

PL 2024 Full Coverage | IPL 2024 Points Table 
and Standings | 2024 IPL Full ScheduleLSG 

are set to meet KKR on Sunday, May 5 in IPL 
2024. LSG will be fighting KKR for a spot in 
the top two positionin the Indian Premier 
League. Both LSG and KKR have played 10 
matches and are separated by only 2 points. If 
LSG win by a big margin, there are chances 
that they replace KKR at the second spot in the 
league table.

KL Rahul would be hoping to continue his 
aggressive form and would want a little more 
contribution from the rest of the team. LSG 
won their last match against MI at home and 
will back Marcus Stoinis and KL Rahul to 
deliver once again.

LSG, RR, KKR, SRH and CSK are currently the 
top contenders for the playoffs spot in the 
Indian Premier League 2024 season.

From Bengaluru to Lucknow: 
KL Rahul's shockingly funny 

transformation

Bengaluru Shane Watson praised Faf du 
Plessis for his whirlwind knock against GT 
and said that the RCB skipper wanted to 
play such a knock for his side this season. 
Du Plessis hit a 23-ball 64 to set the 
platform for RCB's win on May 4. The RCB 
skipper got to his fifty in 18 balls, the 
second-fastest for the franchise.

Du Plessis' knock helped RCB get the win in 
the end, despite a small collapse. Speaking 
to JioCinema, Watson said that it was 
excellent batting from the RCB skipper and 
he got the pace and bounce of the wicket 
very quickly. The former all-rounder said 
that when Du Plessis is in such a mood, the 
margin for the bowlers is very low.Watson 
said that Du Plessis was determined to put 
the foot down for his side against GT, as 
evident from his landmark fifty.

"Certainly was. Excellent batting. He played 
these beautiful shots. He got the pace and 
bounce of the wicket so quickly. And when 

Faf is in this type of mood, he has access all 
around the ground. So, the room for error 
for the bowlers is so small. He has been 
wanting to do this all season for RCB. He 
has got off to a start in a couple of innings 
but hasn't been able to go through the 
innings like he did tonight."And now, 18-
ball 50 he got. The second fastest for RCB, 
that showed how Faf put his foot down 
tonight. His team needed that kick along in 
the powerplay," said Du Plessis.

How well has Du Plessis performed this 
season in IPL 2024?

Compared to his fantastic 2023 campaign, Du 
Plessis has had a lacklustre time in IPL 
2024. The RCB skipper had scored 730 runs 
in 14 matches last season and has only 352 
to his name this time around. The knock 
against GT was Du Plssis' third fifty of the 
campaign.He is now the second-highest 
run-getter for RCB this season, behind Virat 
Kohli. RCB will need to win all their 
remaining matches to keep their playoff 
hopes alive.

Madrid Open: Iga Swiatek gets 
her revenge, beats Aryna 

Sabalenka in marathon final

Real Madrid claimed a record-extending 
36th LaLiga title on Saturday after Girona 
fought-back to beat Barcelona 4-2, a 
result that left Carlo Ancelotti's side with 
an unassailable lead in the standings.

Faf du Plessis's GT blitz praised by 
Watson: He wanted to do this for 

RCB all season

Glenn Phillips 1st New Zealand 
spinner in 16 years to achieve 

New Delhi. Glenn Phillips, on Saturday, 
became the first New Zealand spinner to pick 
up a 5-wicket haul in Tests at home in 16 
years. Phillips accomplished the feat in the 
opening Test between the Black Caps and 
Australia at  the Basin Reserve in 
Wellington.Right-arm off-spinner Jeetan 
Patel was the last Kiwi spinner to achieve the 
feat when he picked up a 5-wicket haul back in 
2008 against Chris Gayle’s West Indies at the 
McLean Park in NapierOn Day 2 of the 
ongoing Test, Phillips finished with figures of 
16-4-45-5. The off-break bowler picked up 
the wickets of Usman Khawaja, Cameron 
Green, Travis Head, Mitchell Marsh and Alex 
Carey as New Zealand bowled Australia out 
for 164 in their second innings.The 27-year-
old Phillips also racked up his best bowling 
figures in first-class cricket after already 
picking up 2 four-wicket hauls.Last year, in 
November and December, Phillips showed 
his class with the ball in Test cricket on the 
tour of Bangladesh. He finished 3rd in the list 
of leading wicket-takers in the series, having 
taken 8 wickets from 2 matches with a 4-
wicket haul to show for his efforts.Phillips 
was also impressive with the ball when New 
Zealand finished as a semi-finalist in the ODI 
World Cup 2023 that took place on Indian soil. 

Chelsea manager Mauricio 
Pochettino has slammed the 
"stupid rumours" swirling around 
his Stamford Bridge future and 
said it is up to the Premier League 
club's hierarchy to decide if  he will 
continue beyond this season.

IPL 2024, MI vs KKR: Aaron Finch 
said that Hardik Pandya has been 
going through a turbulent phase 
as the captain of  the 5-time 
champions. On Friday, Mumbai 
lost to Kolkata by 24 runs at the 
Wankhede Stadium.

Junior to senior: Dhruv Jurel pens 
emotional note for ‘great man’ Rahul Dravid

Shah Stadium in Rajkot ahead of India’s UPDATED. India wicket-keeping batter 
third Test against England.IND vs ENG, Dhruv Jurel has penned an emotional note 
4th Test: Scorecardfor head coach Rahul Dravid, calling him 

a great man. Jurel made a winning start to Jurel made a good start to his Test career but 
his Test career, helping India beat England was unfortunate to miss out on a maiden 
in Rajkot and then Ranchi. Test fifty, been dismissed at 46. However, 

he made it count in the fourth Test in Ahead of the fifth and final Test in 
Rajkot, being adjudged the Player of the Dharamsala, Jurel took to social media 
Match for his terrific batting performance platform ‘X’, to pen a note for Dravid, 
across the two innings.Jurel scored 90 in calling him a great man. Dravid was 
the first innings and double it up with an Jurel’s head coach in their Under-19 
unbeaten 39 to help India take an World Cup winning campaign while also 
unassailable 3-1 lead over England in the being his coach in the senior national 
five-match Test series.Jurel formed a 77-side.Jurel was part of India’s Under-19 
run stand with Kuldeep Yadav, before World Cup winning team in 2020 when 
stitching a 40-run partnership with Dravid was their head coach. He was 
debutant Akash Deep to help India post handed his Test cap by veteran wicket-
307 runs in their first innings. keeper Dinesh Karthik at the Niranjan 

Shane Watson heaped praise on Faf du 
Plessis after his knock against GT in 
Bengaluru. Du Plessis scored 64 off just 
23 balls and set up the win for RCB.
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Mom-To-Be Deepika Padukone 
Flaunts Pregnancy Glow As She 

Poses With Co-actors On Singham 
Again Set

om-to-be Deepika Padukone is 
currently shooting for Singham 
Again. While on set, Deepika posed M

with the junior artists working with her. 
Deepika Padukone’s pregnancy glow caught 
everyone’s attention in the photo. Deepika, 
who is expecting her first baby with Ranveer 
Singh, is working through her pregnancy. In 
Singham Again, she will be playing the role of 
Lady Singham.

Recently, a junior artist who worked with 
Deepika dropped a selfie on Instagram with the 
actress. She also shared a sketch she made for 
Deepika and a bouquet of flowers with a note 
that read, “To our hero, Lady Singham”. The 
bouquet and note were also shared by Deepika 
on her Instagram account. 

The artist also penned a heartfelt note for 
Deepika and wrote, “@deepikapadukone The 
Only Lady Singham? Glad to meet you 
ma’am? One of the best days of my life Felt so 
lucky to work with you, still remember the day 
you smiled at me and the way you appreciated 
and became happy after seeing the sketch. I 
pray that we meet many more times in 
future…..??? Lots of love from us!! Always 
and forever ma’am ???? Love Love????.”

Deepika Padukone has a prominent role in the 
movie. Back in 2023, Rohit Shetty had said that 
Singham Again would feature Deepika as one 
of the heroes. He said, “She is like one of the 
heroes and what we are doing with it is that we 
will go with her story. We will make a film 
which has only Deepika…it is her story… Like 
Sooryavanshi, Singham and Simmba, the films 
had already been made and people knew about 
them but with Singham Again we are 
introducing these characters and then we will 
tell their stories.”

The film features Ajay Devgn in the lead role, 
along with Ranveer Singh, Akshay Kumar and 
Kareena Kapoor Khan. Other than Deepika 
Padukone, Tiger Shroff will also be introduced 
into Rohit’s cop-verse through Singham Again.

Meanwhile, Deepika is expecting her first child 
with Ranveer. The couple announced their 
pregnancy in February this year. Deepika 
shared an adorable poster with “September 
2024? written on it. The poster also had 
children’s clothes, toys and balloons as the 
border. 

Dharmendra and Hema Malini 
Get Married AGAIN After 44 
Years? Couple's Pics Spark 

Rumours

ema Malini and Dharmendra celebrated 
their 44th wedding anniversary on HThursday and it seems like the couple got 

married yet again. The veteran actress sparked 
rumours of a possible second marriage 
ceremony after she shared pictures of her and 
Dharmendra’s intimate celebrations. Taking to 
X, Hema Malini shared a picture in which she 
and Dharmendra were seen sporting massive 
garlands while they posed for pictures. The 
Sholay actress was seen wearing a bright 
traditional saree and sindoor while Dharmendra 
sported a peach-coloured shirt.

She also shared a photo in which Dharmendra 
was seen planting a kiss on Hema’s cheek while 
she blushed. The couple was joined by their 
daughter Esha Deol. Sharing the photos, Hema 
wrote, “Photos from today at home.” Esha also 
shared one of the pictures from the intimate 
celebrations and wrote, “That’s pretty much 
what I’m made of Hema Malini and 
Dharmendra first met in 1970 when they were 
shooting for their film Tum Haseen Main 
Jawaan. Fans loved their pairing. But when they 
decided to get married, even Hema’s parents 
were not in favour. However, life had different 
plans for the couple and after many difficulties, 
they got married in 1980. They have two 
daughters – Esha Deol and Ahana Deol.

Before Bollywood’s Dream Girl, Dharmendra 
was married to Prakash Kaur with whom he has 
two sons – Sunny Deol and Bobby Deol. 
Meanwhile, Dharmendra was last seen in 
Shahid Kapoor and Kriti Sanon’s Teri Baaton 
Mein Aisa Uljha Jiya. He will soon be seen in 
Sriram Raghavan’s ‘Ikkis’, which will star 
Amitabh Bachchan’s grandson, Agastya Nanda 
in the lead. On the other hand, Hema Malini is 
currently busy with the Lok Sabha elections. 
The actress is contesting from the Mathura 
constituency on the BJP ticket. Recently, Hema 
was also joined by her daughters Esha and 
Ahana for the campaign in Mathura.

onakshi Sinha has revealed that she is not interested in joining politics, unlike her 
actor-turned-politician father Shatrughan Sinha. In a recent interview with Raj SShamani, Sonakshi was asked about her plans to join politics when she joked, “No, 

fir vahan bhi tum nepotism nepotism karoge.”
The 36-year-old actress further explained that one has to be a “people’s person” to join 

politics but contrary to this, she is a very private person. She also admitted that she 
lacks “aptitude” to be a politician 
and therefore, there is no point in 
joining a political party just for the 
sake of doing it.

“All jokes aside, I don’t think I 
would because I’ve seen my dad 
do it. I don’t think I have the 
aptitude for it. My dad is a very 
people’s person. I am a very 
private person, and you’ve to be a 
people’s person, you’ve to be there 
for them and this could be anyone 
strangers from every part of the country, 
and I’ve seen my dad do that, so I don’t 
think I have that in me,” Sonakshi added.

Meanwhile, on the work front, Sonakshi 
Sinha is currently enjoying the success of 
Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s Heeramandi: 
The Diamond Bazaar. In Bhansali’s OTT 
debut, Sinha played the role of Fareedan, 
who is formidable, shrewd and sardonic. 
She essays the role of the daughter of 
Mallikajaan’s elder sister, who had a 
catastrophic end. She’s a doppleganger of 
her mother and poses the biggest threat to 
Mallikajaan, who worries that this new 
Heeramandi entrant will raze her to the 
ground. Her only ambition is to avenge the 
injustice meted out to her mother and is single-
handedly fighting the battle.

Besides Sonakshi, Heeramandi also stars Manisha 
Koirala, Richa Chadha, Sanjeeda Shaikh, Aditi 
Rao Hydari, Sharmin Segal Mehta, Farida Jalal, 
Shekhar Suman, Fardeen Khan and Adhyayan 
Suman in key roles. It explores the various aspects of 
a woman’s trials and tribulations.

 Showsha’s review of Heeramandi reads, “With 
Heeramandi, Sanjay Leela Bhansali creates a world that’s 
exquisite and is rich and vibrant in its culture and texture. 
Inhabiting this realm are some characters that are as 

unapologetic, complex and imperfect as a human can be. Here, the women call their own shots and is unafraid of 
what the civil society might think of them. They’re pitted against each other, sometimes one even wishing for and 
conspiring against another’s downfall and shattering their self-worth, pride and ego. They can tear apart and even 
love like tigresses. And when the right time comes, they don’t bat an eyelid before fiercely protecting one another. 

Reveals She Will Not Join Dad Shatrughan In 
Politics: 'Don't Have The Aptitude For It

spent a lot of time with them. I know him since his dating 
period was going on and I was shooting the film with 
Anushka. So, he spent many days with us, and became very 
friendly.”Meanwhile, If a new report is to be believed, 
Shah Rukh will be playing a Don in his film with his 
daughter Suhana Khan. Much like his OG Don role, Shah 
Rukh will have shades of grey in the film. It is widely 
reported that SRK and Suhana are working together in a 
film by Sujoy Ghosh. The film is allegedly titled King. It is 
co-produced by Pathaan maker Siddharth Anand and Gauri 
Khan’s Red Chillies Entertainment.A source told 
Pinkvilla, “Shah Rukh Khan is making films for the 
audience and is well aware about their urge to see him in 
shades of grey. King is his passion project and he has been 
meticulously working on all aspects of the project with 
Siddharth Anand and Sujoy Ghosh. They have collectively 
carved a very cool full of attitude and swag character with 
shades of grey for SRK in King.”

A source told Pinkvilla, “Shah Rukh Khan is making films 
for the audience and is well aware about their urge to see 
him in shades of grey. King is his passion project and he has 
been meticulously working on all aspects of the project 
with Siddharth Anand and Sujoy Ghosh. They have 
collectively carved a very cool full of attitude and swag 
character with shades of grey for SRK in King.”shooting ab August main hain, ya July… we plan in June, to hah Rukh Khan was occupied throughout 2023 and 

Meanwhile, speaking about this look, the insider added that June se shuru hojayegi. So, I am absolutely free to come to has yet to start filming for his upcoming project this 
Shah Rukh will sport ‘long hair with a faint beard.’ We are all the matches. Main khushi se aata hoon. (I felt I could year. During an interview for Knight Club’s King S
already having Don 2 Deja vu. The source added, “While rest. I did three physically demanding films. I told the Khan Rules on Star Sports, the actor shared insights on his 
the character designing is already done, Siddharth Anand is whole team I’ll come to their matches. Fortunately, I don’t return to the shooting schedule for the year.Shah Rukh 
presently working on the action blocks with international shoot my next till August or June, we plan in June. It makes mentioned that last year, he had three movie releases 
stunt teams. Sujoy, on the other hand, is getting the me happy to be here).”(Pathaan, Jawan, and Dunki), which kept him constantly 
dialogue draft ready, whereas SRK is overseeing the In a recent interview on the same channel, Shah Rukh engaged. Considering the physical demands of his roles, he 
creative process and training with Suhana on some new-referred to Virat Kohli as Bollywood’s ‘damaad’, opted to take a break and focus on his IPL cricket team 
age action sequences.”Shah Rukh, Sujoy, Siddharth and acknowledging his marriage to actor Anushka Sharma. He Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR).
Suhana are yet to react to the claims. It was previously shared, “I spent a lot of time with him, I just love him. We He expressed, “I just felt ki main thoda rest kar sakta hoon. 
claimed that the filming of ‘King’ is scheduled to say that he is our son-in-law, he is our fraternity’s Teen filmein kar chuka hoon, it took a lot of physical work 
commence in May, over a span of five months, with plans ‘daamad’. I have known him the most compared to other also. So I said maybe I’ll take some time off. I told the 
to premiere the movie in the latter half of 2025. players. I have known Virat and Anushka for a long time, whole team ki, main matches ko aaunga. Fortunately, meri 

Shah Rukh Khan To Begin Filming Next Project Soon, 
Says 'I Felt Ki Thoda Rest Kar Leta Hu'

Sonakshi  
SinhaSinha

Sonakshi  

Sonakshi Sinha is 
currently enjoying the 
success of Sanjay Leela 
Bhansali's 
Heeramandi: The 
Diamond Bazaar.
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